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1 Introduction

2 How To Use This Document

This ACORD 2020 research is an ongoing effort to
gather research papers and surveys from various sources
to create a future view of our business and a vision for
the future role of ACORD. The longer view will support
the development of overall strategy and serve as a
compass to provide direction when preparing annual
operating plans and budgets.

This document presents the major themes and individual
views of executives from the ACORD membership.
You can use the document:
1. as contrast to your opinions and future views.
2. as a pre-read for planning sessions.

This document includes the voices of ACORD members
and reflects the thinking of 400+ executives representing
100+ organizations. The charts and illustrations show
aggregated results and italicized fonts in the text are
quotes from individuals in the group.

3. to make a case for industry standards.
4. to support the Cost Benefit Analysis process.
5. to factor mega-trends into annual planning.

Some opinions expressed by participants may not be
consistent with the larger group and are not intended to
reflect the views of ACORD management. We do plan to
improve the usefulness of the Standards roadmaps that
we provide based on these discussions.

6. to seed a new generation of plug and play solutions.
7. to understand trading partner concerns.
8. to get the most value from ACORD participation.

ACORD members are highly aware of the wide range of
issues facing the industry, and the often complex ways in
which those issues are interrelated. They sense the dual
nature of many of the themes that are shaping the
market: the ability of a driver to act as either an
opportunity or a threat depending on context.

9. to help shape ACORD’s future view.
10. to Own Y/our Future.

While ACORD members can be critical of their own
organizations, they are also confident about the future.
They are concerned to manage change effectively,
realistic about the challenges they face, and appreciative
of the rewards that lay ahead for those who succeed.
Above all, members of the ACORD community show a
shared commitment to improving the industry for all its
stakeholders, and to securing its successful future
We want thank all the executives who participated in the
discussions. We appreciate and value your contribution.
Nothing we can do can change the past, but everything
we do changes the future.

Global Futures & Foresight (www.thegff.com)
provided the research on global and micro trends
included in this document. GF&F also facilitated the
series of Roundtable discussions among ACORD
members to gather comments and opinions that
shape the following pages.

Gregory Maciag
President
ACORD

GF&F provided the analysis and illustrations and will
be available for internal executive sessions for
member organizations as a service upon request.
Technology Trends were provided by Strategy Meets
Action (SMA) (https://strategymeetsaction.com) and
are in Section 8.
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3 About This Document
The results are organized by industry grouping and four
main themes:
•
•
•
•

People
Technology
Business models
Regulation.

Sections 1 through 5 introduce the report and its broad
conclusions. Section 6 summarizes the contextual
material provided by Global Futures & Foresight to seed
our discussions.
Section 7 takes this collection of global trends and
relates them to the industry as a whole while Section 8
addresses the future of technology.
Sections 9, 10 and 11 give details of particular trends
affecting the EU, US and UK regions respectively.
Section 12 presents the comments of participants from
the Life, Health and Annuity community. Environmental
issues and energy supply are perceived as the most
important issues for the sector, and responding to
regulation is seen as its biggest weakness. The aging
population represents a potential opportunity, although
product complexity and talent supply are challenges.
LAH participants see their customers and businesses
becoming more mobile and flexible. Uncertainty
associated with regulation remains a key variable, while
reducing costs is seen as more of an issue than increasing
sales – the reverse of the situation in the other sectors.
Section 13 details the findings for the Property and
Casualty sector. The most important driver for the sector
is the evolution of the agency/company relationship and
the business processes that flow across it. Regulation is
seen as potentially threatening. Globalization, however,
is regarded positively as a source of growth. The
maturity of the industry gives it strength, but also
accounts for the outdatedness of much of its technology
and the perceived inertia of its culture. Short-termism
and discontinuity of technology present obstacles to
growth, but also reflect the fragmentation of the sector.
More responsive, customer-centric services are seen as
important to future success.

Section 14 focuses on agents and brokers in the LAH
and PCS sectors. Cultural factors are the most important
issues here. Despite perceived weaknesses in
entrepreneurialism, job interest and understanding of
technology, the sector feels positive about its
capabilities. The pressure to reduce costs while
maintaining quality and improving service is acute.
Section 15 details the responses of the Reinsurance and
Large Commercial members. Here demographics and
global issues figure prominently. The industry's
capitalization is a strength, while technology, talent and
processes are all areas of concern. Underwriters and
brokers agree that legacy systems can impede progress
and that organizational clarity is important for success.
Section 16 summarizes the topics discussed at a London
roundtable as part of the research process.
Section 17 covers the vendor and service provider
community, a diverse group with issues that differ in
emphasis from those of the clients they serve. Talent
issues are prominent as they are in the insurer
community, but the skills and expectations differ.
Regulation can be an opportunity for vendors and service
providers.
Risk transfer is seen as the sector's leading strength, with
product complexity, business fragmentation, and poor
career image as weaknesses. Vendors and service
providers are unconvinced of the potential for
virtualization technology. It is deemed to be relevant by
the wider research population, yet this group's
technology issues tend to be closer to home. They spoke
about the pace of technology change and the perceived
costs of implementing standards. Vendors do favor PayPer-Use business models for the future, unlike the other
groups involved in the research.
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4 Owning Y/our Future
The future is designed
ACORD was created more than
40 years ago to realize a vision
of increasing efficiency by
bringing
together
trading
partners today in order to
collectively create a better
tomorrow.
The success of
ACORD in doing so is unparalleled.

The future is plural
Figuring what the future may hold and preparing for it
have been major concerns of humankind ever since we
started to think, plan – and worry. Our ability to imagine
future eventualities is what drives us to provide for our
families, create organizations and increase our
knowledge. It's why we developed insurance, which is a
means of making the future more predictable, more
certain.
But it's also why we buy into visions of the future that
feed our desires or that indulge our fears. Sometimes it's
hard to remember that no matter how good the research,
or how high the status of the research's sponsoring body,
no one can foresee the future with perfect accuracy. The
best we can do is to create scenarios that are more or less
plausible, expose the reasoning behind those scenarios
and present options for dealing with them. Above all, we
have to bear in mind that whatever we do today shapes
the future, including the way we react to scenarios of the
future.
While we can't have 100% perfect foresight, we can
make use of our insight. As decision makers, we're
obligated to understand the possibilities awaiting us, and
to control, to the best of our ability, the forces shaping
them.
ACORD members have generously given their attention,
experience and creativity to our 2020 Vision project over
the last year. Together we have examined the patterns,
interests, constraints and innovations that are
contributing to our unfolding future. We've looked at
big-picture, global factors and specific industry sector
issues. This report presents our findings.

During this process I've noticed that not only is the shape
of the future up for grabs, but that we also inhabit
different presents. We collaborate in order to get on the
same page: that's because as well as having interests in
common, we also each have our own story to write. If
you're a large, global underwriter you're going to see the
world differently than a niche broker. Solution providers
share some goals with their customers, but not all of
them. Our diversity is one reason why we make the
effort to share understanding and find common ground.
The success of our industry relies on our ability to
balance individual interests with the common good. And
because we collaborate so effectively in sharing our
presents, we are well equipped to shape our joint and
several futures.

Facing forward
The meaning of “the
present” varies depending on
perspectives, capabilities and
goals. These are factors that
accumulate
within
organizations, and which are
not always under explicit
management control. For example, you can't legislate for
how your customers regard your competitiveness, though
you can influence their experiences and attitudes. Your
organization's roots and history will help to define its
comfort zone as well as determining its stock of evolved
capabilities.
Individual opinion leaders – who are not necessarily one
and the same as the top management – set the
organization's agenda and steer its attention. While we
all engage in a common industry, there's a level at which
we all live on different planets.
Generally, organizations that apply a steady measure of
rational attention to their capabilities and goals are also
adept at managing change – and these virtues tend to
generate a culture that promotes and realizes positive
change. So, wherever and whatever you are today, if you
have the means to reflect on what you're doing and how
you're doing it, you're ready to shape a future that suits
you. Reason and action give you power over the future.
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4 Owning Y/our Future
The personal journey
We're all interested in global
effects, but if we're honest we're
more interested in ourselves.
What does the future hold for
me? How can I make it work
for me? How can I survive and
thrive amid the coming
changes?
What
do
demographic,
technological,
environmental, political and
industrial changes mean for me,
my career, my family, and my
well-being?
If how we react to the future makes the future, then the
more we can think through the implications of
predictions, the better shape we'll be in. However, this
isn't how people normally deal with the future. Instead of
questioning their own reactions, and exploring what their
options are, they look for reassurances that an outcome
will or will not occur. They externalise the future rather
than taking responsibility.
Taking responsibility for the future isn't intuitive. We're
used to the idea that stuff happens – that we're victims or
beneficiaries of events. The more complex our world
grows, the harder it is to believe that we can control it.
Yet control it we do. We influence what happens around
us, and we're completely responsible for our own
actions.
I believe this is one area where an insurance industry
mindset can be an obstacle. An industry founded on the
pooling of risk and the valuing of outcomes can act as
though the future is already written, and that it's
delivered to us rather than created by us.

Being part of the movement
Since what people don't do is just as important, and
sometimes more important, than what they do in shaping
the future, we need to find ways of making sure that
everyone who can contribute to a positive future is
productively engaged. We need to share our vision,
explain the drivers and our assessments of them, and
suggest the roles and responses we want others to take.
Articulating the future for the stakeholders we work with
is a vital part of ensuring that future comes about.

The ACORD community is
positive about the future
and committed to making
the kinds of changes that
will benefit everyone in the
industry. But I know that
none of us meets with total and immediate
comprehension and support from everyone whose help
we need to evolve the industry. It's especially frustrating
because our intentions are benign: we're in the unusual
position of selling a proposition that benefits everyone
and disadvantages no one.
Industry standards lead to a win-to-the-power-N
situation. That's not something you hear every day, so
people who hear the message can understandably wonder
if they've heard right, or whether there's a hidden agenda
somewhere. For the record, ACORD has no agenda other
than the all-round improvement of the insurance
industry's business capability. But how do you persuade
your peers and co-workers that implementing standards –
and taking standards farther and deeper into their
business processes – is one of the key ways in which
they can command the future?
Implementers of ACORD Standards have found that
often the best way to lead change is to start small, and
increment in small bites. A big vision isn't turned into
reality in one step, or one day. Once you've painted a
picture of the future, you still need to take all the actions
required to turn the picture into reality. For this reason,
we don't construct generic business cases for standards
adoption – though we do provide tools to help people
create specific business cases. We often find that the
greatest immediate benefits of implementing standards
come with tactical applications.
So, for example, a company looking to implement a new
process can use the relevant standards rather than design
their own solution – simply because the standard exists,
is proven, and is actionable. The company saves
time and money with this one decision. This is a great
example of the industry's investment in standards paying
back to the community in a quiet but measurable way.
For many standards implementers in this kind of
situation, there's no grand vision of standards adoption at
work. Nevertheless, any use of standards at the tactical
level opens the door to greater benefits.
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4 Owning Y/our Future
Being part of the movement (Continued)
Standards-enabled point solutions create organizational
learning and habituate developers to using standards
rather than inventing their own solutions.
As the practice spreads through imitation and
competition – with standards-based projects delivering
faster time to market and return on investment – the use
of standards comes to form an operational capability of
the organization. The organization evolves, if you will, a
new ability to respond to its environment by practicing
the use of standards and noting its success with
standards-enabled projects. In the process the
organization becomes easier to do business with, more
available for collaboration with business partners, and
better positioned for entry into new markets.
Taking personal ownership of the future, and doing your
part to bring people along with you, is the sure way to a
prosperous future we can all share in.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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5 Getting T/here
How you prepare for the future depends on where you're
starting from, and the range of potential futures you
select to make your own. In this report we will look at
how the macro-issues mesh with the micro: how we can
respond to the forces around us and how we can best
make use of our strengths as an industry. There's no
single strategy that will suit every party engaged in
insurance activity, yet the scenarios we've explored form
an agenda for action. Crafting your own take on the
future, and plotting the course that's going to take you
there, is the next step.
One theme running through the discussions that created
this document is the dynamic between urgent issues and
important ones. Matters of survival necessarily command
our attention ahead of topics related to a more distant
time. Being able to twin-track their short- and longerterm plans is a key competence for organizations that
want to stick around to enjoy the future they envision.
Recognizing that both timeframes deserve consideration
and alignment is rare enough, but I believe our shared
perspectives on risk, service and competition put our
industry in a strong position to manage this duality.
Decision makers will increasingly find themselves
dealing with issues that straddle both timeframes: talent
is a prime example here, with companies looking to
grow their expertise over the long haul as well as
matching staff profiles to current needs. It's possible that
we'll need the artificial stimulus of scenario planning to
wrench some long-term topics into the headspace we
reserve for “live issues”; this may be the best way of
getting to grips with, say, water and energy shortages
ahead of their actual impact. Be prepared, as the scouts
say.
The dimensions of control involve people, technology,
business models and regulation:

this world as well as managing organizations around its
implications. Changing the ways that we hire, motivate
and value people will be as important as looking at our
customers in new lights. These new practices and
perspectives will drive the innovation and collaboration
we're going to need to thrive in the future.

Technology
Information and communications technologies enable us
to integrate processes and remove waste, but they also
promote fragmentation of markets and faster product
cycles. Customers demand personalized, self-drive
insurances while carriers are able – through the use of
standards-enabled technologies – to be more
promiscuous in the operation of their value chains.
There's no doubt that the clock-speed of business will
continue to creep upward. Regardless of their particular
technical strategies, decision makers will need to
approach ICT issues from a risk management perspective
as well as a business case standpoint. Spending on ICT
isn't avoidable, but it's always negotiable. Our industry is
in a strong position to wring excellent value from its
technology partners, thanks to the investment it has put
in to ACORD standards, and the solid relationships that
vendors have built with their clients.

Business Models
We are on the brink of a new era in insurance business
models as companies take advantage of new
technologies and markets to reinvent themselves and the
sector. Anticipating customer needs, enabling
personalization and making innovation a part of the
management process will generate significant value and
inspire new levels of competition. At the same time, all
players will be tackling the challenge of doing more with
less – not just this quarter, but every quarter, forever.
Those who develop expertise in process improvement
and adapt their cultures to continuous change will have a
definite edge.

People
Regulation
Insurance is a people business, and the more technology
and process discipline we apply to the sector, the more
important the human dimension becomes. Evolving
lifestyles, globalization and communications technology
are creating a world where the boundaries between work
and play are blurred. We are challenged with serving

The regulatory environment is a key determinant of the
industry's shape and value, yet it is perhaps the least
predictable variable with which we have to deal. For this
reason, maintaining dialogues between the regulators and
the regulated will continue to be a health
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5 Getting T/here
Regulation (Continued)
factor for all of us. The industry has shown a talent for
forming close working relationships, which bodes well
for the future. Smart players will bake regulatory
compliance into their business processes, so that
conformance becomes as important as performance. The
ACORD Framework will be a key asset for planners
here, providing a comprehensive reference architecture
as well as an entry point into the standards themselves.

Stepping into the waves
Time is continuous, but we can only manage time by
thinking of it in discrete pieces. If we don't break down
and digest the waves that surround us, we'll be borne
away on them. No matter how overwhelming the forces
around us may seem, there's always a way we can tackle
them – bit by bit.
The ACORD community standardizes the industry's
information assets piece by piece, so each player is able
to navigate the currents of external change. Collectively,
we can steer a sure course for a profitable future.
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6 Global Fu
utures & Fo
oresight
Meember Rounddtable discussions were preceded
p
by a
presentation on global trendss provided byy David Smitth,
Preesident of Gloobal Futures & Foresight. This provided
the outside worlld view that members
m
wouuld discuss annd
usee to drive theirr industry secctor commenttary.

n
that many
m
financiaal
be inn Muslim naations. He noted
firmss are alreaddy providingg products and services
consistent with thhe rules and regulations
r
off Islamic Law
w
(Takkaful).

Global Trends
T
Globbal Instability
Volaatile Worldwid
de Economy
Globbalization 2.0
Globbal Warming
Enerrgy, Water, Taalent Shortagees
Bio Grows
G
Aginng Societies
Un-rretirement
Workk-Life Blend
Femiinization
Weallth, Health Haappiness
Urbaanization
Sociaal Awarenesss
Declining Trust
Cult of celebrity
Indivvidualization
Age of Brands
Sociaal Application
ns
Techh Convergence
Videeo Everywhere
VOipp & ipTV
Nanoo-Technology
y
Digittal 24/7 Lifestyle
Cashhless Society
Mobility & Conveenience
Rise of Robots

Figure
e 2: Population Research
R
Bureau
u

Mr. Smith also discussed
d
the changing inffluence of thee
world’s largest economies.
e
P
Projections
arre that Chinaa
will exceed the USA
U
in Gross Domestic Product in 20500
with India closelyy following thhe USA.

Figure
e 3: Goldman Sa
achs Global Econ
nomic Group

Figure
e 1: Global Futurres & Foresight

Mr.. Smith provvided highlig
ghts of varioous trends annd
notted that imprroved healthccare and poppulation grow
wth
are significantlyy changing world demoographics. Thhe
global populatioon is expected
d to rise from
m 6.5 billion in
20005 to 7.7 billlion in 2020
0 and 9.6 biillion in 20550.
Inteerestingly, hee emphasized that because people are not
n
dying as young as
a they did, we
w are evolvinng a new worrld
ordder: Who know
ws how to do business in such
s
a world. A
worrld where twoo-thirds of thee next 2.5 billlion births will
w

His presentation
p
a focused big
also
b issues andd risks such ass:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Piracy annd Terrorism
Cyber-rissk
Climate Change
C
Demograpphic Change
Migrationn
New Marrkets and Chaannels
New Techhnologies
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6 Global Futures & Foresight
In citing research conducted as part of the Lloyd’s 360
Risk Project he presented findings on the future of
insurance:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Customer demand for new products
Ten year events occurring every two years
Need for better models and strategies for
managing risks
Graying of the insurance workforce
Mobile devices (GPS, RFID) provide new data
and enormous implications for risk and claims
Post credit crunch regulation

As part of our research, GF&F identified the various
challenges for the insurance industry identified by
members during interviews:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Financial crisis
Global recession
Being competitive
Increasing sales
Lowering cost
Eliminating paper
Client access to information
Meeting 24/7 expectations
Talent acquisition and retention
Trust
Customer insight
Building client relationships
Response time
Faster underwriting
Claims inflation
Differentiation
Standardization
Legacy thinking
Addressing generational needs
Learning from business partners

The research stressed the prevalence of multi-channel
strategies, otherwise insurers may lose customers and
agents. And because of the demographics cited earlier,
the interest in micro-insurance has increased over the
years.
According to the International Financial
Corporation, low-income consumers have $5 trillion in
annual purchasing power. Investments in microinsurance will be up from $5bn 2008 to $25bn in 2015
(Deutsche Bank).
Analysis of future markets shows that Takaful markets
are largely underdeveloped. While Muslims represent
25% of global population, they represent only 5% of
insurance premiums. The Halal market is set to grow
from $2.7 trillion to $30 trillion in 2050 (Gulfnews
08/06/10).
ACORD Standards do provide for the exchange of
unstructured data, which can represent 80% of enterprise
information. And according to IDC, estimates are that
managed data grows every 5.5 years by a factor of ten.
The remaining GF&F presentation addresses an array of
topics including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Virtual education
iHealth
Western World debt
Banking
Energy
Water
Genetic Mapping
Social Networking
Food
Aging

Various surveys were referenced about the future of our
business and the concerns of CEOs. Top on the list were
over-regulation, inflation, future liabilities, terrorism and
the aging population. (Source: PWC CEO Survey)
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7 Findings
All insurance sectors
s
are im
mpacted, eithher directly or
inddirectly, by meegatrends imp
pacting the woorld.

Eneergy
Watter
Foo
od

Wheen these driveers are translaated into speciific questionss,
we are
a faced withh issues such as When willl New Orleanss
becoome uninsurabble?’ Increasiingly the induustry is facingg
a higgher volume of transactioons for the same
s
revenuee.
[We]] need to proocess more trransactions for
f same cosst
and in same tim
me. Of coursee the currentt backdrop oof
finanncial instabiility [and] reduced caapital as a
consequence is of
o prime impportance, nott just for thee
imm
mediate effectss on the indusstry but becauuse it deflects
attenntion away from
f
other longer-term, but no less
urgennt, issues.

Taleent
Glob
bal warming
Finaancial crisis
Other
Figu
ure 4: Global Drivers

Givven that the need to acqu
uire and retaain talent is an
issuue that is acuutely impactin
ng the ways inn which peopple
worrk, it is interresting to seee that when we
w spent som
me
tim
me together adddressing som
me of the gloobal challengees,
we put talent acqquisition and retention in context.
c
Energgy
shoortages rank as
a the single biggest
b
probleem according to
28%
% of the grouup, shortly aheead of water with
w 27%.
Whhat is surprisiing is the ex
xtent to whicch the financiial
crissis is reckoneed to be the single most important
i
issuue
hum
manity is facced with. Overall 23% off people in thhe
survvey believe this
t
– only 5%
5 less than believe energgy
shoortages are moore of a probllem.
It must
m
be said that while humanity,
h
indeed capitalism
m,
hass come througgh major econ
nomic trials and
a depressions
in its
i history, modern
m
man has
h not yet faced
f
a modeern
global famine, national
n
or co
ontinental watter shortage, or
acuute energy shortage. Perhaaps this refleccts a degree of
shoort-termism inn the panels’ thinking or else highlighhts
the precarious position
p
and period of uncertainty
u
thhat
finaancial servicees find themseelves in. Readding the results
witthout the venndor grouping
g shows a change
c
in moost
impportant issue: Water repllaces Energyy as the prim
me
conncern with a 31%
3
to 24% difference.
d
Figgure 5 shows a consolidatiion of the moost cited driveers
acrooss all groups partaking in
n the study, with
w the driveers
listeed in no partiicular order.

Industry Drivers
D
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Talent Isssues – flow, aging,
a
diversitty
New Busiiness Models – potentiallyy disruptive
Regulatioons – how far will they go??
Technology
Emergingg Markets, Gllobalization
Distributiion Model Chhanging
Mergers and
a Acquisitions
Market Flluctuations – how to increaase sales and
reduce coosts
Customerrs – trust and engagement
The Envirronment – Grreen Issues, Global
G
Warmingg

Figure
e 5: Global Futures & Foresight

One member from
m a large coommercial firm
m, describingg
the drivers
d
for theeir sector and various businness functions
over the short term
m, said:
For your industryy sector: Greeen issue willl grow a lott.
Keepping up qualitty and servicee.
For your compaany: Marketiing trying soo hard. Veryy
conservative. Witth the econom
my the way it’s
i going, wee
needd to get more competitive without
w
sacrifficing qualityy.
The way to do thaat is to take the
t standardss and go “hogg
wild”. It may be expensive now but you geet everyone onn
boarrd, reduced coosts, enterprisse wide solutiion.’
T so businesss
For your ICT funnction: Businness drives IT
v
of Standdards, not jusst IT people soo
needds to get the value
ACO
ORD needs to get to the bussiness people.

____________________________
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7 Findings
Peoople
Meember commeents include:
“Bee competitive.
“Addopt standardds.”

“W
We need to emphasize the benefits of standarrds
inclluding beingg able to bring
b
produccts to markket
quiicker.”
IT can’t deliveer quick eno
ough to meeet the busineess
neeeds.

For example,
e
one suggestion iss that the induustry needs too
use tech
t
to attracct talent. But technology may
m be just as
beneeficial for enssuring compaanies retain the
t wealth oof
inforrmation locked in aging,, and soon to
t be retiredd,
brainns: Aging braains a major issue
i
- how too keep wealthh
of infformation in industry in juust a few dayss?’
One issue not capptured graphiically but menntioned in thee
interrviews is thatt of increasinng societal diiversity. From
m
an agency
a
viewppoint - lack of
o multicultuuralism in thee
workkplace. Change is movingg slowly. Othher economyywidee trends impaccting the induustry include the educationn
systeem - needs to cater too students ability,
a
whichh
sugggests remediall training is needed
n
for many
m
incomingg
graduuates, as is occurring throoughout businness sectors as
perceeived educational levels drrop.

“M
Management do
d not alwayss understand the benefits of
stanndards. And, that people want
w
to do it the
t way they’’ve
alw
ways done it.”
”
30
00

We need to reaach new peop
ple coming intto the company
“W
withh greater undderstanding off the potentiaal of IT.”
25
50

“Yoounger staff get IT. Theey’ve been brought
b
up on
o
com
mputers.”
20
00

More of the innsured custom
mers will be going into the
t
“M
systtems directlyy and via th
he agent intto the carrieers
systtems to get a quote.”
“Thhe agent needds to be kept in the loop. Agents need to
get rid of some of the paper in their sysstems. Imaginng
systtems can helpp here.”
“M
Mobile computting, video, vo
oice, instant communicatio
c
on
24xx7 will be a huge ben
nefit and ann explosion of
connnectedness”
“Thhe day at the desk at the offfice are gonee. Working froom
hom
me and mobille are the wayy ahead.”

15
50

10
00

5
50

0

‘We
Weaknesses aff
ffect ability to
o attract taleent - i.e. poor
entrry level jobs as
a is lack of technological adoption,’
Givven that the issue
i
of talen
nt was consisttently raised as
onee of the majorr issues, it wo
ould appear as
a if the issue is
heaavily interlinkked with otherr themes.

1st cho
oice

2nd ch
hoice

3rd choice
c

Figure
e 6: Major issues facing the indu
ustry
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7 Findings
Tecchnology
Thee industry iss said to sufffer
from a ‘Lack of innovatioon,
(wiith)
inertiaa
a
majjor
pro
oblem.
T
Technological
lly
cha
allenged
completeely
und
derinvested in.’
i
Given thhis
stattement and thhe increasinggly
i providing a better woork
cenntral role of technology in
envvironment, ennsuring custo
omer satisfacction, and coc
orddinating businness, it can saafely be said that
t
technologgy
andd issues surroounding it co
onstitute one of the biggeest
issuues the indusstry has to deal
d
with. Annd many in thhe
inddustry know this; as one commeentator statees:
techhnology needds to be used to
t develop beetter customised
relaationships witth key clients..
Onee intervieweee commenting
g on the currrent challengges
for his industryy sector said it was to “B
Be competitivve.
W
Adoopt standardss but that therre was a longg way to go. We
neeed to emphassize the benef
efits of standaards, includinng
beinng able to brring productss to market quicker. IT cann’t
deliiver quick enough to meet the buusiness needds.
Maanagement doon’t understan
nd the benefitts of standardds.
Andd, that peoplle want to do
o it the way they’ve alwaays
donne it.”
He went on to comment abo
out a hope for
f the industtry
beinng in its yoounger leaderrs: we need to reach neew
peoople comingg into the company with greatter
undderstanding of
o the potenttial of IT. Yoounger – undder
40’s
’s get IT. Theyy’ve been brou
ught up on coomputers.
As is the case with implem
mentations whhose return on
o
invvestment is a long
l
lasting, slow burningg process, manny
pottential benefitts of technollogy accrue in
i future yearrs,
inclluding the neeed to get bettter handle on data, so they
cann report in a systematic way
w big issuues in next 2-3
2
yeaars.’
Talking about thhe next five years
y
this com
mmentator saaid
thatt they needeed to learn from
fr
our business partnerrs,
carrriers and ageents. More off the insured customers will
w
be going
g
into thhe systems dirrectly and viaa the agent innto
the carriers systtems to get a quote.
q
The aggent needs to be
keppt in the loopp. Agents neeed to get rid of some of the
t
papper in their systems.
s
Imag
ging systems can help herre.
Moobile computing, video, vo
oice, instant communicatio
c
on

efit and an explosion of
24x77 will be a huge benef
connnectedness. He
H went on to say that thhe day at thee
deskk at the officce are gone. Working froom home andd
mobiile are the waay ahead.
The need to communicate with,
w
sell too and servicee
custoomers while they are on the movve and withh
increeasing speed across the intternet is regisstered in thesee
resullts in favor of
o mobile com
mputing and implementingg
“Thee Grid”, a fastter version off the internet. Despite thesee
affirm
mations, sirenn voices warnning that techh could dumbb
us doown still lingeer.
35
50
30
00
25
50
20
00
15
50
10
00
5
50
0

1st cho
oice

2nd cho
oice

3rd cho
oice

Figurre 7: Technologyy adoption over th
he next few yearrs

It beecomes clear from these coomments thatt the industryy,
far from
f
seeing an end to itts reliance onn informationn
technnology, is becoming increasingly reliant onn
technnology to intterface with their
t
channells to marketss,
custoomers’ agentss, independennt agents, reguulators and foor
them
m back to the carriers
c
and providers
p
and underwriters.
This market has always been information intensive andd
now faces an inccreased pace of change of
o technologyy,
custoomer service expectation and regulattory reportingg
and intervention. Speed, innnovation, coost reductionn,
efficiency, servicce levels, sttraight-througgh-processingg,
connnectedness annd facilitatingg mergers andd acquisitions
havee all been statted as outcom
mes the intervview panel aree
lookiing for IT to deliver
d
on.
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7 Findings
Tecchnology (Coontinued)
w need to conform
c
arounnd
To achieve this, the industry will
agrreed informattion and inteerchange stanndards or faace
unnnecessary costs and barrierrs to implemeentation of IT in
the future.
How
wever, the baarriers to imp
plementation are numerouus.
Onee commentaator points out
o that lesss than smoooth
impplementation of the standa
ards could cause problem
ms,
addding it’s not pllug-and-play.
Desspite standardds being just that, there aree also concerrns
thatt different intterpretations of the standaards can cauuse
prooblems, and thhat first we need
n
to identif
ify what can be
stanndardized. Other
O
barrierss are less tecchnical; indeed
culttural aspects are also citted as a signnificant barrieer:
som
me of it’s a miind-set – think their worldd is unique. Eggo
stufff, says one coommentator.
Maany of these views
v
mirror those
t
of the Fort
F Lauderdaale
pannel. Figure 8 shows
s
that Otther IT Priorrities, Cost annd
a Lack
L
of Vision are the th
hree perceivedd main barrieers
to standardized data, but th
he results allso reveal thhat
Unclear Benefitts and a Lack
k of Understaanding are allso
signnificant obstaacles to overcome.
180
160

wever some of the inteerviewees suuggested thaat
How
standdards might give
g upper maanagement a better patternn
of what
w
they havve to undersstand about the IT in thee
comppany, which would undouubtedly solvee some of thee
issuees raised thhroughout – of benefitss not clearlyy
explaained or undderstood and of a lack off vision as too
whatt IT could acttually do. Indeeed several of the potentiaal
beneefits are summ
marised as: staandardizes teechnologies soo
they can leveragge their timee acting for their clientss,
agennts, carrierss, vendors, customers. No moree
propprietary system
ms.

As an
a aside, thee possibility of standardss contributingg
to a more generaal trend of changing
c
worrk patterns is
mote workerss,
raiseed. Would standards leadd to more rem
asks one intervieewee? Certaiinly the secoondary effects
of such
s
an impplementationn could carrry as muchh
signiificance for the
t future off the industryy as the moree
imm
mediate primaary effects.
Thatt said, the prrimary effectts should not be ignoredd.
Interroperability and Real Time Straigght Throughh
Processing are citted as the twoo biggest beneefits to accruee
from
m standardizattion (Figure 9).
9 Better cusstomer servicee
resullting from quicker acccess to infoormation andd
increeased accuraacy are alsoo cited, as are reducedd
expeenditure and lower
l
costs, despite
d
cost being
b
cited as
one of the princcipal barrierss to implemeentation. This
seem
ming paradox is explained by the fact that
t
standardds
are worth
w
cost off capital but couldn’t com
mpete againsst
natioonwide projeects’ ROI, but
b
then thee opportunityy
upsidde is long-term
m.

140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

1st choice

2nd ch
hoice

3rd ch
hoice

Figu
ure 8: Barriers to
o standards
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havee to get into. With
W the economy the way it’s going andd
we are
a not the cheeapest, we neeed to get morre competitivee
withoout sacrificinng quality. It may be expennsive now buut
you get everyonee on board, reduced cossts, enterprisee
widee solution. Foor our ICT fuunction: Businness drives IT
T
so Business needss to get the value
v
of Standdards, not jusst
IT peeople so ACO
ORD needs to get their argguments to thee
businness people.

7 Findings
Tecchnology (Coontinued)
200
2
1
180
1
160
1
140
1
120
1
100
80
60
40
20
0

For the industryy as a whoole: Need(s)) to get thee
motivvation back into
i
people. This
T
may proove somewhaat
difficcult given thhe very real divide
d
betweeen those whoo
belieeve technologgy and standdardized dataa will accruee
meassurable beneffits and those who would rather
r
keep thee
furniiture in the saame place – [there’s]
[t
too much
m
change.

1st choice

2nd
d choice

3rd choice

Figu
ure 9: Benefits of
o Standards

Bu
usiness Models
An interview with
w
a man
nager at a large
l
multilinne
insuurance comppany operatin
ng in the US and Canada
com
mmented on the industry challenges today
t
as beinng
ecoonomic downtturn; mergerss and acquisiitions, and theeir
ownn company’s challenges as
a being veryy competitive in
the marketplace..
Com
mmenting on
o their currrent ICT challenges
c
shhe
menntioned a talent/knowle
t
edge issue: [We have a]
Standards Guruu, been theree for 20 yearrs in the sam
me
rolee, implementting standard
ds. What happpens when he
goees? The busiiness people should be liistening to the
t
keyynote speakerrs at the Impllementation Forum.
F
IT isnn’t
alloowed to get involved in standards unless
u
busineess
graabs them into standards pro
ojects.
Com
mmenting onn the challenges of the next five years shhe
hadd this to say: For our industry sector: Green
G
issue will
w
groow a lot. Keepping up qualiity and servicce will be vitaal.
Maarketing are trrying so hard
d but are very
ry conservativve.
Worrd of Mouth marketing
m
is something
s
wee

One proposed meethod of instiilling motivattion is to givee
stafff more ownership of the change as they’ve beenn
invollved in the change. Chaange committtee write thee
process. Staff em
mpowered wiith cash to fix
f problemss.
Cliennt-focused – be in their shoes. Custoomers will bee
attraacted to happyy empowered staff. Hire peeople who likee
peopple, not for inssurance skillss.
Otheers suggest thhat what is needed
n
is a rethink
r
of thee
businness model and more focus
f
on cuustomers; onee
comm
mentator sugggests the inddustry needs new
n models –
got to
t get away from
fr paper. What
W
do the cuustomers wannt
us too do and how
w do they waant us to do it. We aren’t
payinng sufficient attention to this, certainlyy not enoughh.
Peopple want moree choice and faster
f
reaction.
But what
w
would these
t
new moodels look like? One modeel
they want to get into
i
is in the infinity
i
modeel for personaal
liness, says one innterviewee, while
w
anotheer asserts new
w
modeels could emerge
e
in insurance
i
seelling worldd.
Custtomer co-creeating/collaborating to create new
w
prodducts and servvices.
Withh 36% of thee panel’s votee, Networked
d Business is
citedd as being thee most populaar model to apppear over thee
next five years. It is quite possible
p
that cross-border
activvity – i.e. in health insureers writing accross US statee
bordders / Single European Payments
P
Areea, may spuur
grow
wth in this bussiness model type.
t
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7 Findings
Bu
usiness Models (Continueed)
40
0
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0
5
0

%

Regulatory
Overrall by far thhe biggest prriority impaccting on workk
priorrities is Increeasing Sales, which talliess close to 2500
pointts using the weighting system.
s
The second mosst
votedd for issue is that of Redu
ucing Costs, on
o 187 pointss.
Takeen together these
t
two isssues outweiggh all others
combbined. This could be reaad in a num
mber of wayss:
insurrance playerss are being adversely
a
imppacted by thee
crediit crunch annd are expeccting a rapiddly decliningg
outloook – most innsurance afterr all is funded, beyond thee
basiccs, by disposaable income.
The other potential situation iss that insurannce companies
needded simultaneeously to cutt costs and increase
i
sales
priorr to the credit crunch – signnalling perhapps an industryy
ill eqquipped to cope with recesssionary effeccts. With closee
to 1550 points Reetaining and
d Acquiring Talent rankks
thirdd, indicating its
i importancce. However the impact oof
New
w Regulations, which hass arguably strrengthened as
the downturn
d
hass progressed since the Noovember 20088
poll was taken (F
Figure 11), is viewed withh considerablee
less importance; in fact it waas cited fewer times thann
weree No Answerr and Others,, indicating itt was perhaps
the furthest
f
thing from particippants’ minds in Novembeer
20088.

Figu
ure 10: Businesss models of the fu
uture

In fact Network
ked Businesss proves morre popular than
the next two options com
mbined. Pay Per Use annd
Bussiness Processing Unit ty
ype models accrue 19% annd
15%
% respectiveely, although
h differencess occur when
view
wed by sectorr, as is discusssed in later chhapters.

30
00

Reggardless of thhe specific changes
c
to buusiness modeels
andd the possiblle emergencee of new typpes, in generral
chaange is accellerating, the need
n
to be tuuned in to it is
greeater than evver and the need to addapt quickly is
greeater than eveer. We are a slow movingg industry, thhis
preesents huge rissk. Some willl adapt. The others
o
will diee.

10
00

Som
me of those with
w perhaps better
b
survivaal prospects are
a
those who go global; even
n smaller aggents will need
parrtners to deaal globally, states
s
one em
mployee. As to
whaat will drive the global moves,
m
one poossibility stated
is thhat M&A willl change dyn
namics (more aggregation of
ageencies).

25
50
20
00
15
50

5
50
0

1st choice

2nd choice

3rd choice

e 11: Major issue
es facing the industry
Figure
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7 Findings
Regulatory (Continued)
The low importance attached to regulatory review is not
shared among those participating in later sessions and
roundtables. Issues abound such as how regulators will
view changing risk, unknown risk. How will obesity
affect fast food restaurant liability – they are starting to
be sued for health issues? Ultimately the industry would
like to know the extent of federal oversight – a new layer
of control?’ Furthermore just how far will the regulations
go – will they involve exposure reporting – capital at
risk?
Irrespective of the scope of regulations, some feel the
industry as a whole need[s] to stay on top to prevent
migration of companies out of US. There remain
questions as to the potential destination of any such
emigrants; others asked questions about Bermuda – tax
haven pressures – removes advantages of domiciling in
low tax places?
Also acknowledged is that changing regulation can go
either way. Health insurers need to communicate better
with public with regard to regulations, notes one
commentator. However, the question of will it make us
money, save us money or be a necessary evil –
regulations probably the latter, still pervades.
This mindset, of treating regulations as a cost as to be
met, ignores the possibility of using them to your
advantage. Regulations alone cannot confer a
competitive advantage as they will have an industrywide, or at least sector-wide application. However, were
they to be built upon and the goal shifted from merely
meeting them to surpassing them, then new levels of
transparency, and potentially trust, could be achieved.
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8 Technology Trends and Insurance
Information and communications technologies (ICT)
have played an important role in the insurance industry
in the twentieth century and the first decade of the
twenty-first century. Over the next ten years, ICT will
have an even more pervasive impact on insurance. Other
chapters in this document identify specific technologies
and technology trends, including sections covering the
global view of the future, micro-trends for key
geographic areas and for each insurance line of business.
Chapter 16 incorporates these technology discussions
and presents a macro view of the key trends in ICT and
the implications for insurance.
In analyzing the insurance industry and the trends for
technology over the next decade, two overarching trends
stand out: the transition from automation to insight for
the management of the business, and the transition from
operational to strategic taking place as the focus of the
organization.

force for change in society. This may sound like
hyperbole, but the technology trends and insurance
implications explored in this chapter will expand on this
theme. New and emerging technologies will require
insurers to take a much more strategic view of ICT. The
history of ICT in insurance has been one of asking “how
can technology help run my business.” Insurance leaders
in the future will instead be asking “how can technology
help reshape my business.”

Technology Trends – a Macro View
The technology trends that will have the most impact on
insurance through 2020:
•
•
•
•
•

Internet of Things - trillions of connections
Information - zettabytes of data
Insight - millions of analytical engines
Interaction - thousands of new ways to interact
IT Provisioning - big ideas for obtaining ICT
services

From Automation to Insight
The Internet of Things
For over 50 years, insurers have used technology to
automate the business – improving efficiencies,
streamlining operations and enabling high volume
transactions. There are still many opportunities for
automation – cost control and processing speed will
remain key drivers for the foreseeable future. But the real
emphasis for ICT in insurance will be in capitalizing on
massive amounts of data using sophisticated analytics to
provide new insights. The increasing use of intelligence
and analytics in both the back office and the front office
(real-time), and throughout the whole ecosystem of
partners, will place new requirements on the technology
infrastructure. The way that data is captured, stored,
exchanged, routed, combined, analyzed and applied will
continue to change.

Trillions of things are being connected to the Internet –
extending way beyond traditional computing and mobile
communications devices. Sensors, radio frequency id
tags, actuators and other miniature devices are being
attached, implanted or built into everything from cars to
cows, packages to pets, and railroads to rivers. These
devices are increasingly being connected to the Internet,
often via GPS. The information flowing from these
devices is incorporated into the normal operations of
firms in many industries – including retail,
transportation, and agriculture – as well as military and
government. Some humans are even connected to the
Internet through implanted pacemakers or other medical
devices.

From Operational to Strategic

Information

Insurers have traditionally evaluated and deployed ICT
to make their businesses run better, to improve
communications with their customers and partners. The
focus has been centered around operations – not just
about efficient transactions but about using ICT to
manage the business. Over the next ten years, ICT will
begin to change the nature of the insurance business
itself – expanding opportunities for insurers and enabling
the insurance industry and its participants to be a positive

The amount of electronic data generated in 2010 is
projected to be over one zettabyte, equivalent to 270 or a
billion terabytesi. For reference, all the books in the US
Library of Congress total a mere 15 terabytes
(representing over 140 million books). The amount of
electronic data in the world is expected to increase at a
60% compound annual growth rate over the next 10
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8 Technology Trends and Insurance
Information (Continued)
yearsii. This means that the quantity of information
stored in the world in 2020 will be 100 times that stored
in 2010. As mind-boggling as these numbers are, they
may be too conservative. The trillions of devices that are
part of the Internet of Things will generate increasingly
massive amounts of data.
This places data squarely at the center of the future of
ICT. In a way it is “back to the future” since the early
days of computers were known as “data” processing.

Insight
The availability of ever increasing amounts of data –
both structured and unstructured, will provide a wealth
of new opportunities. Data properly organized becomes
information, which through analysis can lead to
knowledge. And, according to the old adage, knowledge
is power! However, the reality is that “knowledge is
potential power; only applied knowledge is power.iii”
Insurance companies have always held large amounts of
data. The challenge has been how to capitalize on that
data. Winners in the next decade will be those that
understand how to continually derive new insights by
unleashing powerful analytic engines – applying those
engines to their data in both the front office and the back
office. Even today, there are a host of analytical tools
available and a core group of experts in the industry with
the ability to implement them and apply that knowledge
to the business. In the next decade, insurers that harness
analytics to gain and apply real-time insights will
possess a significant competitive advantage.

Interaction
It is helpful to view technology trends for interaction in
the next decade in terms of their two shaping
dimensions: devices and networks. The variety and
functional capability of devices continues to explode.
The ability of devices to input, retrieve, view and
exchange information is increasingly pervasive and
expansive. The pace of adoption and the sophistication
of devices are remarkable. Consider that not long ago,
mobile phones were seen as telephones to be used only
for emergency or mission critical situations. Consider the
staggering plethora of communication options and

features now available through handheld devices. This
advancing ability to instrument trillions of things will
continue to provide more and more data giving insurers
the power to leverage analytics to better understand risks
and customer needs.
The second dimension of interaction is the emergence of
communications within and between networks of
individuals. Social media such as wikis, blogs, and social
networks (e.g. Facebook, LinkedIn) have rapidly gone
from the province of a few young adults and old nerds,
to an everyday tool used by millions of people of all ages
for all sorts of purposes. Friends and colleagues keep in
touch, jobs are offered and filled, people amass to
support causes and initiatives, products and services are
promoted, views are disseminated. These new
capabilities and services are pushing the boundaries of
information sharing and communication and will play an
increasingly important role for businesses in the future.

IT Provisioning
The final “I” of technology trends is less visible to most
people, but is critically important to corporate strategists
and planners. A quiet revolution is underway in the way
that IT resources and services are obtained, delivered,
and used. To say that this is a new trend would be
disingenuous – options for procurement of IT have
evolved over many decades. But, the forces of
globalization, computing power and data storage
availability, steady advances in software development
methodologies, and bandwidth of communications
technology have converged to enable a rich set of
options for sourcing ICT.
Today, computer hardware, software services, telephony
capabilities, and human resources can be quickly
assembled and accessed from remote locations to handle
specific tasks. ICT expertise is now spread throughout
the globe with instant availability via the Internet. Large
centers of excellence, fully staffed by IT providers, offer
services to businesses and governments anywhere on the
planet. Techniques for workload sharing and balancing
among computing resources have been refined to
maximize investments in these resources. Telephony
technology for automated call routing, predictive dialing,
and resource allocation provide support for call centers
oceans away. Two new software delivery models provide
further options – software-as-a-service (SaaS) and cloud
computing.
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8 Technology Trends and Insurance
IT Provisioning (Continued)
Cloud computing is an Internet based model where all
computing resources – servers, storage devices,
networks, and software – are in the cloud, appearing as
virtual resources to the user. Individuals or businesses
make requests for service to the cloud and are unaware
of what resources are actually used to service that
request. Whether it is a request to retrieve specific
information, the need to store data, or the desire to run a
computer program, the cloud determines how to allocate
from the pool of resources and complete the users’
request.
Software-as-a-service (SaaS) is related to cloud
computing. It is another new, flexible way to run
software based on a remote computer with pricing based
on usage. SaaS may be deployed from a dedicated
computer that is not in a cloud, but the more natural
implementation will increasingly be in conjunction with
cloud computing. These models will continue to evolve
over the next decade and become more widely used.
The range of new provisioning options offers more rapid
implementation, variable cost structures, and an ondemand usage model. Businesses do not have to make
the up-front investment of time, money, and physical
assets to develop and deploy a computing system. The
combination of computing models with sourcing options
for human resources enables new business models – not
just for IT but for the business as a whole.

Fundamental Changes to the Insurance Business
Insurance is fundamentally a digital, information
intensive business. Many of the items covered by the
insurance contract are rooted in the physical world –
people, vehicles, vessels, buildings, building contents
and other tangible items. But the nature of insurance
products and services are digital – a promise on paper,
the scheduling of a partner to provide repair services, a
check to pay for damages, the monthly payout on an
annuity contract. Because insurance is a service-based
industry, relying on information and human expertise,
the 5 key technology trends will have a tremendous
impact on the industry. New business opportunities for
insurers will emerge over the next decade and beyond –
opportunities not just to run the business, but also to
reshape it. Technology driven opportunities for insurance

include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

New Risks
New Ways to Package and Deliver Insurance
New Approaches to Sell and Service Insurance
New Ways to Manage Risk
New Business Models

New Risks
Technology advances change the type and magnitude of
various exposures and introduce brand new risks. Many
of the physical objects insured by property and casualty
insurers will become increasingly smart with the addition
of on board computers or sensors – smart cars, smart
buildings, smart cargo etc. Insurers will need to keep
pace with these changes to ensure that coverages and
pricing are appropriate.
Perhaps more interesting are new risks emerging over the
next decade. Insurers must follow developments in
biotechnology, nanotechnology, robotics, cyber-terrorism
and other areas. Product liability risks and personal
health risks associated with genetically modified foods
and animal cloning are one example. In the health care
arena, personalized drugs, remote and robotic surgeries,
and the growing of new organs are just a few of the
developments that create the potential to both increase or
decrease risks.

New Ways to Package and Deliver Insurance
Innovative ways to package and deliver insurance
offerings that have been the subject of academic
discussions and experimentation will become possible on
a larger scale over the next decade. These include microinsurance, usage-based insurance, product bundling, and
person-based insurance. Micro-insurance has two
distinct segments – developing and developed nations.
Programs are already underway in developing countries
to provide crop insurance through a small surcharge on
seeds purchased through a mobile phone. In developed
countries, the technology to add small charges for
service transactions for insurance cover is now available
and cost effective.
Usage based or pay-as-you-go insurance has been
implemented by certain auto insurers around the world,
but the potential exists to extend the concept to other
personal lines areas as well as commercial lines.
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8 Technology Trends and Insurance
New Approaches to Sell and Service Insurance
Evolving technology capabilities for interaction present a
host of opportunities for insurers to communicate with
agents, prospects, policyholders, claimants, partners and
other members in the ecosystem. Insurers already have
pilots underway to determine how to best capitalize on
social media and devices such iPhones and Blackberries.
Most insurers are becoming adept at incorporating new
communication
devices
and
leveraging
new
communication techniques. But the challenge is to go
beyond the ability to exchange text messages or gather
customer feedback through Facebook. Pioneering
insurers will develop new approaches to sales and
service that are based on their ability to integrate and
analyze information from all these channels in real-time
– and use that to increase share of wallet and to better
service customers.

New Ways to Manage Risk
The Internet of Things and the widespread availability of
real-time analytics will enable more proactive risk
management. Historically insurers have provided loss
control services and advice for commercial customers,
creating a win-win situation for the insurer and insured.
Increasingly valuable information is becoming available
real-time about the current condition and performance of
cars, machines, water pipes, vessels – and even human
bodies. Coupled with analytic engines, this information
will be used to take preventative measures, avoiding
accidents and mitigating losses.

New Business Models
The insurance ecosystem is about to become more
complex. Traditional participants such as agents, brokers,
claim service providers, reinsurers and others will
remain. Over the next decade, expect to see partnerships
for insurance products and service delivery extend more
into other industries. More retail products will have
options for bundling insurance. More services will be
available via mobile phones. Specialized providers of
monitoring services will emerge.

instruments (and related regulation) will give rise to even
more providers of advice and counsel. All of these create
the opportunity to introduce new business models in
terms of product development, new sales channels and
service delivery. The expansion of micro-insurance and
usage-based insurance requires new or revised business
models.

Looking Back
These scenarios may seem like science fiction, but look
back 15 years to 1995. The Internet was in the early
stages of commercialization. Many insurers did not even
have a web site, and those that did were experimenting.
Mobile phones were scarce and the technology was
primitive – the only function available was to make a
phone call! Real-time analytics were practically nonexistent. Claim adjusters were not able to take pictures of
damages on-site – unless they used an analog camera,
had the film processed and mailed the photos into the
claims department. Insurers had essentially three ways to
communicate with customers – phone, face-to-face or
mail. And despite over a decade of client/server
architectures, most transactions were still completed in
overnight batch runs.
With the pace of change accelerating, the next 10 years is
sure to see at least as much, if not more change,
particularly for the insurance industry.

Implications for Standards
In a world of trillions of connection points, vast
information flows, sophisticated analytic engines and
many ways to access and view information, the need for
standards becomes even more important. The insurance
industry has the potential to capitalize on these ICT
developments, but only if standards are in place and
broadly implemented, enabling participants throughout
the insurance ecosystem to easily exchange relevant,
timely information with the appropriate privacy and
security.
The first age of standards in the insurance industry has
reached maturity. We’ve witnessed successful efforts to
standardize data exchange between producers and
carriers, standardize forms and move toward common
data models for use within the insurance enterprise.

Experts in new technology areas such as biomedicine
and nanotechnology will be consulted. Financial
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8 Technology Trends and Insurance
Implications for Standards (Continued)
While many industry participants have not fully
implemented all these standards, the trend toward data
and communication standards is clear. Existing standards
must be more widely used to create a strong base for
future standards. Widespread implementation of common
enterprise data models will enable more fluid partnering
and allow analytic engines to churn through data from
different parts of the business – overcoming the issue of
the siloed data that exists today.
The next age of standards will accommodate a wide
range of structured and unstructured data coming from
sources inside and outside the traditional boundaries of
the insurance industry. The insurance industry must
collaborate with other industries to ensure that data
flowing throughout the ecosystem is leveraged for the
benefit of customers and the insurance company.
The ecosystem is continually becoming more complex,
creating more requirements for exchanging data with
new and different types of entities. The winning
insurance organizations of tomorrow will be those who
are best able to capitalize on ICT to make the transition
from automation to insight and from operational to
strategic.
The potential for new markets, products, channels,
delivery methods and claim services is set to explode –
and standards are poised to play an important role in this
future.
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9 Micro Trends: EU
1. Population
According to the European Commission, the EU will
have 52m fewer people of working age by 2050iv. 52%
of Europeans fear that people in employment will be
increasingly reluctant to pay taxes and social
contributions to support older peoplev. Economic impact:
Reduced economic activity, tax take, and support for the
aging society and potentially reduced disposable
incomes.
2. Population aging drags economic growth
The fiscal impact of aging is projected to be substantial
in almost all member states, according to the report. It
predicts that spending on pensions, healthcare and longterm care will increase by 4.75 percentage points of GDP
by 2060 in the EU as a whole and by 5 percentage points
in the Euro zone. The Commission predicts that annual
GDP growth rate will decline significantly in the future,
with a smaller working-age population acting as a drag
on growth and on per capita income. The EU ratio of
workers aged 15-64 to those over 65 is forecast to fall
from 4:1 to 2:1 by 2060vi. Economic impact: Declining
growth rate exacerbates the increasing cost of care for
the EU's aging populations. New economic opportunities
in care sector accompany huge fiscal liabilities. Maybe
encourage EU to increase immigration.
3. Going green
A February 2010 analysis by the European Wind Energy
Association (EWEA) shows that European Union
Member States are on course to achieve the goal of 20%
renewable energy use by 2020. The EWEA estimates that
21 Member States will meet or exceed their national
targets: 13 predict they will meet their target and eight
forecast exceeding their target. Only six Member States
believe they will not manage to reach their target through
domestic action alone, although none of these expect to
be more than 1% below their targetvii. Economic impact:
Reduced dependence on Russian gas, middle eastern oil
and the rest of the volatile hydrocarbon markets.
4. Rising mental health costs

an increase in the whole of Europe of about 43%
between 2008 and 2030 to over €250bnviii. Economic
impact: Heavy economic cost for welfare. Increasing
research and development flows towards developing
coping and remedy solutions. Impact on the labour
market as more middle-aged people of working age are
diverted to caring for older family sufferers.
5. Sovereign debt concerns
The bankruptcy of a Euro-region country would spell the
end of European Monetary Union (EMU), said Carl
Heinz Daube, the head of Germany’s debt agencyix.
Economic impact: Euro dissolution could spell severe
recession for many economies and the potential break-up
of the EU.
6. A hobbled giant?
“The European Union would need to resolve a perceived
democracy gap dividing Brussels from European voters
and move past the protracted debate about its
institutional structures. Continued failure to convince
sceptical publics of the benefits of deeper economic,
political, and social integration...could leave the EU a
hobbled giant distracted by internal bickering and
competing national agendas, and less able to translate its
economic clout into global influencex.” Economic
impact: Protracted political deadlock could ensure
gradual structural decline of economy and the dwindling
importance to the world economy in comparison to fast
growing major economies such as China, India, and
Russia.
7. Booming cloud services
Cloud-based unified communication services are forecast
to grow by nearly 80% annually across Europe for the
next four years as businesses look to alternative delivery
models that require a lower upfront cash investment. The
market in the region was worth €46.9m in 2009
according to analyst Frost and Sullivan, but given
the maturation of the technology and interest generated
by the recession it is expected to reach €1.6bn in 2014,
representing compound annual growth rates of 79.3%xi.
Economic impact: A transformed IT world could lead to
leaner and more agile businesses that can

The number of people with dementia will increase
considerably from about 10m today to about 14m people
in 2030. The demographic forecast of costs will result in
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9 Micro Trends: EU

government to tailor their products, services and
messages to disparate immigrant groups.

7. Booming cloud services (Continued)
11. Conflicting religions
engage and disengage services without the usual M&A
barriers of internal incompatible technologies.
8. Retail Consolidation
The top retailers’ consolidation is accelerating as
retailers develop greater capabilities and leverage scale.
The top 15 retailers by growth (sales added) are forecast
to capture 66% of retail sales growth from a base share
(2009) of 43%xii. Economic impact: Certain to ensure
consumption remains an important part of the economic
mix but choice and competition may suffer as a
consequence.

According to the US's Migration Policy Institute,
residents of Muslim faith will account for more than
20% of the EU population by 2050 but already do so in a
number of cities. Policy Exchange, a British study group,
found that more than 70% of Muslims over 55 felt that
they had as much in common with non-Muslims as
Muslims. But this fell to 62% of 16-24 year-oldsxv.
Economic impact: Rising religious interest in general
may raise conflict in the workforce. UK statistics show
Muslims there often earn less than the general population
and this may compound alienation.
12. Rising housing costs

9. Discount growth
Discounter brands represent a significant component of
future growth, with the top 15 European discounters with
a modest 13% share of chain retail sales increasing their
sales added capture from 25% to 30%, ratcheting their
chain retail share to 15% by 2014 in a very competitive
retailing and slow economic growth marketxiii. Economic
impact: Consumers aiming to reduce spending where
possible – potential drive for value across all sectors.
Discounting drives retailers to increasingly squeeze their
supply chain on cost, and ethical and sustainable policies
could become casualties.
10. Changing racial mix
The EU's total population was up 0.48% in 2007 –
adding some 2.39m people to reach 497.5m inhabitants,
Eurostat said on 23 September 2008. Some 80% of this
growth comes from immigration, and only a fifth from
so-called natural change, meaning the increase of births
over deaths. This is a result of steadily declining fertility
rates amongst native-born Europeans. According to
Eurostat, in 2007 there was an average of just 10.6 births
for every 1,000 citizens, totaling 5.3 million registered
births in the union last year, an increase of 0.8%. There
was a net increase in immigration of 16.4%, or 1.9m new
people coming to the EUxiv. Economic impact: Could
cause political and social unrest and impact European
economic activity adversely. Could compel retailers and

The European Commission's latest annual Social
Situation Report shows that Europeans now spend more
of their income on housing costs than they did ten years
ago (almost 4 percentage points more), while mortgage
debt has increased sharply across the EU. On average,
Europeans spend one fifth of their disposable income on
accommodation. Rent and mortgage payments only
make up 30% of total housing costs in the EU while the
other 70% pays for repairs, maintenance and
fuelxvi. Economic impact: Unaffordable housing, a
generation without the means to jump on the property
ladder – all could lead to lower disposable incomes (after
housing costs). Aging living accommodation may need
massive investment to replace or refurbish it over the
coming decades.
13. Youth unemployment: a lost generation?
In November 2009, the youth unemployment rate (under25s) was 21.0% in the Euro zone and 21.4% in the
EU27. In November 2008 it was 16.6% in both zones.
The lowest rate was observed in the Netherlands (7.5%),
and the highest rates in Spain (43.8%) and Latvia (36.3%
in the third quarter of 2009)xvii. Economic impact:
Potentially disastrous – could heavily influence politics
in future years. This young workforce could be easily
tempted away to fast growth economies if they have
skills that are in high demand. This could exacerbate the
shrinking population and reduce further the EU's
economic capacity and capacity to care for its aging
population.
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9 Micro Trends: EU
14. Increasingly connected
Total mobile broadband subscribers in key European
markets will rise from about 22m at the end of 2009 to
over 43m in 2011. Total revenue from mobile broadband
access in the major markets will rise from less than €6bn
in 2009 to more than €11bn in 2011xviii. Economic
impact: Opens up room for new disruptive business
models. Creates a more mobile workforce with higher
access to information.
15. Political discord in the Union
Dutch opinion polls show 92% of the population wants
Greece to be moved out of the EMU. In Germany, the
popular tabloid Bild leads a non-bailout campaign with
72% of the population against any sort of financial
transfer from Germany into southern countriesxix.
Economic impact: Markets may choose to attack the
weakest link, leading to fears of a domino effect of the
weakest EU members. Could cause the break-up of the
EMU and fragment Europe's markets. Over time it could
increase the cost of doing business across Europe and we
could move from convergence to divergence of European
states, currencies, laws and business practices.
16. Savings still healthy
In the third quarter of 2009, the seasonally adjusted gross
saving rate of households was 13.7% in the EU27,
compared with 14.2% in the second quarter of 2009. In
the Euro zone the household saving rate was 15.8% in
the third quarter of 2009, compared with 16.2% in the
previous quarterxx. Economic impact: Households
generally have a decent cushion, although in some cases
high savings rates are unwelcome. Economists
frequently argue the need for more German
consumption.

18. Poverty risk
There are currently 80m people living in or at risk of
poverty in the EU, including 19m working poorxxii.
Economic impact: Loss of taxation, earnings, savings,
together with increased health risks and compensatory
government spending (handouts).
19. Energy profile
With the right kind of collaboration and investment,
electricity production from wind and its contribution to
meeting European electricity consumption could rise
from 83 TWh in 2005 to 965 TWh by 2030, supplying
23% of European electricityxxiii. Economic impact:
Potentially higher prices per megawatt (with needed
government subsidies?) accompany a decrease of
reliance on Russian gas and less chance of blackouts
should transit countries have political confrontation with
Russia.
20. Banking issues
24 European banks (accounting for 65-70% of the
sector) may need to issue about €240bn ($327bn)
annually for the next three years to fund existing and
new businesses, as well as to meet the new Basel stable
funding requirements, Citigroup saidxxiv. Economic
impact: Heavy outlays may see banks attempt to make
up the costs elsewhere – such as interest rates and other
charges on the consumer.
21. Booming e-commerce
European business-to-consumer (B2C) e-commerce sales
totalled €106bn ($133bn) in 2006 and will grow to
nearly
€323bn
($407bn)
in
2011, according
to eMarketerxxv. Economic impact: New areas of growth
appear, heavily disrupting traditional channels.
22. Job creating industries

17. European tourism booms
By 2020 Europe will remain the most popular tourist
destination, but its share will drop from 60% in 1995 to
46%xxi. Economic impact: Increasing competition may
enforce industry changes – possibly with job cuts
helping to make the industry leaner. Overall though,
tourism should continue to be a motor for Europe.

The switch to green energy is also expected to create
significant employment. A European Commission report
sees 250,000 jobs created over the next decade as wind
power shifts its focus to the seas, where wind is more
plentiful and the public less critical.
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9 Micro Trends: EU
22. Job creating industries (Continued)
Over 200,000 skilled jobs could be created in the solar
energy sector, and the same number in bio energy plants
to generate energy from burning household and
agricultural wastexxvi. Economic impact: Could help
create an area of comparative global expertise – perhaps
establishing Europe as a key player in these industries.
23. Smart infrastructure
Smart meters in Europe can save €6 billion per year, or
€120 billion ($175 billion) over the meters’ 20-year
lifexxvii. Economic impact: Savings on both state and
personal levels – meaning legally binding CO2 targets
easier to meet, and personal cost savings may enable
spending elsewhere.
24. Rising personal indebtedness
At least 20 million people are over-indebted in the EU
(as of October 2009xxviii) “With the increasing
unemployment rates the number of people with debt
problems can be expected to grow substantially over the
next months”, explains Hans Grohs, president of ECDN,
an alliance of more than 40 debt advice organizations,
consumer agencies and researchers. Economic impact:
Could severely burden social safety nets if indebtedness
leads to bankruptcy or unemployment. Indebtedness will
depress consumption and may affect interest rate
decisions.
25. Social networking ubiquitous
Of the 282.7 million European internet users ages 15+
who went online from a home or work computer in
December 2008, 211 million visited a social networking
site, representing a penetration of 74.6%, according to
data
from comScore's World
Metrixxxix. Economic
impact: Once a sound model of monetarization has been
proven, the potential in this area is huge. Media reports
also suggest time spent at work on social networking
sites totals billions of Euros. Getting the balance right
will be a challenge for employers and staff alike.

26. R&D efforts bested by BRICS
Asian economies could overtake Europe and the United
States to become world leaders in research, according to
an EU taskforce charged with predicting emerging trends
over the coming two decades. China and India will be
global powers in R&D, accounting for around 20% of
the world's research investment – more than doubling
their current share, according to The World in 2025xxx.
Economic impact: Highly lucrative jobs could be lost to
China and elsewhere if R&D spending and infrastructure
is not improved and the resultant markets could be
developed outside the EU in the first instance.
Potentially leaves the EU as a secondary market for new
and emerging technologies and market sectors.
27. Climate change challenges
Chief UK government scientist John Beddington says
climate change would mean northern Europe would
become a new key global center for food production. The
United Nations Environment Programme predicts
widespread water shortages across Africa, Europe and
Asia by 2025xxxi. Economic impact: Could result in some
areas declining in habitability. Water pricing is also a
strong possibility. Could limit ability of some high water
usage industries to operate within the EU.
28. Energy security and Russian gas
According to forecasts by the International Energy
Agency (IEA), production of natural gas within the EU
will decline from the 2006 level of 216 billion cubic
metres per year (Gm3/year) to 90 Gm3/year by 2030,
even as demand for gas is expected to rise significantly.
The need to import gas will accordingly increase by up
to 90% during the period. Russia and Norway are
currently the most significant suppliers of gas to the EU.
Their combined share of the EU’s gas imports during
2006 was 62%. The findings show that there is little
potential for an increase in the level of Norwegian gas
exports to the EU, while many of Russia’s fields are
closer in proximity to Chinaxxxii. Economic impact: Any
potential shortfall of gas, as in the Ukraine/Russia
standoff of 2009 could have far-reaching consequences
for all dependent EU countries.
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9 Micro Trends: EU
29. Zero carbon buildings
The European parliament has approved a measure
requiring all new buildings to produce the energy they
consume themselves, starting from December 2018. To
accomplish this, renewable sources such as solar energy
and high efficiency devices like heat pumps to produce
heating and cooling, will be appliedxxxiii. Economic
impact: High initial outlays may be countered by long
term savings. May stall new building programmes and
make some unviable.
30. Increasing health expenditure
Health expenditure in the EU is expected to increase
from 9% of gross domestic product in 2010 to around
16% by 2020, according to Healthcast 2020xxxiv.
Economic impact: Potentially huge. Such a rise will need
to be offset elsewhere and the possibility of reform could
trigger widespread protest.
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10 Micro Trends: USA
1. Migration fuelled population growth
The Pew Research Center, an independent research
group, estimated in March 2008 that more than one in
seven US residents will be foreign-born within about two
decades' time. The Center has even gone so far as to
predict that 19% of Americans will be foreign-born in
2050. Pew estimates that the total population will have
grown to 438m by that time, with immigrants accounting
for 82%, or 117m, of the increasexxxv. Economic impact:
Possible need for bilingualism in the workplace. New
niche markets will appear, bringing new business
opportunities with them. Potential baby boom as
immigrants establish themselves in the US.

knowledge worker positions. By 2020, that number will
exceed 4bn. Projections indicate that there will be
shortages of between 32m and 39m people to fill these
positions. The US will have the biggest shortfall –
needing as many as 14m more peoplexxxviii. Economic
impact: Lost capacity within the economy could ensue.
Educational institutions could witness a rise in margins.
Could lead to further outsourcing and off-shoring of
knowledge jobs, and to calls for increased immigration.
5. Schools failing
A 2008 study calculates that one third of American
college students have to enrol in remedial classes at an
estimated cost of $2.3bn to $2.9bn annuallyxxxix.
Economic impact: High remediation costs may make
foreign labour look more attractive.

2. Generation conflict
6. Educational reform
The greatest problem for the workforce may be the
failure of different generations to talk to one another. In
an online survey by employment services provider
Randstad USA, 51% of baby boomers (born between
1946 and 1964, according to this survey) and 66% of the
generation that preceded the boomers reported having
little to no interaction with colleagues from Generation Y
(born between 1980 and 1988). No contact, no
knowledge transferxxxvi. Economic impact: Lack of
knowledge transfer will affect future performance – but
more immediate effects may include a lack of
communication within a given organization and inability
to empathize with their customers.
3. Boomers delaying retirement
The Center for Economic and Policy Research (02/09)
says the US housing collapse has left the majority of
those around retirement age almost completely reliant on
entitlements. The net worth of median households aged
45 to 54 has dropped more than 45% since 2004, to just
over $80,000. Households led by 55 to 64 year- olds
have lost 38%xxxvii. Economic impact: Huge loss to
American economy necessitates longer working for
boomers – strangles younger generation’s chances of
jobs and leads to an older workforce with all its
characteristics.
4. Skills shortage
On September 19, 2008, Business Week reported that
companies and countries will need more people to fill

Disrupting Class: How Disruptive Innovation Will
Change the Way the World Learns by Michael B. Horn,
with Clayton M. Christensen and Curtis W. Johnson
applies a business change model devised by Christensen,
a Harvard Business School professor, to the
technological changes lapping at the foundations of
public education. By 2019, nearly half of all public high
school courses will be taught online, Horn predicts.
Nationwide in the US, 700,000 kids attended virtual
schools as of January 2008xl. Economic impact: Huge
public savings associated with lack of needed
infrastructure and all the disruption in the necessary
infrastructure traditionally required. Could put pressure
on home environments to be suitable for learning.
7. Decline of the consumer?
An AlixPartners survey of March 2009 found Americans
say when the downturn ends, their spending will return
to 86% of pre-recession levels – taking a trillion dollars
per year out of the economyxli. Economic impact: Given
reliance on consumption, this would result in further job
losses associated with impaired consumption.
8. Savings rate up, but for how long?
After years of negative savings rates, the national
average hit 3.3% in January 2010. Still, advisers believe
consumers should save at least 9% of their personal
incomexlii. Economic impact: An increased savings rate
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8. Savings rate up, but for how long? (Continued)
is needed as part of global rebalancing but will disrupt
the US economy in the short- to mid-term.
9. Savings rate to endanger jobs?
A 5% savings rate would mean $530bn less in spending
each year if US incomes fail to rise. If they rose by 2% a
year, a 2.3% savings rate would mean $250bn less
spending, all else being equalxliii. Economic impact: Less
spending equals lower margins for companies which will
result in job losses.
10. New era of renewable energy
President Obama has allocated more than $100 billion
toward renewable energy fundingxliv. Economic impact:
New hubs may appear around renewables – potentially
giving life to the desert southwest (solar) and the Great
Plains (wind).
11. Greenhouse gas cuts
The US pledged in January 2010 to cut its greenhouse
gas emissions by 17% from 2005 levels by 2020 under
an international climate agreement, though it made its
commitment contingent on passing legislation at homexlv.
Economic impact: May impact the carbon- intensive
economy short term but has the potential to induce
savings.
12. Recovery varies by area
According to the projections of a US Conference of
Mayors study titled US Metro Economics, Dayton, Ohio,
is not expected to see a significant employment bounce
until 2015; Hartford, Connecticut, not until 2018, and
Detroit, Michigan, not until after 2039xlvi. Economic
impact: Some regions may become economically
unviable, inducing a revolutionary approach to business
in such areas. More likely is a slow death of such cities.
13. Debt overload
Congressional Budget Office projections show the debt
reaching two to five times the total national income
within the next 50 years. Action, and change, is sorely
neededxlvii. Economic impact: America may not be the

next Greece but government debt could slowly drown
the credibility of the US government unless action is
agreed upon and implemented.
14. Ill equipped for aging
Social Security will begin to run at a deficit around 2017
and will deplete its trust fund by 2041 unless changes are
made now. At that point, money coming into the program
would only cover about 70% of the money paid out each
year. Medicare and Medicaid will deplete their trust
funds in only about ten years and will be the largest
component of all U.S. government spending by 2030xlviii.
Economic impact: Medicare reform and healthcare
reform more generally are needed (whether in the current
proposed form or not), although critics will point to the
impact on national debt. In any event this will require
higher funding than is forecast to be available at present.
15. Health issues multiply
The number of new cancer cases diagnosed each year
will jump 45% in the next two decades to 2.3m, up from
1.6m in 2010, affecting many older adults and
minoritiesxlix.Economic impact: Implies a rise in
healthcare costs – potentially raising premiums beyond
the reach of many. Could reduce the size of the
workforce and remove valuable knowledge from firms.
16. Long term decline in household spending
Between now and 2020, the US will experience very
minor growth in per-household spending. But after that,
spending on consumer products is expected to fall and to
continue falling in constant dollars, according to
Nielsenl. Economic impact: The main engine of the US
economy is faltering – meaning a replacement will need
to be found to accommodate the excess labor created
through the service economy.
17. Socio-economic retrenchment?
Nielsen created a set of long-term demographic and
economic projections that model the potential impacts of
the aging US population. The projections make use of
five groups of households (Struggling, Lower Mid,
Upper Mid, Affluent and Wealthy), each accounting for
20% of total, using an income-to-poverty ratio.
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17. Socio-economic retrenchment? (Continued)
Households in the Struggling group have incomes that
are no more than 1.5 times the poverty threshold. For a
single-person household under the age of 65, this equates
to having a yearly income less than $15,732. For a sixperson family with four children, this means having a
yearly income less than $40,407. All together, the
Struggling group has a median income of $12,201.

From now until 2020, the projections show that the
Struggling and Lower Mid groups will be the only ones
to gain share, with the Struggling group growing by over
10%. The lower affluence groups will grow at the
expense of all other groups. By 2050, the projections
show that the Struggling group will have grown in size
by nearly 70%, pulling households from all other
affluence groups, particularly those in the middle.
For families with children, the growth in Struggling
households will be even stronger. By 2050, nearly one
third of all families are expected to fall within the
Struggling group. In the same timeframe, nearly 40% of
all households whose household head is over the age of
65 are expected to fall into the Struggling groupli.
Economic impact: The erosion of the middle class could
be disastrous for the U.S – it was after all the pillar on
which the economy grew in the late 20th century.

the 65+ age range will be womenlii. Economic impact: A
graying economy will impose costs but present new
opportunities as well. Changing demography will alter
consumption patterns as well as care and travel needs,
marketing strategies and housing needs.
19. Increasingly connected
Come the year 2015, the US will have a penetration of
some 149 million WiFi-enabled mobile phones
according to a recent study performed by Coda Research
Consultancy. Based on this information, the US will
account for 66% of all WiFi-enabled mobile
phone shipments in the year 2015 with a growth rate of
25% CAGR between the end of 2009 and 2015liii.
Economic impact: Business and individuals can benefit
from quicker processes and ultimately save money. New
channels and business models can form, and remote and
mobile working can increase, potentially reducing
operational costs and greenhouse gas emissions.
20. Obesity, the new normal
If people keep gaining weight at the current rate, fat will
be the norm by 2015, with 75% of US adults overweight
and 41% obese, US researchers predicted in 2007liv. A
more recent November 2009 study notes if current
obesity trends continue, more than 40% of adults in the
US will be obese and spending on the epidemic will
quadruple to $344bn by 2018lv. Economic impact: The
rather large straw that broke the camel’s back?
Healthcare costs will rise across the board, bringing the
possibility of brand new models but imparting plenty of
premium priced pain in the meantime. Many products
and services will need to be adapted to cater for the
larger citizen at potentially high cost.
21. Smart homes

18. Changing demography
By 2037, nearly one in three households will be headed
by a person over the age of 65. Of these households,
nearly three quarters will be non-Hispanic white, nearly
half will be single persons, and the majority of persons in

The number of US homes with smart meters will jump
from about 8m now to 40m by 2015lvi. Economic impact:
Savings across the board and more awareness and focus
on reducing consumption of energy.
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22. Smart grid
The electricity sector could shave up to 18% off its
energy use and carbon dioxide emissions by 2030 by
aggressively
embracing smart-grid
technologies,
lvii
according to a new analysis . Economic impact: Less
need for power generation and any associated imports.
23. US loses academic supremacy
China is now second only to the US in terms of academic
papers published, and will take first place by 2020 if
current trends continuelviii. Economic impact: The US
will still retain many world class institutions but may
attract fewer foreign students, especially Chinese.
Foreign students traditionally account for a large
percentage of Silicon Valley startups.
24. Social networks
Among all countries, the US leads the way with the
largest number of people checking out social networking
sites – 142.1m unique visitors in December 2009lix.
Economic impact: Once a sound model of monetisation
has been proven, the potential in this area is huge and
has the capacity to disrupt many of today's service
models and engagement strategies. Media reports also
suggest time spent at work on social networking sites
totals billions of dollars.

26. Increasingly tolerant
Millennials are significantly more likely to be accepting
of interracial marriage. While 85% of Millennials say
they would be fine with a marriage to someone from any
of the groups asked about, that number drops to about
three quarters (73%) among 30-to-49-year-olds, 55%
among 50 to 64 year-olds, and just 38% of those aged 65
and older. Economic impact: Better racial relations may
lower costs overall, but more definite is the potentially
for hybridity of consumption – that is, products and
services no longer stigmatized by association with a
given group.
27. R&D efforts bested by BRICS
Asian economies could overtake Europe and the United
States to become world leaders in research, according to
an EU taskforce charged with predicting emerging trends
over the coming two decades. China and India will be
global powers in R&D, accounting for around 20% of
the world's research investment – more than doubling
their current share, according to The World in
2025lxi. Economic impact: Highly lucrative jobs could be
lost to China and elsewhere if R&D spending and
infrastructure are not improved.
28. Waste not want not
Food waste accounts for 25% of fresh water use in the
US, and 300m barrels of oil – about 4% of the country’s
total oil consumptionlxii. Economic impact: Efficiency
savings like this, if encouraged or enforced, could save
billions of dollars.

25. B2B social media

29. Open source business

US B2B firms are set to increase expenditure on social
media, as they attempt to navigate their way through
current financial difficulties. Forrester predicts (April 27,
2009) that expenditure will rise from $716m to at least
$3.1bn between 2009 and 2014, at an annual rate of
34%. This is part of an expected rise in spend on
interactive marketing from $25.5bn to almost $55bn over
the same periodlx. Economic impact: New marketing
opportunities accompany this attempt from business to
cut down costs by dealing direct.

In a December 2008 study of 250 North American
partners, CMP Media found that 48% of end customers
are looking to streamline business processes, rather than
endure pure cost cuts. 75% of end customers are buying
some version of managed services, but the definition of
managed services is quite broad. Economic uncertainty
is pushing companies to prove technology before buying
it, which skews toward open source, which is all about
trying before buyinglxiii. Economic impact: A weak
economy may hasten the development of the sector as
firms seek to control costs.
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30. Augmented reality
55% of internet experts surveyed by Pew believe that by
2020 many lives will be touched by the use of
augmented reality or spent interacting in artificial
spaceslxiv. Economic impact: Potentially revolutionizing
advertising and introducing transparency to the pricing
process in many retail environments. Will allow for
instantaneous comparison and global real-time “face-toface” interaction.
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11 Micro Trends: UK
Taking a UK consequential view, here are several microscenarios to help us consider what the future might be
influenced by. It’s not exhaustive but the hope is that it
stimulates creative thinking that will help us identify the
future of the London and Lloyd’s markets.

6. Reduced emigration from house values weak
sterlinglxvii
1.5m UK residents a year had planned to permanently
leave the UK every year by 2020. Older citizens (+40)
staying in the UK longer than they planned. Expensive
citizens to support if unemployed. Distorting labor
market with more, older talent than before.

1. Long term low interest rates
7. Fewer foreign visitors to UK
UK savings attract low interest and those on index linked
and fixed incomes will fare badly in the coming years.
Economic impact: Will retirees compete in the labor
market again?
2. Banking as a utility

Spending 20% less year-on-yearlxviii. Economic impact:
Less tax income and lower revenues and employment
8. Increased domestic tourismlxix

Banks revert to the style of the 60’s, when knowing your
customer and lending them only what they can afford to
borrow were basic precepts. Economic impact: lending
may be delayed a long time until people can rebalance
their assets. Economic recovery may suffer.

Car hire seeing a steep increase in bookings for UKbased trips. Recent car rental figures have doubled
compared to last year. Economic impact: More UK
tourism from UK residents. Suggesting that more
families are now opting to holiday closer to home than
abroad. Boost for UK tourism.

3. Increased global regulation

9. Declining trust (peer-to-peer, media, institutionslxx)

Can we expect a consensus around strengthening and
standardizing regulation on a global basis? Economic
impact: This could go well or badly for the UK and
London particularly. London markets may inadvertently
(or deliberately) be adversely impacted by foreign/global
regulatory intervention. Cost of compliance increases and
innovation falls away.

Government finds it harder to communicate with
citizens. Less desire to work for distrusted market
sectors. Economic impact: Some sectors (investment
banking, insurance etc.) could find it increasingly hard to
attract scarce talent as the economy turns up. Insurance is
regularly the least trusted industry in studies such as the
annual Edelman survey.

4. Increasingly migrant labor goes homelxv

10. New technology solutions

Lower social cost to UK of job losses. Fewer trades
people to pick up new government construction initiatives
designed to create jobs and raise country’s economic
activity. Difficult to get construction projects resourced in
the future. Fewer major structures to insure than expected

Innovative,
technology-based,
stakeholder-focused
solutions could lead us out of recession quicker and
reduce costs during it. Economic impact: Shorter
recession, faster upturn/reduced cost to industry.
Software-as-a-service (SAAS) and Cloud computing
have the advantage of being deemed operational costs
not capital costs on balance sheets.

5. Lower immigration from visa restrictionslxvi
Reduced birth rate in population as fewer immigrants
arrive. Economic impact: Increased speed of aging
population. Faster/higher dependency ratio of workers to
retirees.
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levels. If outsourcing is offshored then job losses and tax
revenues could happen.

11. Growth in reliance on the internet
16.
More people are downloading discount vouchers from
internet sites, finding bargains, ordering low cost food
etc. This is the first downturn in the internet era.
Economic impact: More business activity could go
online, faster than originally forecastlxxi. Traditional
providers lose revenues. Less retail real estate needed,
lower insurance premiums from this sector.

The established offshore players with experience are
most likely to win new business. India may win whilst
locations like Vietnam may be considered too riskylxxvii.
Economic impact: UK becomes increasingly reliant on
and vulnerable to changes in the Indian economy.
17.

12. Emerging green technology mass market
Despite the recession, companies are still setting aside a
large chunk of their IT spending for green technologylxxii.
Cutting cost is still a significant motivating factor behind
green investments, along with reducing regulatory risk
and improving public perception. Economic impact:
Reduced industry cost and better perception of UK
industry. May be an advantage for the London Market to
consider.

Speed-sourcing, fast outsourcing

Growth in flexible working arrangements

Despite double the number of company failures in 2009,
40% of UK workforce with children under 16 and carer
duties will be eligible to ask to work flexiblylxxviii. Only
8% of employers trust employees to work remotely.
42% of workers said they could work better at homelxxix.
Economic impact: more costly working arrangements for
companies to manage. Could disadvantage carers’ job
security? Employees continue to work ineffectively.
18. Externalise to rapidly developing economies

13.

More video-conferencing

Up to 20% less business travel where videoconferencing
is being usedlxxiii. Down two million airline seats
globally per annumlxxiv. This may be a permanent
change. Economic impact: Less flights and lower
revenues to airlines and the Treasury and to UK inbound
and outbound business travel and tour industries.
Reduced B2B exhibitions.
14.

Increased mobile data services

71% of consumers in a February 2009 poll intend to
make use of mobile data services dailylxxv. Significant
ramp-up in 2009. Economic impact: Telco industry
should do well in this wave. Resulting in a more mobile,
connected workforce.
15.

More outsourcing

Huge opportunity for business to focus on fast growing
economieslxxx. Economic impact: Shorten recession if
foreign revenues increasingly earn from abroad. More
dependent on foreign economies and their preferences
for insurer and reinsurer.
19. CSR
CSR creates shareholder value but switching from
environment to governance in the recession.
Government will either miss or need to
incentivise/legislate for environmental change to meet
UK carbon reduction targetslxxxi. Economic impact:
More cost or more bureaucracy? Less conservation of
energy resources, slower switch to sustainable energy
sources and recycling. Economy remains vulnerable to
next energy price hike in recovery. Slows down fledgling
alternate energy sector which represents a potentially fast
growth, high value insurance market.

60% of major UK firms say they plan to outsource
morelxxvi. 80% say it’s to reduce cost. Is there the
capacity to absorb this? Can standards be maintained?
Will this rapid expansion reduce service quality across
UK industry? Need middle manager skills to manage
outsourced arrangements but over 50’s being laid off.
Economic impact: Reduced productivity, falling service
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20. Decreasing focus - environmental programs
Environmental, social, and governance activities do
create value for their shareholders in normal economic
times. The global economic turmoil has increased the
importance of governance programs—and decreased the
importance of environmental programs—in creating
shareholder valuelxxxii. Economic impact: Lessening
focus on taking action on reducing carbon emissions
exposes UK to missing these targets and incurring
additional costs. It also means some players miss chance
to reduce costs through environmental recycling and
using less resources. This could make UK industry less
competitive internationally when compared with other
‘greener’ countries companies.
21. Less biofuel
Sugar cane prices remain high due to 2008-9 and 200910 shortfalls in supplylxxxiii. Ethanol produced from sugar
cane in high demand in countries like Brazil but some
plant manufacturing capacity being delayed due to
economic situation. Economic impact: Could delay
making ethanol a viable contributor to reducing UK
carbon emissions from petroleum. Most carbon in UK
comes from motor vehicles. IATA (representing 230
airlines) has committed that 10% of fuel used by its
members will be from alternate greener sources.
Shortage of supply could slow take-up of ethanolpowered transport. Fewer major power plants built
needing insurance cover.
22.

Growth in green housing/buildings

Grants and financial incentives needed to develop green
buildings. Government may be unable to fund this for
years to come due to high cost of countering the impact
of the recessionlxxxiv. High cost of heating homes in UK
and low efficiency makes UK less competitive.
Economic impact: Building industry leaders see that
decisive action on sustainability may actually stimulate
economic activity and job creation, while cost savings
can be achieved through less energy consumption and
greater waste reduction.

23.

Over-50’s and new graduates hardest hit by
job losseslxxxv in recession

Higher wage-earning over-50’s pay proportionately
higher taxeslxxxvi. Tax revenues lost to the Treasury. Job
experience lost to companies? Less ability to cope with
change/complexity? Graduates may move abroad, maybe
for long term. (New brain drain).
24.

Families more at risk in this recession

More women work, more single parent families and
more female breadwinnerslxxxvii. Women losing jobs
alongside men. In the 1980 recession the industries they
tended to work in, service, retail etc, were not deeply
impacted. They are now and women workers
predominate in these sectors which are set to be hit hard
in this recession. In past recessions women working
increased as they buffered falling household incomes.
This isn’t available this time. Economic impact: Extra
support needed faster for families this time around.
25.

Women increasingly under prepared for
pensions provision

As they lose their jobs they may lose employers pensions
provision and be more likely for pensions povertylxxxviii.
Economic impact: Additional cost to government and
economy to support them in their later life.
26.

Increasing savings rate

60% of Britons have changed their saving habits
(March 2009). Switch from debt-funded spending £30bn
in 2008 to savings £45bn could create a £75bn swing,
equal to 5% of GDPlxxxix. Economic impact: Deepens
recession and/or Slows economic recovery as saving
increases and spending falls.
27.

Rising barriers to foreign students

More expensive and more protracted (visa process). Last
year 50,000 foreign undergraduates started studying in
the UK. Said to be worth £5bn to the UK − split between
fees and spending per annum. Economic impact: Loss of
revenue. More students may want to come to the UK
because of weaker pound.
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28.

Accelerates economic activity and recovery as well as
market reform and modernization.

Fewer graduate job opportunities
33. Innovative start-ups and small businesses

5% fewer graduate jobs over 2008xc. 50% more
graduates entering the general job market (150,000) and
potentially more graduates may be unemployed or go
abroad to work. UK may lose them for longer than just
the recession as their host economies entice them to stay
on during the upturn. Economic impact: Loss of vital
skilled workforce for UK will hit growth and
performance particularly in high IP sectors. This will
also potentially speed up the aging of our society and the
rate at which the Dependency Ratio falls.
29.

More funded Gap Years

As one professional services firm just did, pay new hire
graduates £10,000 to take a Gap Year and start work
afterward. Economic impact: Preserves graduates for
UK economy and delays them taking up their graduate
places until the work is there and keeps them out of
unemployment.
30.

Increasingly-debt burdened graduates

300,000 graduates graduate in 2009. Average debt over
£20,000. Total cost to economy to date almost £22bnxci.
Economic impact: Will they pay it back? Will
government need to ‘forgive’ these loans to keep
graduates in the UK or entice them back if they’ve left?
If the best leave who will run ‘the city’.
31.

Generation wars

Generation Y refuses to pay for the folly of Baby
Boomer led business greed and governments who
created the massive debt incurred in fighting the worst
consequences of the credit crunch. They refuse to
support the retiring generation through tax. They go
abroad or hide income from HMRC. Economic impact:
Disaster for the workforce and tax revenues. Increases
the speed at which UK society ages and becomes
uncompetitive.

Driven by layoffs and increasing creativity during the
downturnxcii. Rapid growth of the networked company.
Economic impact: Accelerates economic activity and
recovery. Challenges large and established corporations.
34.

Increasingly innovative auto industry

Car sales down nearly 60% in January 2009 on 2008xciii.
Commercial vehicle production down 60%. Duel energy
source, new engine plants, maybe ‘magnetic’ engines
needed to stimulate the auto market. To appeal to more
cost conscious and ‘environmentally’ aware consumers.
Economic impact: Recovery of automotive industry and
economy sped up. Reduces carbon emissions.
35.

More sole traders/consultants

from the ranks of the retrenched/redundant white collar
workers. Economic impact: Slower tax collection as sole
traders delay paying tax for their first year in business.
More mobile workforce/company structure but probably
older workforce too.
36.

Increased customer service and loyalty

Small-and-medium sized businesses saying that despite
pressure to reduce price they will put their customers
first and focus on increasing customer loyaltyxciv.
Economic impact: Reducing costs to customers but
increased service levels. Maybe reduced churn in some
markets will expose poorer service providers and
accelerate their demise and the rise of new firms.
37.

Growth in stress and stress-related illness

75% of people say the credit crunch will have a negative
impact on their health. 90% expect money worries to
lead to increased stressxcv. Economic impact: less
productive workforce, greater strain on the NHS, higher
costs to employers of less productive workforce.

32. Increasing creativity
Increasing creativity in products, services, distribution
methods, business models in both large and small firms.
Increasing
entrepreneurship.
Economic
impact:
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38.

Growth in extreme working

More people working longer hours – to prove themselves
to their boss and attending work when ill to demonstrate
their commitment and working while ill at homexcvi.
Economic impact: Work longer potentially, spread
illness to coworkers and more time off work by
employers reduces company productivity and capacity.
Increases the cost of running the economy and slows
down output.
39.

Increasing mental health problems

Could be a 26% rise, affecting more than 1.5million
people in UK as a result of the downturnxcvii. Economic
impact: Cost to NHS, cost to health insurance and cost to
employers for unproductive workforce.
40.

Reducing wellness

People living on a strict budget eat half the
recommended five portions of fruit and vegetables a
dayxcviii. Consumers abandoning restaurants for Low
cost, high fat and sugar fast food – Domino’s, KFC and
Subway all expanded their networks in 2009xcix. Gym
membership collapsingc. Economic impact: Future cost
to the NHS, acceleration of obesity and related illness,
such as diabetes. Less fit, able and well workforce.
Increased cost to health insurers, rising premiums. Lost
productivity and earlier deaths. Service industry job
creation in fast food sector.
41.

Rising crime levels

Burglaries, motor thefts, robberies and bank and credit
card fraud all risingci. Bank fraud up 185% in 2008 on
2007cii. Economic impact: Higher insurance costs, higher
costs of credit, stricter safeguards on credit being made
available slowing the circulation of credit in the
economy and making it more expensive. Slower
recovery.
42.

Growth in internet advertising

the advertising industry that would otherwise have been
lost.
43. Growth in DIY makeover
Relatively, room makeover products are doing well in
the recession so far, down 3% at B&Q. More trades
people will find work scarce because we are moving
home less, moving into new commercial property less
and doing a makeover ourselves. Economic impact:
trades people may find work hard to come by and may
be hit hard in this housing collapse led recession. We
may lose the indigenous trades people we have which
could slow economic recovery when it comes and drive
rapid immigration again (Polish plumbers).
44.

Reducing funding for education

Unemployed are looking to more secure public sector
teaching jobscv. 40% increase in online teaching job
applicationscvi. Schools have a more austere future with
less private finance available, fewer employees on loan,
and a curtailed government school building and
investment program. Economic impact: Short term rise
in teaching posts filled, reducing the number of people
unemployed and temporarily swelling teacher numbers.
Longer term decline in facilities available to educate
school-age children could set back plans for a highly
skilled workforce in the UK. May be hard to re-engage
companies after the recession. May be hard to entice city
workers back to the financial services industry.
45.

UK population growth

The UK population of 61m will pass 70m by 2028cvii
(ONS February 1st 2009). The fertility rate for UK
resident women born outside Britain is 2.5, compared
with 1.7 for those born here, causing rapid growth and
higher relative population growth from immigrants. The
UK population grew by 434,700 in 2007. Economic
impact: Right to live in the UK may enable these
projections to happen. Working restrictions may mean
new migrants need to be highly skilled. Either way a fast
pace of change is set for the UK which could cause
political and social unrest and impact economic activity
adversely.

Ad firms engaging in internet advertising are
experiencing slower declineciii. This is protecting the Ad
industry from experiencing the full potential of
recessionciv. Economic impact: More jobs preserved in
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46.

Growing global population

Population of 6.7 billion is expected to rise to 9.2 billion
by 2050cviii. 1.75m of the next 2.25m born in the world
will be born in Muslim countries. This may change the
balance of culture towards Islam and away from the
mainly Judeo Christian roots of the existing developed
nations. Population growth is considered the second
greatest threat to the UK behind terrorism, but ahead of
climate change. Economic impact: New global
governance oriented away from Judeo Christianity
towards Islam or Hinduism. This could change the
relative competitiveness of the UK economy adversely if
it is not conformant.
47.

making it less able to deal with the complexities of more
small firms and more outsourcing making up our
economic activity.
50.

40% of over-50’s working say they want to delay
retirement, 15% say by 5 years or morecxii. This could
lead to less mobility in the workforce as employees stay
on longer before retirement. Defined contribution
pension assets have fallen 35% from September 2007 to
January 2009. The economic climate is one reason why
people are staying on. Another is that 25% of those aged
55 are likely to make it to 95 and 10% to 100. Economic
impact:
Reduced workforce mobility but increased
experience available. An older, less adaptable and less
energetic workforce.

Falling new housing
51.

Government admits it is falling behind targets for 3m
new homes in the UK by 2020cix. London’s target of
50,000 affordable homes by 2011 is also unlikely to be
met. 107,000 new homes were built in 2008 against
148,000 housing starts in 2007. Economic impact:
Building job losses, construction and property
development firms and suppliers close, against a
backdrop of high home demand. Could increase depth of
recession and leave UK with too few homes in the early
upturn, putting increased price rise pressure back into the
system.
48.

Generation Y quits

50% of young professionals feel they lack good worklife balance and, despite the toughening jobs market,
would consider leaving their jobs as a resultcx. Younger
workers will have to accept that in difficult times
decisions will be taken more speedily and workloads will
increase. Their managers, meanwhile, will have to make
an extra effort to keep Net Geners engaged and
motivated. Economic impact: They could just find jobs
abroad and leave. A brain drain of mega proportion and
impact.
49.

Delayed retirement

Increasing teen pregnancies?

In a bid to secure free housing for single mums. This
would put further pressure on the social resources funded
by the economy. Economic impact: Maybe there will
need to be a new deal with social responsibility
accompanying social welfare rites – a new deal?
52.

Online is the new High Street

Christmas spending online was up 14% 2007 on 2008.
Nearly 60% of us spent more online this year and 37% of
shoppers did half their Christmas shopping onlinecxiii.
Online searches for discounts grew by over 100%, a
clear indication of how consumers are becoming more
price sensitive and turning to the internet. Shopping
being led by online grocery salescxiv. Economic impact:
Need to have more inclusive indices of shopping activity
which include online spending to indicate market
activity. Could lose VAT and tax revenues from products
bought online from abroad. Could lose market share and
business for UK retailers to foreign competitors. The
postal industry however should have an increasing boost
in business. Consumers could save up to £13bn if
everyone bought all their products online and therefore
potentially reduce UK economic activity permanently.

SAGA generation redundant

SAGA generation redundant (+50) unemployment rate
rising twice as fast as any other age cohortcxi. Forced
early retirement and MRA’s limiting opportunities for
this generation to get ahead and be re-employed.
Economic impact: Experience lost from the workforce,
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53. Profit squeeze for retailers
3% fall in retail sales, but food is expected to rise 3%
leaving the non-food sector liable to fall by 7%. At the
same time 5% increase in costs expected to continue and
unlikely to be able to pass this oncxv. Economic impact:
Non-food sector will be squeezed in revenues and
margin and will seek to reduce costs and shed labor,
delay investment and exacerbate the recession. Fewer
retail premises to be insured.
54.

Growth in convenience stores?

More people have been shopping locally in the downturn
it was announced in November 2008. Sainsbury's will
open 50 convenience stores in 2009cxvi. Waitrose opened
its first convenience store in December 2008. This trend
may have been a result of people using their cars less.
With fuel back at around $40 a barrel people may be
lured by the lower prices of the large discounter and outof-town storescxvii. Economic impact: Poorly performing
convenience stores sector put under even greater
pressure by majors entering their market which may not
continue to boom. More job losses and business failures.
55.

Growth of discount stores

German retailers Aldi and Lidl have seen sales surge.
50% of Aldi's shoppers are now white collar. Economic
impact: Pressure on prices and competitiveness of UK
supermarkets may cause Job losses and failures while
attempting to compete with discounters’ rapid expansion
plans. This may lower the cost of shopping for manycxviii.
56.

China rising

In 2007 China surpassed Germany to become the thirdlargest economy in the world. The global economic crisis
is bringing down Chinese growth figures to around 8%
for 2009 but that's better than the economic performance
the major industrialized countries will experience. In
2007, the gap between the growth rates of China and
other big countries was huge. In 2009 the gap between
them will be even biggercxix. Economic impact: China
may dominate the world economically and ultimately
politically even earlier than forecast if these predictions
turn out to be true. Global governance will increasingly
favor China and its allies rather than the old
arrangements among the industrialized nations.

57.

Failing small businesses

There were 4,607 compulsory liquidations and creditors'
voluntary liquidations in England and Wales in the fourth
quarter of 2008 − up 51.6% compared to the same period
a year agocxx. That equates to one in every 150
companies going into liquidation. Economic impact: A
failing SME sector could hurt innovation and market
upturn and contribute more job losses.
58. Rising religious interest
Back to Church Sunday attracted double the number of
people to attend in 2008 over 2007. The Church of
England is confident of retaining 10 to 15% this year
nationally, meaning an extra 3,000 to 4,000 congregants
nationallycxxi. Economic impact: Relief of stress and
support for a ‘hurting’ nation. More relaxed, healthier
workforce.
59.

Rise of extreme political parties

Disillusionment with the Government among traditional
labor voters may tempt them to support the BNP or not
turn out at all for elections. The British National Party
won its first seats in the European Parliament in 2009.
Economic impact: Two MEP’s don’t really make a
difference but may change the climate of discussion
around immigration – which could impact the economy
adversely.
60.

A permanently changed consumer?

About 3.8m people have negative equity in their homes
or are about to. Another 1.2m will be hit if house prices
drop by a further 10% to 20%. 7.2m are planning to use
their home equity as part of their pension and are likely
to be hit by falling house pricescxxii. The shift to negative
equity has the potential to be a mammoth welfare
disaster for the nation. Economic impact: It may take
many years for people to feel affluent again based on the
value of their principal asset – their home, reduce their
rate of saving or debt reduction and start spending again.
This could stall the economic recovery.
61. Rising risk of protectionism
US and other economies raise barriers to free trade.
Economic impact: UK economy damaged.
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62.

People go back to basics

Consumers work hard, save their money and favor
ethical companies and tangible products and services.
Economic impact: Deepens recession and/or slows the
recovery as we rein in spending, pay back debt and save
more.
63.

Relatively slower recovery

Other countries less debt burdened may recover faster –
Brazil, India, Russia, even China etc. UK slips relatively
behind their competitors. Economic impact: UK
becomes less competitive and world influence falls.
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12
2 Life, Hea
alth & Annuity

Industry Drivers
D
1.
2.

Gloobal Drivers
H
insuraance sectors are impacteed,
Thee Life and Health
eithher directly orr indirectly, by
b megatrendss impacting thhe
worrld. These aree shown in Figure 12.

3.
4.

Eneergy
Waater

5.
6.

Foo
od
Tallent

7.

Glo
obal Warming
Fin
nancial Crisis

8.
Figgure 12: Globbal Drivers
Eneergy and Gllobal Warmiing are citedd as having thhe
biggest impactss on the secctor, althouggh this findinng
shoouldn’t diminnish the impo
ortance of thee other driverrs.
Thee most signifiicant deviation from the ovverall insurannce
inddustry results is the relativ
ve unimportannce ascribed to
the Financial Crisis by LAH
H.

9.
10.

Consumeer Confidence due to the Reecession
Pandemiccs – Swine Fluu, Spike in thhe Death
Rate – Coould be Consiidered a Strenngth for Life
and a weaakness for annnuity
Aging Poopulation – Agging Workforrce & Life
Expectancy of Insuredd
Regulatorry Changes – National Heaalth Care?
Federal Regulations,
R
C
Compliance
Isssues
Debt – Peersonal, Corpoorate, National
Distributiion Model Chhanges – Webb 2.0, Social
Networkiing, Mobile Devices.
D
New
w Ways of
Selling Innsurance.
Target Market Changee – 401K, Lacck of
Formal Peension Plan, Modernizatio
M
on of
Processess & Systems for
f the Youngger
Consumeer
Environm
mental Impactt – The Greenn Effect,
Changingg Weather Pattterns, Pollutiion, Global
Warmingg
IFRS – Fiinancial Repoorting
Talent

Figure
e 13: Life, Health
h & Annuity industry drivers

In addition
a
to thhese global drrivers, a conssolidated list of
inddustry drivers impact the seector. On clooser inspectioon,
the list does noot show energ
gy as a standdalone industtry
drivver. Its role can
c thus be co
onsidered a vital
v
part of thhe
metta-themed “eenvironmentall impact”, annd of course of
undderlying impoortance to the economy.
Thee group discuussed the finaancial crisis too a large exteent
andd the impact on an aging population. A shift from
m a
focus on wealthh creation to wealth manaagement by an
incrreasingly larrger retirement communitty will impaact
prooduct development and disttribution.
As with other groups,
g
Talen
nt was also inncluded on thhe
list of drivers.
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12 Life, Health & Annuity
Strengths and Weaknesses of the Sector
Figure 14 notes some of the strengths and weaknesses
ascribed to the sector by its executives.

Strengths
Longevity of the Industry
itself
Reputation of a Carrier

Data Security – Minimal
Fraud Exposure
Risk Management –
Good
Predictive Financial
Modeling – Actuarial
Pricing
Collaborative
Environment
Technology Adoption for
Speed to Market –
Standards Adoption
70% of the Population
has Life Insurance
Collection of Information
– Historical Data
Large Market Base

Weaknesses
Reputation of the Industry
Compliance & Regulatory
Constraints, Regulatory
Expense
Products are Complex
Outdated Processes
Legacy Systems
Longevity of Liabilities of
Inforce Contracts
Resistance to Change –
Conservative Sector
Fear of Channel Conflict –
Distribution Wars
Overconsumption of
Information
Large Portfolio of Products
Capital Requirements
Commoditization
First Year Commission
Payments – The Whole
Compensation Model

Figure 14: Life, Health & Annuity strengths and weaknesses

Impacts of drivers upon strengths and weaknesses
A group of LAH executives was asked to ascribe
opportunities and threats (using proxies of strengths and
weaknesses) to the various drivers identified.
With four perceived opportunities and seven threats
ascribed to it, Regulatory Change/Control is both the
most impactful driver and the most negative in the minds
of the Life and Health group. Indeed it would appear that
the opportunities arising from ascribed strengths of
Security of Private Information, Minimal Fraud, Risk

management and Collaboration are not enough to
prevent this driver from being perceived as a net threat.
Indeed several weaknesses are thought of being exposed
by Regulatory Change; namely Product complexity,
Outdated processes, Legacy systems, Old liabilities,
Resistance to change, an Overconsumption of
information as well as too many (conflicting) products. It
would thus appear that LAH does not believe it is
capable of successfully implementing Regulatory
change, even if it were to deliver some new
opportunities.
The Target Market driver was cited as being similarly
mixed in its outcomes, but is seen as an overall
opportunity by a margin of five to four. Strengths of
Carrier Reputation, Security of Private Information,
Predictive Models, Speed to Market as well as a Large
Market Base are all considered opportunities against this
driver; only once did the Life and Health group perceive
a strength as being weakened by any of the drivers. Four
weaknesses were perceived as threats: Reputation of
Industry (Low Trust), Complex products, Outdated
Processes and Distribution Wars.
Consumer Confidence was likewise thought of as a net
opportunity for the sector by a margin of five
opportunities to four margins. So was an aging
population (four to two) which was the only driver where
a hitherto weakness was considered an opportunity – in
that the weakness of liability of old contracts will
eventually be negated somewhat by an aging population.
All other drivers were considered net threats – most
notably and not surprisingly Pandemics (two to five),
debt (two to three) and distribution model (three to four).
Risk Management was the most cited strength impacted
by the drivers and only one of these five was considered
a threat – not surprisingly the group thought a pandemic
might negatively impact this strength. There again it also
considered it a strength against a pandemic (pandemics
are after all highly volatile) as it can be against the
drivers of an Aging Population, Regulatory
Change/Control and Debt. Carrier Reputation was also
considered an area of opportunity against the four drivers
Consumer Confidence, Debt, Distribution Model and
Target Market. The Security of Private Information was a
strength also thought to be an opportunity when viewed
against the drivers of Consumer confidence, Regulation
and Target Market.
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12 Life, Health & Annuity
Impacts of drivers upon strengths and weaknesses
(Continued)
Outdated Processes was the most frequently noted
weakness, appearing five times against seven of the
drivers. Short of Aging Population and Debt, it is thought
to present a weakness against every driver – Consumer
Confidence, Pandemic, Regulatory Change/Control,
Distribution Model and Target Market. Liability of
(Old)/ Enforcing Contracts also appeared five times
although once as a possible mitigated weakness as
discussed above. Two other weaknesses appeared against
more than half of the drivers: Reputation of Industry
(Low Trust) and Product Complexity.

People
In the Cohn & Wolfe
Financial
Confidence
Surveycxxiii of January 2009,
only 13% said they found
financial services trustworthy.
Ratings of honesty were lower
still at 10%. While guilt by association with the “masters
of the universe” may overstate the degree of the problem,
evidence from the ACORD process reveals widespread
acknowledgement of a trust gap with the public.
Complex products are a weakness routinely identified by
the LAH sector, and the danger is that consumers view
the industry as suspiciously as they do the products. Part
of the problem is that consumers don’t understand
different policies so much, and that we need to better
engage our customers. Perhaps engagement attempts
have thus far proven inadequate because trust needs to be
a mutual process. Indeed one employee asks: Why don’t
we trust our customers? It is unlikely, given the
importance of customer service in acting as a
differentiator in a sector whose products appear
homogenous to outsiders, that organizations with a trust
deficit in their customers are positioned well to deal with
such distrust in themselves.

The presence of outdated processes is unlikely to inspire
confidence in consumers increasingly techno-savvy and
demanding in their service requirements. Complex
products, a lack of trust, outdated processes and
distribution wars threaten to completely overshadow
some of the opportunities available to the sector. Indeed
the industry’s longevity, minimal exposure to fraud and
data security breaches, and large market base all have the
potential to increase trust in the industry if only public
engagement were more actively pursued.
Of course public engagement is not a goal in of itself; the
second most important issue facing the industry is
increasing sales according to the panel. Structural issues
relating to saturated markets, 70% of the population has
life insurance,’ and high levels of consumer debt are
significant and may limit potential growth performance
over the medium to long term.
The third most important issue cited by the participants
at Fort Lauderdale is the issue of talent. In the minds of
many this is directly related to the conservatism of the
sector, its outdated processes and the work environment
presided over by managers from the baby boomer
generation (1946-1960) as well as issues such as the
sector’s reputation.
Another key driver is the issue of aging populations. This
issue is especially important as it covers not only the
consumer market but also the internal staffing structure
of an organization. One employee acknowledged that
internally – employee base 5,000 to 6,000 near
retirement, in 5 years 40% of staff can take retirement.
Not only does this intensify the focus on talent as both a
near- and medium-term issue but also brings M&A
[questions] based on this issue. Furthermore the LAH
sector has to contend with an aging population whose
graying presents ambiguous results. Weaknesses could be
perceived as a strength and vice versa where aging is
concerned says one; at its base level, aging could be
positive for Life but negative for Annuity.
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12
2 Life, Hea
alth & Annuity
Peoople (Continuued)
It is
i hard to portray weakneesses as strenngths and vicceverrsa in the facee of pandemiccs – another major
m
issue thhe
is
inddustry must plan for. While
W
risk management
m
gennerally believeed to be good
d, planning foor an unknownn
scaale is difficuult, and a sttrong or esppecially deaddly
panndemic couldd override risk
k managemennt controls annd
perrhaps even cappital requirem
ments. Furthermore outdated
techhnology and legacy system
ms could seveerely hinder thhe
proogressions off payouts sh
hould a glut of claims be
b
loddged, potentiaally leading to customer dissatisfactioon
andd related problems of trust..
Tecchnology

d in one com
mment with reegard to virtuual
As is suggested
mannagement, thee prospects of
o a deepeningg use of mobiile
techhnologies aree of importancce. This is coonfirmed by our
o
possiting of the question “W
What top threee technologiies
wouuld you like to implemen
nt in your orgganization ovver
the next five yeaars?”

7
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Fig
gure 15: The nexxt technology

As Figure 15 suuggests, much
h of the sectoor’s technologgy
inteentions centerr on mobile communicati
c
ons. Ideally all
a
techhnologies shhould be eassy-to-use tecchnologies thhat
helpp responsivenness to the con
nsumer.

LAH
H employee, thhe goal.
How
wever outdateed processes,, legacy systtems and thee
conservative naature of thhe sector, three notedd
weakknesses, coulld threaten the timely inntroduction oof
suchh technology. Which is a pity, consideering the richh
ideass presented by
b LAH execcutives at onne roundtablee.
For instance, ‘Gooogle Wave and other teechnologies –
t the younger
how can we use thhese new channnels to sell to
demoographic? A new way of interactinng, a virtuaal
way//avatar needded. Mobile will be num
mber one ass
everyyone uses thhem at a fasst pace. Fullly automatedd
process needs too be seamleessly integraated into thee
mediium – i.e. via Facebook.’
Indeeed this comm
ment tends too suggest thatt covering thee
mobiile aspect of technological
t
l implementattion may welll
be thhe bare minim
mum that com
mes to be expeected. But this
alonee will not proove a differenntiator for a coompany in thee
sectoor. Although speed
s
to markket is consideered a strengthh
by many
m
in the seector, many talk
t
of distribbution wars as
beingg a current weakness, annd one that could furtheer
fragm
ment the proccess resulting in reduced efffectiveness.
Giveen the myriadd of privacy issues linked with data andd
new technologicaal media beingg used withinn the industryy,
theree would appeaar to be risks associated with
w the misusee
of, or
o incorrect im
mplementationn of, new tecchnology. This
is esspecially perrtinent since one of the sector’s selffidenttified strengthhs is that of loow fraud risk and high dataa
proteection. One executive
e
noteed that richerr informationn,
especcially aroundd health insurance is available– - how
w
do we
w manage and secure the data?
d
Low
w consumer confidence
c
a
and
trust in the sector is
prevaalent, whichh ostensibly heightens the
t
need foor
invollved and meaningful
m
puublic dialoguue. The longg
proceess of regainning trust is one of manny that wouldd
beneefit from the use of neweer technologiies. Howeverr,
givenn weaknessess identified inn the sector suurrounding thee
fear of channel coonflict and diistribution waars, it remains
to bee seen whetheer the obviouus benefits of technologicaal
adapptation and adoption
a
can overcome thhe barriers too
channge.
Standdardized dataa is one suchh process thatt could enablee
imprrovements acrross the boarrd for the inddustry. Indeedd,
as Figure
F
16 shows, the pottential beneffits are wideerangiing.

Reuusable processses and serrvices that caan be used as
stanndard on a plug
p
and play basis are, acccording to onne
____________________________
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AH results in Figure 17 mirror
m
those oof
Geneerally the LA
the overall induustry, albeit with a stroong deviationn
relatiing to Uncleaar Benefits. Ranking
R
fourtth overall, thee
resullts from LAH
H effectively switch
s
its posiition with thaat
of Cost. The barriiers reflect nooted weaknessses within thee
H sector – mosst notably thee fear of change.
LAH

12
2 Life, Hea
alth & Annuity
Tecchnology (Coontinued)

Interoperrability

Manny of these baarriers are suuccinctly desccribed by onee
LAH
H executive ass tech often ahead of wherre the businesss
is. Benefits
B
are soft, accrue over a timee period. 1sst
connnectivity with partner hardd, then later ones
o
get a loot
easy.. It is oftenn an overheaad not a proofit center or
providing fast beenefits. Gettinng business buy-in.
b
Abovee
all iss the need to illustrate how
w beneficial the
t benefits of
reusaable standarddized processees and data [aare].

me STP
Real Tim
Accuracy
Access to info
Loweer Cost

Balaancing impleementation needs of business
b
andd
comppliance with the standarrds. Time is often of thee
essennce. Overcom
ming these baarriers will require peoplee
to prrove how the standard bennefits us. Evanngelizing how
w
the standards
s
are good.

R
Reduced
Expen
nditure
Clien
nt Time
0
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Fig
gure 16: Benefitss of standards

Gennerally the paattern of mostt through leasst cited beneffits
mirrrors the geeneral industtry-wide patttern, with thhe
excception of inccreased time with clientss, which is not
n
citeed as a bennefit by any
y of the LA
AH executivees.
How
wever, the barriers
b
prev
venting the efficiencies of
stanndardized datta are numero
ous. Figure 17
1 shows thoose
most cited by LA
AH executivees.
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

It alm
most seems as if the probleems are acknowledged andd
clearr, but change still seems improbable
i
to most in thee
sectoor. As noted earlier, the only certainnty is changee
itselff, and despiite the numeerous barrierrs to internaal
channge, change will be forrced upon thhe sector byy
exterrnal forces sooner or later.

Busiiness Modells
Techhnological prrogress is but
b
one off the drivers
impaacting the world andd increasinggly creatingg
circuumstances whhere the only constant
c
is chhange. In whaat
is seelf-described as a conservvative sector, this presents
manyy issues, nott least concerning changees to, or new
w
versiions of, its buusiness modell.
To assess
a
this wee asked “What new businness model doo
you think couldd have the greatest imppact on youur
markket?” Withinn LAH Unbunndling provedd an attractivee
pick for 28%, deespite provingg the least poopular amongg
the overall
o
insuraance industry with a relativvely low 12%
%
of thhe overall vote.
v
As cann be seen inn Figure 188,
Netw
worked Busiiness also prroved a popuular pick andd
was the only otheer category thaat ranked aboove the overalll
industry average.

Figu
ure 17: Barriers to
t industry stand
dards
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12
2 Life, Hea
alth & Annuity
Bu
usiness Models (Continueed)
50
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ure 18: the next business model
Figu

Inddeed the netw
worked modeel by its defi
finition reducces
papper – a wish echoed
e
by man
ny in intervieew.
As to how thesse models might
m
affect the
t day to day
opeerations of thee LAH sectorr, one employyee commented
thatt it would probably inv
volve virtuall managemennt.
Worrking in a virtual
v
way, more “disorrganized”, leess
tradditional, and uncomfortab
ble. They thinkk of themselvves
as a consulting organization
n yet 70% off workforce juust
wannts to do theeir job and go
g home. Neeed to feel moore
emppowered.
c
with regard to
As is suggested in the above comment
virttual managem
ment, the prosp
pects of a deeepening use of
o
mobile technologies are of im
mportance.
It remains
r
to bee seen wheth
her high levels of corporaate
debbt will hinder or expedite changes
c
in thee organizationnal
model. It is perrhaps likely to
t do both, annd while thoose
whoo do changee are by no means guaraanteed successs,
those that do noot have the ab
bility or desiree to change are
a
at best
b likely to find themsellves playing catch-up in thhe
futuure.

Regulatory
Thatt regulatoryy change appears comparatively
c
y
unim
mportant (Figgure 19) shoould not detrract from itts
impoortance, ascriibed to by many
m
in interrviews and inn
later sessions. It should be nooted that the below results
are from Novem
mber 2008, and
a
given thhe precipitouus
decliine in the woorld economyy in the ensuiing months, iit
may now be accoorded higher importance. The fact thaat
suchh an importannt issue rankss far below others
o
merelyy
confi
firms the rannge and seveerity of issuees facing thee
sectoor.
The elephant in thhe American political
p
room
m continues too
be healthcare.
h
W we end up with Nattional Healthh
Will
Caree? asks one em
mployee awarre of the channge this wouldd
potenntially enforce on healthh insurers. Will
W federallyy
manddated capitall requiremennts be impossed en massee
acrosss financial services
s
in thhe wake of thhe downturn??
Furthhermore richher info, especially
e
arround healthh
insurrance is beingg collated, whhich poses many
m
questions
for the
t
sector. With
W
all the new data and
a
potentiaal
privaacy laws, cann insurance coompanies usee this data – iss
it leggal? Is it ethiical? Black market
m
insurannce? Geneticss
tests etc to get a loower rate?

Reducing Costs
Incrreasing Sales
Talent
Real Time
N/A
Others
New Regs
0

10

20

30

40

50

Figure
e 19: the next bu
usiness model

Therre is a hope that
t
the sectoor’s perceivedd strengths inn
risk managemennt may discourage
d
h
heavy-handed
d
regullation and that
t
the colllaborative nature
n
of thee
industry may alllow it some bargaining power
p
shouldd
regullation be in the offing. However exxecutives aree
almoost unanimoous in their belief thhat structuraal
weakknesses in the LAH sector mayy complicatee
comppliance issuess.
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12 Life, Health & Annuity
Regulatory (Continued)
Product complexity, legacy systems, outdated processes,
a cultural resistance to change and the liability associated
with old contracts are all potential weaknesses identified
by the sector that may inhibit, slow down or otherwise
complicate any compliance efforts.

to reduce costs in the long term, increase sales and attract
talent could be implemented with more scope and
ambition. The longer term challenges, in the eyes of one
employee, directly involve technology: B2B, electronic
channels, integrated externally with trading partners. All
business through independent distributors. As they get
more IT savvy they want more service.

‘Will it make us money, save us money or be a necessary
evil? Regulations probably the latter.’ Given the probable
truth in this comment, regulatory compliance can
arguably no longer be seen as the goal. Transparency is
here to stay, thus regulatory compliance becomes the
minimum requirement as it gains you no competitive
advantage. Meeting it gains you nothing but adds cost.
Therefore the goal must be to exceed the minimum and
make it public. It is in essence a cultural and goal setting
shift, albeit one that faces significant mental hurdles.

Costs and Sales
Perhaps the most striking deviation from the overall
industry concerns the top two issues shown in Figure 19.
Whereas the industry overall ranks Increasing Sales as
more of an issue than Reducing Costs, by as much as
25% more, the roles are reversed for LAH. The data does
not reveal whether this is because of comparatively
higher levels of LAH insurance penetration resulting in
the need for increased sales being somewhat moderated
or whether costs are comparatively high in this subsector. That both issues rank highly suggests the
explanation may lie more in costs, and indeed this view
is supported by one employee who cites the saturated
market as a major issue.
Another cites emerging issues as: Product differentiation,
not much changed over the year accessibility and how
it’s distributed. Making distribution feel they have the
tools to do the job in a differentiated way. Although
ranking a distant third, the issue of talent would appear
to be a critical one in this sector and across the industry.
There is also a sense that as well as being a threat, this
represents a considerable opportunity.
Boomers are often cited as retarding technological
adoption and hence constricting the talent flow into the
industry; their retirement, notwithstanding the potentially
severe business impacts, may represent a point of
change. From such a change, technology, with its ability
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13
3 Property
y & Casuallty

Industry Drivers
D

Gloobal Driverrs
Thee Property annd Casualty in
nsurance secttor is impacteed,
eithher directly orr indirectly, by
b megatrendss impacting thhe
worrld.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Eneergy
Waater

7.
8.

Foo
od
Tallent
Glo
obal Warming
Fin
nancial Crisis
Oth
her

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Aging – Losing
L
Intelleectual Propertty
Technology, Speed of Technology Changes
C
Speed to Market
Agent/Coompany Relattionship – Chaanging Biz
Model
Climate – Global Warm
ming, Catastrrophe
Regulatioons & Compliiance, Return to Standard
Walls, Seelf Service, Chhange in Ageency Model
Cloud Coomputing
Workforcce Diversity, Changing
C
Woorkforce,
Blend Neew Talent & Work
W
Ethic, Work
W
Styles
Social Neetworking Oppportunities
Mergers & Acquisitionns
Market Flluctuation
Data Secuurity
Emergingg Markets, Intternational Marketplace
M

e 21: Property & Casualty industtry drivers
Figure

Figu
ure 20: the next business model

Thee three overw
whelming glo
obal drivers are viewed as
Waater, Energy and the Financial Crisiss, much in linne
witth the insurannce industry’ss overall take. In addition to
these global drrivers, a con
nsolidated liist of industtry
drivvers, as seen in
i Figure 21, are impactingg the sector.
Notte also that several
s
of thee drivers listeed in Figure 20
2
are reliant on eaach other, wiith many dispplaying a cauuse
xample, Agin
ng, Technologgy
andd effect relatioonship. For ex
andd the Finan
ncial Crisiss have all led to nooninteernational players
p
seeiing internattional playeers
makking money across the world. Sprreads risk by
opeerating globaally, it’s all ab
bout risk mannagement. Thhis
in turn contribuutes to M&A
A possibility, which is allso
listeed as an induustry driver by
y those in P&C
C.
t
Froom a P&C prrovider perspeective the topp issues are the
ecoonomy, increaase sales, being more efficcient. Reducinng
cossts. This partiicipant went on
o to pose a question aboout
the smaller agenncies: What’ss going to haappen with the
t
smaaller compannies and agen
ncies who maaybe can’t deeal
withh all the issuues, technolo
ogies – can they
t
survive as
inddependent orgganization. Regulation, whhat’s comingg –
whoo knows.
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13 Property & Casualty
Strengths and Weaknesses of the Sector
Figure 22 notes some of the strengths and weaknesses
ascribed to the sector by its executives.

Strengths
Product Value, Consumer
Peace of Mind
Track Record in Paying
Claims, Consumer Trust
Focus on Safety
Contribution to Risk
Management
Stability – Longevity and
Industry as a Whole
Investments –
Contribution to Financial
Markets
Strong Networking
Community, Local
Distribution, Human
Touch
Long Term Employment,
Offers Career Path
Data Rich
Demand Continues
Mature Industry

Weaknesses
Resistance to Change
Antiquated Technology
Legal Climate Suey!
Lack of College Degrees
for Insurance Industry, No
Feeder Program like Little
League Baseball
Unappealing Perception
(Not Sexy Enough) Career
Path
Aging Workforce
Lack of Consumer Trust
Regulatory Rating, Bureau
Inaccuracies
Regulatory Climate,
Impression of Deep
Pockets
Inefficient Process, Paper
Intense, Non-Green
Non-Nimble Adaptability
& Rate of Change
Lack of Diversity,
Language Barriers,
Cultural Understanding
Financial Investment
Reliance

Figure 22: Property & Casualty strengths and weaknesses

Impacts of drivers upon strengths and weaknesses
At a roundtable in London, a group of P&C executives
were asked to ascribe opportunities and threats (using
proxies of strengths and weaknesses) to the various
drivers identified in Figure 22.

With eight opportunities and four threats flowing from it,
changes in Agency/Company Relationship Business
Process was cited as the most impactful driver.
Accentuating
existing
strengths
of
Product
Value/Consumer Peace of Mind, Track Record Claims
Paid/Consumer Trust, Contribution to Risk Management,
Stability, Networking, Community, Employment and
consolidating the perceived benefit of a Mature Industry
were all given as positives. However, as a driver, only
Regulation was perceived as having more threats
attached to it, as it was thought to threaten existing
weaknesses concerning the legal climate, aging
workforce as well as a lack of talent and feeder system.
As mentioned, Regulations and Compliance was viewed
as the driver with most threats. Weaknesses of Resistance
to Change, Antiquated Technology, the Legal Climate,
Regulatory Rating/ Bureau Inaccuracies and the
Regulatory environment were thought to present threats
as and when the driver is fully enacted. On the positive
side, it was thought that this driver would promote Risk
Management and Networking, while the process being
Data Rich would also encourage opportunities.
This P&C group was also generally in favor of
globalization (by five to two), citing Product Value,
Consumer Trust, Contribution to Risk Management,
Stability and Continued Demand as strengths that will
provide opportunities flowing from Emerging Markets.
However, Antiquated Technology and an Aging
Workforce were considered weaknesses that may be
exposed as a threat to the sector under this driver.
Overall the most frequent strength cited as an
opportunity against the drivers was Networking. Against
the Technology, Speed to Market, Agency/Company
Relationship Business Process, Regulations/Compliance,
Market Fluctuation and Data Security drivers it was
considered as providing major opportunities.
Nowhere was a driver seen as threatening this strength.
However, the driver of social networking was seen as
entirely threatening which is a surprise given the
seeming opportunities prescribed by the group to the
non-technological version. Stability/Longevity, Product
Value/Consumer Peace of Mind and having a Mature
Industry were seen as the other major strengths – indeed
all were viewed as strengths with regards to Mergers and
Acquisitions as well as changes in Agency/Company
Relationship Business Process.
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y & Casuallty
Imp
pacts of drivvers upon strengths and weaknesses
w
(Coontinued)
Agaain, none of
o these streengths was thought of as
com
mpromised byy any of the drivers.
d
It should
s
be noteed that of thee weaknesses highlighted by
b
the group, none was thoughtt to be mitigaated against by
b
anyy one of the drivers
d
– perh
haps reflectinng disbelief thhat
new
w technologyy or regulattion can altter an alreaddy
estaablished cultuure. Antiquaated Technoloogy and Aginng
Woorkforce werre the two
o most com
mmonly cited
weaaknesses that would pose threats
t
– appeearing six tim
mes
apieece. Both weere considered
d implicit threeats against thhe
drivvers of Agingg Workforce and
a (the otherrwise positiveely
regarded) Emerrging Markets. Antiquateed Technologgy
wass also thoughht to reduce speed to marrket, and couunt
agaainst new techhnology intro
oductions, as well as hindder
regulations comppliance and data
d security.
It should
s
also be
b noted that resistance too change andd a
lackk of new taleent and a feed
der system to deliver it weere
connsidered majoor weaknessees with five instances
i
eacch.
Meercifully not one driver has
h all of theese four majjor
weaaknesses listeed, although the
t presence of three of thhe
fouur against thee drivers Agiing Workforcce, Technologgy
andd Social Neetworking su
uggests that these driverrs,
althhough not attracting
a
thee attention of
o those listed
aboove, also preseent acute threeats to the secctor.

Peoople
Whhen asked aboout the challeenges in five years
y
time, onne
P&
&C commentattor stated the problems as:: Staffing? Hoow
to change
c
distriibution system
ms to keep up
u with society.
How
w to managee this with Boomers
B
still in charge annd
withh them as customers along withh three othher
gennerations. Wee have to ad
ddress this now
n
because it
take
kes so long to achieve. Given the tiime needed to
adddress this impportant issue it
i should alsoo be considered
todday’s primary issue. Howeever, as Figurre 23 shows, it
doeesn’t really factor against the twoo shorter-terrm
objectives of inncreasing salees and cuttinng costs. As is
ups, people issues, despiite
seen with almoost all grou
registering prom
minently as drrivers, are connsidered less of
a priority.
p
To illlustrate this, Figure 23 shhows that taleent
issuues are only third in imp
portance to thhe P&C sectoor,
althhough not as distant
d
a third
d as in the LA
AH sector. Even
so the role of talent in ressolving the other
o
issues is

obvious, and its surprisinglyy low rankinng is perhaps
indiccative of the immediate problems faceed by those inn
the sector.
s
As is also hintedd at in the coomment abovve, issues willl
also arise concerrning the presence of gennerations withh
very different expectationns of the workplacee.
Incorrporating new
w talent intoo what is desscribed as ann
agingg workforce resistant to change may well becomee
one of
o the major future issues,, and opportuunities, for thee
sectoor. Given their familliarity with technologyy,
Geneeration Y mayy be better placed to engaage customers
(espeecially youngger ones) in more
m
innovatiive ways thann
the baby
b
boomer generation.
g
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Figurre 23: Issues imp
pacting the indusstry

Wheen asked what barriers standaardized dataa
implementation faces, one respondent said multiigeneerational is an
a issue – thee older folkss protect their
own turf. Generaalizations aside, it does seem
s
that thee
geneerational issues are weddded to technoological oness,
thus pressing moore importance on the taalent (throughh
w) trickle.
flow
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Tecchnology
Whhen asked whhat technolog
gy meant forr their industtry
sector, one com
mmentator stated
s
that teechnology has
cauught up with the vision ma
any agents annd the industtry
havve had. Cusstomer expecctations are growing. Thhe
chaallenge is now
w in implemen
nting the visioon.
Som
me organizaations have already sttarted to use
u
techhnology to help
h
create in
ndividualizedd products annd
policies that seek to correcct erratic teenn driving. Thhe
pottential to deeppen the role of
o technologyy is also evideent
as all sorts off risk can bee tracked to create unique
pollicy/price. Thhis should not
n represent the extent of
orgganizations’ ambition how
wever, and it seems
s
many in
the sector are aw
ware of this: In five years customers will
w
wannt complete transparencyy and connectivity througgh
ageent to carrier. Information much more prevalent
p
in the
t
futuure customerrs will want more choicee and be moore
dem
manding.
As to the practiccal steps the industry planns to, or sayss it
neeeds to, take inn order to reallize this: Interrnet 2.0, speeed,
fastter internet. Connectivityy everywhere. Need partneers
to get
g involved with technology so they can
c co-operaate
withh one anotheer. Investmen
nt in internet infrastructurre.
Thuus it would appear
a
that many
m
in the sector have sttill
nott implementedd what are inccreasingly staandard media.
If Web
W 2.0 hass still not been implemeented, it raisses
queestions about the next new
w technologyy. Moore’s Laaw
wouuld dictate thhat the pace of change willl quicken andd it
wouuld seem pruddent to address the technollogy issue now.
Thiis may be a point
p
that hass echoed throoughout the laast
couuple of decaades, but giv
ven the raft of challengges
connfronting the industry, now
w would seem
m to be a goood
tim
me to fix the technology infrastructure
i
e. After all, thhe
chaanges in orgaanization, business modelss and personnnel
cannnot occur whhen the existiing technologgical support is
built on sand.
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Fig
gure 24: Tomorro
ow’s technology

Speccific suggestiions as to what
w
is needded center onn
portaable computinng. More deccentralisationn and controll.
Not AI
A or more automation. IT
T knowledge of business too
be abble to undersstand the bussiness. The deesire for moree
autonnomy in teechnology iss reflected by the Forrt
Laudderdale panell. As can be seen in Figuure 21 mobilee
technnologies rannked as the
t
most popular foor
implementation over the next five
f years.
The only other tw
wo technologgies taken serriously by thee
majoority are the Grid
G and AI. One
O commenntator suggests
that maybe ART
TIFICIAL Intelligence (A
AI) could bee
n
to deal with the fuzzzy issues theyy
usefuul. We will need
needd to factor in which is haard which meeans a humann
has to validate thhe data beforre offering suurety. He alsoo
comm
ments on som
me long-term
m issues such as addressingg
somee simple thinggs like – singlle sign-on, seccurity, fraud!
Giveen the use of virtual worldds to recruit taalent, conducct
meettings, share innformation annd potentiallyy advertise andd
sell to clients, itts relatively lowly positioon is perhaps
surprrising. That is perhaps until you consider thee
aforeementioned weaknesses
w
t
that
impact the industryy,
nameely technologgical illiteracyy, resistance to
t change andd
beingg focused on cost control.
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Tecchnology (C
Continued)
Theere lies a verry real danger that by impplementing juust
onee or two techhnology typees, the industtry as a whoole
effeectively stannds still as other
o
industrries implemeent
techhnological soolutions in a more
m
holistic manner.
m
Whhat this means for the stan
ndardization of
o data remaiins
uncclear. One P&
&C employee notes that staandardized daata
incrreases the abbility for conn
nectivity. We’vve standardised
the internet andd XML which
h even allow
ws this industtry
leveel standardizaation possiblee. Need easy connectivity
c
f
for
ageents to do due diligence and
a reduces the
t friction annd
cosst for them.. Indeed, reeal time strraight througgh
proocessing rannks as thee greatest benefit froom
stanndardized datta with 109 po
oints as show
wn in Figure 25.

h warns wee have barelyy
and speed wouldd result but he
scrattched the surf
rface of thesee opportunitiees. The reasonn
for this
t
it seem
ms is cultural: Risk avoiidance is thee
indusstry core skiill – change is risk so thhe industry iss
aversse to change. Some is
i behaviourral, learningg
barriers.
Otheers are more forthright concerning
c
thhe barriers too
standdardized data. The inability
ty to think lonng-term to seee
the big
b picture gives
g
rise to the attitude of if it’s noot
brokken don’t fix itt, not a priorrity, costs too much moneyy.
Otheers point to a possible
p
lackk of leadershipp on the issuee:
Peopple in the systems [dep
epartment] make
m
all thee
decissions not thee strategic thhinkers at thhe top of thee
orgaanization, mayybe this is a bit
b of a lack of leadershipp.
Withhout effectivee leadership, the quest forr standardizedd
data may prove elusive as evenn those that do
d understandd
it sayy there are a whole loadd of more impportant shorttterm issues to adddress. We’ll doo it when we’’ve caught up.
d
in Figure 26.
Thesse views are demonstrated
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Figure 25: Bene
efits of standards
s

Maany of our intterviewees also described more than onne
bennefit flowing from it. One suggested that it enablles
mulltiple partnerrs. Internallyy sorts out staandards withhin
the firm. Cuttinng expenses, easier
e
to do changes
c
in your
ownn systems. Helps
He
with M&
&A as we all agree to usee a
thirrd party standdard, e.g. ACO
ORD.

Fig
gure 26: Barrierss to standards

s
data wouuld
Anoother suggeests that standardized
subbstantially redduce friction
n cost, reducee costs by 2-4
2
bassis points, butt he warns theere is a hell of a long way to
go.
Siggnificant comppany advanta
ages, and inccreased qualiity
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Tecchnology (C
Continued)
In addition to the
t lack of vision
v
among the leadershhip
citeed above, othhers cite the la
ack of IT’s abbility to explaain
the business bennefits to the business as a problem,
p
which
unddoubtedly conntributes to un
nclear benefitts and a lack of
undderstanding, two promin
nent barriers. The markeets
struucture may allso contributee to the perceeived problem
ms:
Subbstantial fraggmentation within the industry. Zeero
barrriers to entryy in the insura
ance businesss. Largest P&
&C
in Canada
C
has leess than 13%
%.
P
sector, ass much of thee industry itseelf,
Ulttimately the P&C
is looking forr ROI, imp
pact, sales increase, yet
y
stanndardized daata is competting with othher IT projects,
andd big impact projects
p
alwayys win out. Inn other wordss it
mayy be seen as
a worth co
ost of capitaal but couldnn’t
com
mpete againsst nationwid
de projects’ ROI but the
t
oppportunity upsiide is long terrm.
Overcoming baarriers
Seeeing as it was
w
hard to get real tim
me prioritizeed,
oveercoming barrriers to stand
dardization may
m prove veery
touugh, especiallyy given the financial
fi
climate. Howeverr a
few
w P&C executtives gave theeir view on thhe matter:
Hass to be custoomer driven. As customerrs demand thhis
ageencies will neeed to adapt.. Carriers finnd it harder to
chaange. This iss the first time the induustry has com
me
toggether and iss speaking the
t
same message arounnd
connnectivity, real-time, customer service,
s
web
2008 year of
exppectation, meethods of advertising.
a
awaareness. 20099 is the year of recession. This expedieent
of falling
f
insuraance performance then the industry may
neeed to change the cost of doing busineess. More tim
me
sellling and relattionship mana
agement and less processinng
effoort and cost. Need to chan
nge the time usage not loose
the time (reducce the peoplee). Real timee today = coost
savvings in 5-7 yeears. It’s abou
ut building cuustomer valuee.
Neeeds a long term default ch
hange to incllude and justiify
whyy not and thiss priority has to last multipple generatioons
of changes
c
in leaadership.

Busiiness Modells
The ideal is to develop antiicipatory bussiness models
ls
meetting customerrs’ needs beffore they knoow they havee
them
m. The paneel seemed to
t think thaat Networkedd
Business was onee potential succh model. Thee potential foor
P2P models also resonates moore strongly with
w the P&C
C
grouup than with any
a other grouuping.
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Figure
e 27: The next business
b
model

Whaat is certain is that new moddels – got to get
g away from
m
papeer. What do thhe customers want us to do
d and how doo
they want us too do it. Wee aren’t paying sufficiennt
attenntion to this, certainly
c
not enough. Peopple want moree
choicce and fasterr reaction. Thhe need to deevelop a moree
respoonsive modell is evident with regardss to emergingg
econnomies; not only
o
will it allow foreiggn ventures a
betteer chance of succeeding (and hedgingg of risk) buut
will potentially discourage rivals eyeinng your ownn
markket: Cross boorder activityy - i.e. in heealth insurers
rs
writiing across US
U state borders / Singgle Europeann
Paym
ments Area. In addition foreign venntures do noot
alwaays operate inn a stable envvironment, whhich thereforee
imprresses further the need for efficient proccesses.
In adddition to these issues, thhe question remains
r
as too
how do individualized products
p
driive differennt
behaaviours? Or would
w
it reinfo
force – i.e. liviing in a crimee
riddeen area woulld require higgher insurannce premiumss.
Sociaal responsibillity – can we help educatee, bring abouut
sociaal conscioussness? The issue of CS
SR is rarelyy
menttioned in connnection with the insurancee industry buut
remaains a genuinne area of diifferentiation and, if donee
correectly, perhapss a medium foor regaining public
p
trust.
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Regulatory
Desspite New Regulations
R
beeing given leess prominennce
by the panel in November 2008
2
(as seenn in Figure 288),
sevveral important and intereesting points are presented
conncerning reguulations in the interview
ws: Databasses
(combined) couuld capture wealth of innfo. Insurance
inddustry worriedd about it. Do
oes the governnment want the
t
dattabase? Does the governm
ment want to look
l
at it? asks
onee commentatoor.
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ure 28: Issues fa
acing the industry
y
Figu
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14 Agent & Broker
We had the opportunity to convene both LAH and P&C
agents and brokers in various roundtable discussions.
This section provides a slice of our research reflecting
their voices.

Drivers
A consolidated list of industry drivers, as seen in Figure
38, is impacting the sector.

Industry Drivers
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

9.
10.

Talent – Losing it in the Industry, Retiring,
Young, Lack of Interest, Off Shore Resources –
Service Centers
Self Service Nature of Younger Generation
Regulation – Health Insurance, Increasing
Regulatory, Group, Entry into P&C
Green – Changes in Building Structures, Fossil
Fuels
Decrease in Cycle Time – Expectations of
customer impact quality at delivery because of
quick turn-around
Technology – Corner, Direct Sales, Carriers
going to Multi-Channels
Cultural Changes – Hispanic getting larger,
Bosnian Communities, Islamic, Chinese,
Buddhism, Christian
Environment/Weather having Greater Impact –
Rates, FL going under water, People not staying
in the same areas, Handle of local customers and
Global Customers, Websites are opening up
Potential.
Rise of Robotic Intelligence – Artificial
Intelligence
Insurers Buying Agents – Banks not buying as
many Agents

Figure 38: Agent & Broker industry drivers

Impact of Drivers on Strengths and Weaknesses
With five opportunities and one threat ascribed to it, the
agent group saw Cultural Changes as the most
significant driver impacting their sector. Citing strengths
of being Entrepreneurial, a sense of Professionalism,
being a Trusted Advisor, Community Involvement and
Independence as being opportunities under cultural
change, only resistance to change was cited as a
weakness that could present a threat.
Changes in the Environment/Weather were also viewed
in a positive way, with the only negative being a
resistance to change. Against this were perceived
strengths (and hence opportunities) of possessing a Big
Picture View, Being a Good Listener and Community
Involvement.
Elsewhere in the industry, a lack of entrepreneurial spirit
is frequently cited as a major weakness, so it comes as
somewhat of a surprise that within the agent group,
Being Entrepreneurial is the most frequently impacted
strength. Even more encouraging is that it is seen only as
an opportunity as none of the drivers are reckoned to
impinge upon its strength.
The drivers of Self Service Nature, Going Green, a
Decrease in Cycle Time and Cultural changes are all
thought to benefit entrepreneurial spirit. Equally cited is
Community Involvement, which is thought to provide
opportunities under the Talent, Regulations, Cultural
Changes and Environment/Weather drivers; again,
without being undermined as a strength by any of the
drivers.
Quantitatively no weakness was cited as much as the top
two strengths, indicating an overall benefit from the
drivers – indeed for every three strengths (opportunities)
posted under any given driver there was only one threat
(weakness). Mirroring trends elsewhere in the industry, a
resistance to change was cited as the major weakness
impacted, although the relative strength of
entrepreneurialism in this sector ensured only three
instances of it being cited.
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People

14 Agent & Broker
Impact of Drivers on Strengths and Weaknesses
(Continued)
Nevertheless with regards to cultural changes and the
rise of robotic intelligence, it was regarded as a threat.
The only other threat to register more than one incident
was the theme of being technologically illiterate, which
was likewise cited as a threat to the rise of robotic
intelligence driver and technology in general.

It is noted by one agent that weaknesses affect ability to
attract talent. Two of the major weaknesses referred to
were the lack of technological progress and the talent
feeder system that does not provide interesting jobs at
the entry level. However, perceived opportunities
flowing from sectoral strength were also identified with
regards to talent; namely Being a Trusted Advisor,
Community Involvement, and Independence.

Technology
Strengths and Weaknesses of the Sector
Strengths
Longevity of Industry –
Agents have been around for
a long time
Entrepreneurial

Relationships
Professionalism
Customize/Adaptable to
Customer Needs – Industry
has been talking about our
demise for years
Look at big picture, broad
view to come up with
package to respond to
customer’s needs

Good Listeners – Listening to
Customers
Trusted Advisor
Community Involvement –
Tight Knowledge of Local
Environment
Agencies that embrace
technology are more efficient
Independent

Weaknesses
Lack of “Cool” in
Insurance as Carrier
New Talent into System
– Start People with poor
Jobs
No Training Plan or
Management (Sales)
Inability to balance
Sales & Service
Lack of Adaptability –
Resistance to Change,
Not Looking for New
Ways, Not Adapting
Technology Adoption,
Prioritization, Under
Utilization, Carriers
Supporting Lowest
Common Denominator,
Allows Weak to Survive
No Succession Planning

Figure 39: Agent & Broker strengths and weaknesses

The democratization of technology flowing from Web
2.0 and the rise of social networking are cited as perhaps
the most impactful technology. One respondent notes
that customers [are] doing the research themselves, then
come to the agent to place the business. They go on to
explain that in their view, agents can explain the
coverage better than the web at the moment. Can have
an interactive session face-to-face. Nevertheless, the
potential for this trend deepening has profound
implications for business models, including disruptive
ones, as well as clearly demonstrating the importance of
understanding technology and the increasing role it is
assuming in wider society.
An interviewee from a mid-sized retail agency
commented that in his industry sector the current
challenge is to process a higher volume of transactions
for the same revenue. We need to process more
transactions for the same cost and in the same time.
Commenting on his own company he said that their ICT
was cutting edge. The carriers are focusing on
dysfunctional agents whereas they are at the cutting edge
and need carriers to engage with them.
So here it would seem that the carriers are perhaps going
at the pace of the slowest agency rather than supporting a
broad range of capabilities at the cutting edge.
Commenting on his agency sector’s challenges over the
next five years: Responding to clients’ needs for
immediate access to data. 9 of 10 contacts are turning a
rate not building up relationship. And, for his company’s
priorities over the next five years: Younger generations
want relationship through technology but also want
relationships. They want consulting, authenticity and
transparency. For his ICT function over the next five
years: Carriers don’t have this on their agenda. They use
technology to process efficiently but
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14 Agent & Broker
Technology (Continued)
consumers want relationship as well.
It becomes clear from this commentator from a midsized retail agency that they are not feeling well
supported by the carriers in helping to create and
maintain relationships with their clients. An opportunity
exists here for the carriers and vendors perhaps?
For independent agents, representing multiple carriers –
Streamlining workflows allows them to compete with
direct writers. Clients expect instant access to
information. Technology is vital to allow them to
compete. Allows them to leverage their independent
nature and survey the full marketplace. This is also a
retention tool and a sales tool. Clearly technology is a
differentiator, at most levels, and while larger
organizations have a natural capital advantage over
smaller rivals, the embedded corporate culture and other
issues may harden resistance to change, thus benefitting
smaller, nimbler players.
The sector also calls for standards technologies so they
can leverage their time acting for their clients. Agents,
carriers, vendors, customers. No more proprietary
systems. However barriers to standards remain: Some of
it’s a mindset – think their world is unique. Ego stuff.
Overcoming the psychological and cultural barriers
present will require proper analysis of Cost, time,
competition. Need to work with standards.
Another retail agency interviewee makes these
recommendations for overcoming the barriers to
implementing standards: Produce guidelines and share
success stories. Need folks to lead so that others can
build business cases. Pool business cases.

Organization
When pressed on future issues, one agent assessed the
likely scenario as: Providing access to the agents
customers. Sometimes the agent will act for the client
other times the client will want direct access. The client
will still come to the agency for advice and assistance
with claims etc. It is likely that the role of the agent will
continue to evolve therefore, and possibly, as hinted at in
earlier sections, developing a strong online presence.

As to what the drivers are in changing organization roles
and structures, one respondent summarized them as
analysing what customers want regularly – change
workflows changes quarterly. Client advisory council.
Keep the furniture in the same place – too much change.
Culture of change in the office. Change is something we
do – we handle it well. They get to voice their opinions –
involved in the change – transparency and accountability
emerged from change to structure and operating
processes. More ownership of the change as they’ve been
involved in the change. Change committee write the
process. Staff empowered with cash to fix problems.
Client focused – be in their shoes. Customers will be
attracted to happy empowered staff. Hire people who like
people, not for insurance skills. Clearly customer service
and staff retention are two powerful drivers guiding the
future of the organization – the shift to client focused
models is a recurring theme throughout the interviews.
From a commercial international division operating in
the agency markets, their view of the current imperatives
is financial instability and coping with reduced capital
as a consequence. And looking ahead over the next five
years: To meet the risk of exposure they need data.
They’ve been acquiring companies. Lots of data and
systems but it’s hard to aggregate and use the data.
ACORD can help them internally use the data they’ve
acquired in purchased companies.
Aggregate the data for underwriters and reinsurers. Find
opportunities and look for over exposures. Integrating is
the issue from an M&A activity. Looking at some of the
issues arising from global warming he goes on to say:
Capacity for industry to cover natural disasters.
Interiors getting very competitive, coastal folks finding it
hard to get insurance cover, particularly for reinsurance.
Generates an availability problem for the insurance
buying public.
An affluent and increasingly large underserved market
will prove an attractive one for someone with an
appropriate new business model, and examples of new
insurance models are emerging worldwide. At the very
least, the potential loss of many coastal markets, which
by some estimates will comprise 75% of the US
population by 2025 presents a huge organizational
challenge and an almost certain disruption to current
business models.
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14 Agent & Broker
Regulations
The agent group was similarly positive concerning the
effects flowing from regulation. Perceived strengths such
as Longevity of Industry, Professionalism, possessing a
Big Picture View, Being a Trusted Advisor and
Community Involvement were all thought of as
presenting opportunities under this driver while there
were no perceived weaknesses or threats.
This is not to say that regulations present no threat, but
that agents are ostensibly optimistic about navigating any
changes successfully.
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15 Reinsurance & Large Commercial
Drivers
Industry Drivers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Volatile Worldwide Economy
Climate Change
Regulation
Urbanization
Claims Inflation
Inertia
Aging Population
Technological Changes
Trust
M&A
Talent Shortages
Global Market Business opportunities
Business Processes
Nano Technology – Technological Revolution,
Rise of the Robots
Energy & Water Shortages
Cultural Differences
Change in broker business model

Figure 40: Reinsurance & Large Commercial industry drivers

Strengths and Weaknesses of the Sector
Strengths
Cycle Management
(Reinsurance is Counter
Cyclical)
Global Expertise
Well Capitalized as an
Industry
Well Connected Networks
of Companies
Tremendous Intellectual
Capital & Talent
Globally Connected
Culture
Broker Driven Distribution
System (Good
Relationships – Established
Long Term)
Intellectual Confidence

Weaknesses
Position on the Value Chain
(Bottom Rung)
Service Delivery is a
Problem
Lack of Innovation – Inertia
Technologically Challenged
(Old, Legacy Systems)
Intellectual Arrogance

Overall the Aging Population driver was viewed as the
most important driver – introducing four opportunities as
well as three threats. Global Expertise, being Well
Capitalized as well as possessing Global Mindset and
Confidence were seen as strengths that would present
opportunities. The threats meanwhile all stemmed from
weaknesses comprising Service, Lack of Innovation
(Inertia) and being Technologically Challenged.
Urbanisation, with three opportunities and two threats,
and Claims Inflation with two opportunities and three
threats represented the most frequently noted drivers.
However three other important drivers need mentioning
due to the polarity of responses contained there within.
The Volatile World Economy and Mergers and
Acquisitions were viewed as opportunity-giving without
any perceived threats. Strong Cycle Management, Global
Expertise and being Well Capitalized were noted as
strengths that could provide opportunities in the Volatile
World Economy, while being Well Capitalized, Strength
of Network and a Global Mindset were thought to
provide M&A opportunities.
Conversely the driver of Talent Shortages was seen as
uniquely threatening, not only by weakening a hitherto
strength of Global Expertise but also by the threat posed
by a Lack of Innovation (Inertia) and being
Technologically Challenged.
The key strengths identified center heavily on being Well
Capitalized, which was cited almost twice as many times
as the next most frequent strength. Against the drivers of
Volatile Worldwide Economy, Climate Change,
Urbanization, Claims Inflation, Cost of Capital, Aging
Population and M&A it was viewed as opportunityenabling. More interesting owing to its partial weakening
under some drivers is the issue of Confidence. While the
group identified Claims Inflation and Aging Population
as two drivers under which confidence would provide
opportunities, it was also thought that under the drivers
of Inertia and (changing) Trust that this strength would
be compromised somewhat.

Figure 41: Reinsurance & Large Commercial strengths & weaknesses
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15 Reinsurance & Large Commercial
Strengths and Weaknesses of the Sector
(Continued)
The weaknesses identified by the RLC group mirror
those found in other sectors. Being Technologically
Challenged was thought to threaten (or at least
compound problems with) seven drivers comprising
Urbanization, Claims Inflation, Cost of Capital, Inertia
(probably by encouraging it), Aging Population, Talent
Shortages and Technological Change itself. A Lack of
Innovation (Inertia) was noted as a weakness against six
drivers – dovetailing those outlined for Technologically
Challenged with the exception of Claims Inflation and
Cost of Capital but with addition of Climate Change as a
driver under which a threat, or series of threats, might
emerge.
The underwriters consider technology to be one of the
greatest drivers impacting them in the coming years, and
the need for change to their existing practices and
processes. Many of these new processes and
technologies will be necessary to engage with the
increasingly globalized nature of the industry. They will
need to do this in order to exploit their strengths in
people, knowledge and their supporting environment in
the London market.
Process change was identified as necessary in order to
mitigate a number of key weaknesses of the underwriting
business, namely bureau processing, its high cost
location, its disproportionate focus on exceptions, the
markets management of change, their cultural barriers to
change, their use of legacy systems and processes and
the subscription market operations. Underwriters also
believe that as mergers and acquisitions continue they
may need to realign their skills towards the client and
increasing swap their underwriter roles for those of the
Broker.
The underwriters identified that they had significant
business opportunities because of globalization. They
can leverage ten strengths they identified, namely high
skill levels, capability to build bespoke solutions, their
knowledge of different businesses, the use of the English
language (although some saw this as a potential
limitation in some markets), central settlement, a single
market for all classes, their access to decision makers,
their ability to move quickly if so minded, an equitable

legal framework, and the general infrastructure and
services to support them available in the London market.
The group believed that cultural barriers and the
weaknesses associated with technology and process
change became less of a threat as time goes by.
Technology is becoming simpler, more effective and
more pervasive in everyday life, while the expectation of
effective technology and processes is increased by the
changing profile of the people involved.
The associations represented in the workshop mainly
focused on the drivers of change impacting their service
provision and transaction processing for the sector.
Under the heading of “Managing with and through
legacy infrastructure” they identified a number of drivers
which will impact the London Market in the coming
years. These drivers include e-placing of business, the
removal of paper (or some of it at least), straight through
processing (STP), back office integration and the
separation of deal makers from the back office process –
the removal of brokers from the administrative and
accounting processes.
Associations also identified the shifting demographics of
an aging and retiring workforce, the entry of culturally
different younger talent to the market and a decreasing
talent pool as key drivers the industry will need to
grapple with in the coming years.
Finally they identified that regulatory change was
inevitable and that the bureau model could help them
adapt to new regulation in a consistent and timely
manner. They believe that their process models were too
expensive for some types of business and may not easily
accommodate new regulatory requirements.
They identified the market’s key strengths as those of
having an appetite for risk, their use of the Bureau model
for processing and “London’s” brand value.
They saw the key weaknesses of the market as being its
cultural inertia, slowing and impeding change, the
market’s lack of availability of data and an impending
skills shortage. The Bureau Model was thought to
provide opportunities for the following drivers: eplacing, removal of paper, straight-through-processing,
technological advancements, back-office integration and
the separation of deal-makers from the processors.
However, these strengths were all weakened by the
markets cultural inertia.
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15 Reinsurance & Large Commercial
People
Globalization and people (talent) will be two of the key
factors for them in the changing landscape for business
in the next decade. Their knowledge and skills will be
pitted against competing lower cost environments and
economies. They will also need to be available in all
time zones and recruit and make room for new talent.
The underwriters considered that their key strengths are
high skill levels among their people, their infrastructure
and their ability to build bespoke solutions for their
clients. They considered their key weaknesses to be that
of the single Bureau operation, their legacy technology
and processes and their cultural barriers to change.

Technology
With regards to specific technologies to be implemented
in their place of work, the reinsurance sector mirrors
overall trends with emphasis on Mobile computing,
Virtual Worlds/Avatars and the Grid, although the
relatively few respondents render in-depth analysis void.
The benefits of standards, as well as introducing
technologies, are also considered to make work easier.
Throughflow of transaction chain, reduced cost, faster,
more accurate, are all considered benefits from such
standardization.

Business Models
One interviewee notes that coastal folks are finding it
hard to get insurance cover, particularly for reinsurance. Generates an availability problem for the
insurance buying public. An increasingly large and
affluent, underserved market will probably prove an
attractive market for someone with an appropriate new
business model. At the very least, the loss of coastal
markets, which by some estimates will comprise 75% of
the US population by 2025cxxiv, presents a huge
organizational challenge and an almost certain disruption
to current business models. Another interviewee
questions whether the internet and green issues will lead
to more remote workers?
A lack of strategic vision and difficulty in cost
justification appear the biggest threats to standards.
While cost justification, a lack of understanding and
unclear benefits can be mitigated somewhat by effective
education and engagement, strategic vision may remain
more difficult to infuse from external sources.

Regulatory
When asked about future issues, one interviewee
suggested that they are easy to spot: Regulation and
technology. Furthermore, tangible aspects of the
expected regulation were identified, such as trying to get
away from state rules and move to national rules.

However barriers remain in the belief that the policies
are all specialized, we need different information than
anyone else. Need to identify what can be standardized.
Get the data into the ACORD forms rather than relying
on supplemental forms.
Another commentator reflects on how to overcome the
barriers to implementing standards and tells us that the
certification of each of player is not consistent. Partners
interpret the standards differently, creating data
incompatibility issues. Different players require different
information. Each carrier requires different data sets
and are not all covered by the standards. Unique
elements resulting in less than smooth implementation of
the standards. It’s not plug-and-play yet. Catalogue the
errors.
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15 Reinsurance & Large Commercial
Regulatory (Continued)
Strengths

Weaknesses

Central Settlement

Legacy Bureau processing

Single market for all
classes, Access to decision
makers, Ease of access
within London Market
Can move quickly when
So Minded.
High Skill levels,
knowledge of different
businesses

Lack of market
management of change

Lloyd's brand & license

Cultural barriers to change

Lloyd's capital structure

Legacy

Bespoke solutions

High cost location
(operations & taxation)

Subscription market
operations
Disproportionate focus on
exceptions

General infrastructure:
banking; legal; ancillary
Established International
center
English language
Equitable Legal
Framework

any longer. One necessary precursor would be that we
have to stop the market going for perfection – more
standardization needed, or at least more clarity. Bespoke
avoidance needed as an important precondition for
aligning the rest of the value chain. That said, it was
deemed possible by the panel that cost reduction (in
London) could be achieved in part through virtual
working, and other comments defended bespoke
solutions, arguing that outliers were extremely important
as they constituted a firth or so of the Market.
Legacy is a drag on ability to move forward because of
the longevity of systems and information: Why is there
resistance to change in the back office? Clearly legacy. It
was argued that the history of failed technology projects
hampers willingness to move on. However, another
important aspect is not just disappointment with previous
project attempts, but rather an appreciation of the very
legacy systems that so many acknowledge as being
problematic. ‘Every time at meetings when we discuss
legacy systems, we always recognize we don’t move them
forward well. We like our (old) systems – they work. New
tech is making it easier to change. A lot of recent
literature suggests legacy systems are an advantage, as a
lot of subject matter inbuilt is very valuable – how do we
pull this knowledge out and put it in the new system?
Search engine tech to find useful data in unstructured
text database? Indeed the notion that as technology
progresses and improves it will help ensure
transferability of information over from legacy systems
is a recurring one noted amongst groups and
interviewees.

Figure 42: London Market Roundtable

People (Underwriters)
Underwriters stressed the need to focus on the client and
do it very well. This will be important when considering
any global moves, especially given the cultural, legal and
organizational issues associated with foreign ventures.
Indeed the market situation suggests it is possible as
product design – more of the process related part – multi
jurisdiction product design – could be applied to
multiple markets, leveraging needed skills. The need for
a global operating platform [is] to export London market
model. In fact the commentator making these
suggestions thought it would be easily exported. Russia,
Brazil etc don’t need to build up own infrastructure – can
be externally operated and deployed by local partners
(not fully fledged). The value chain has to be fully
optimized – then labor costs will not be the driving force

Technology (Underwriters)
To a large extent the issues of technology and
organization are intermingled throughout the industry,
especially given the former’s propensity to re-order and
drive the latter. For underwriters there appears to be an
especially close link, as nearly all technology issues have
an organizational link and vice versa.
Central settlement, a perceived strength, results in
quicker payment of premium, and quicker payment of
claims. Other benefits include a reduced cost of
processing, consistency of approach and more
transparency. It is a great idea – similar to treaty
settlement (in the US). It is ease of use, it is efficient, will
drive down costs [but] how do you get people on board?
asks one American commentator.
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15 Reinsurance & Large Commercial
Technology (Underwriters) (Continued)
Certainly, encouraging more market openness to agree
architecture would help. Central settlement has worked
well for carriers, but needs to develop parallel in other
areas e.g. placing.
There was some disagreement concerning aspects of
technology between underwriters. One group stated that
technology would back up the market strength of a single
market for all classes. The group asked: how much is
face to face and how much can be automated? Or done
through IT communications? The more you can focus on
what’s core to your business then the more competitive
you can be, Automation of back office operations
becomes less of a competitive advantage.
When offered this logic, another group responded that
we challenge this (being a strength) – technology today
allows this to be done anywhere. Sure, having all the
subject matter in one place is a strength but with
technology today, it can be done in other underwriting
centers. In essence they argue that technology will not
accentuate existing strengths, but in fact may represent
an opportunity for outsourcing or offshoring. When one
considers that knowledge is not location dependent, it is
easy to see how what was considered a strength by one
group could easily be seen as a weakness once drivers
such as technology impact it. Another potential driver is
in the form of the Generation Y clients (those born
1980s-2000 depending on source). It was surmised that
the new generation might not like the way we do
business today (the London model of f2f), e-business
may be more popular. They might not want to talk to us.
Given then that knowledge is not location-dependent –
many companies are moving to Zurich not just for taxes
but access to talent, it becomes apparent that anything
can move, and if the tax base is better and the talent is
there, then it’s going to happen.
With regards to technology, one perceived strength
alluded to by one group is the ability to move quickly
when so minded although the needs remains to align
players in the market to implement change. They argued
that mandatory changes from regulators distort priorities
and strategic change because of externally imposed time
pressure. In their view, they must sort out the process
(model) first and then apply technology.

When put to the roundtable there was agreement – to a
point – but the participants disputed whether or not the
industry could really move as quickly as it thought. You
only move as fast as your slowest player. We think we
can move but it never goes as planned, said one
commentator. Thus the absolute necessity in successfully
aligning industry players, for other underwriting centers
are rapidly developing their sectors, and again, as
underwriting centers pop-up, banking, legal, and people,
will move. Build it and they will come. This alignment of
industry players may not prove easy however as there
exists a difference between a based company in the
market (retain and expand business) and a foreignowned company in the London Market (just an outpost
exploiting a niche market).
Above all lies the need to make technology really easy to
use. The year 2020 gives a newer more technologically
able and savvy generation a chance. The roundtable
agreed that technology needs to be easy to use if we are
to incorporate all global differences addressed in the
underwriting process.

Organization (Underwriters)
With competition from new markets utilizing new
technology and new platforms taking business from
London, the need to build a compelling business case has
arrived. The roundtable agree it’s a weakness, but note
there is at least recognition of this. Part of this business
case needs to address issues of cost, efficiency and
complacency with outsourcers noted several groups who
also stressed the need to introduce competition in service
provision.
One area of particular interest is the 80:20 model.
Several groups commented on the need to apply 80:20
and also separate technology from business
improvement. The roundtable meanwhile noted that there
is not enough 80:20 rule. They state that for 80% we
could build more effective system solutions but then we
always need the 20%. If we don’t build system to a worst
case scenario, then the 80% becomes more difficult to
handle. A point of which there is little disagreement is
that lack of market management of change represents a
major weakness.
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15 Reinsurance & Large Commercial
Organization (Underwriters) (Continued)
There is a need for the market to enforce standards. In
addition are the following needs: Need for a collective
role but currently very fractured. Need to eliminate
different interpretations of the same standard. Need to
enforce one interpretation of standards. Need to agree
change with all participants in the market.

RLC Brokers
The brokers considered that the removal of global
boundaries, the need for cost reduction and their
changing role were the principal drivers impacting them.
They identified their key strengths as being their people
and business networks and their use of technology. Their
key weaknesses were their tendency to change at the
pace of the slowest amongst them and their traditional
organizational structure.
Overall technology is considered a strength, yet is
frequently considered a threat. Indeed, in enabling cost
reduction, as well as innovation in legacy practices,
technology possesses the dual characteristic of being
both a strong enabler and weak threat. It enables the
changes we want to implement but demands changes of
us in the process which this group says they are not adept
at. Their people and business networks are seen as
strengths, but overall they are perceived as being
negatively impacted by most of the drivers of change
impacting them in the near future.
The removal of global boundaries is said to provide
opportunities for leverage of these capabilities, but the
accompanying trends of cost reduction and changes in
the broker model are thought to threaten this strength.
A slow pace of change and the traditional organization
structure are considered two major weaknesses
threatening the ability of brokers to reduce costs and
embed e-trading into the business fast.

People (Brokers)

poorer service but also reduced income as profitability is
driven by the tail end, not new production. The proposed
solution offered by the commentator is to align incentive
systems from a full life cycle perspective, making sure
that not just new production is incentivized. Although
primarily an income generating tactic, this solution
would also ostensibly result in an increased quality of
client service.

Brokers expanded strengths and weaknesses
Strengths

Weaknesses

People / business network

Traditional organizational
structure

Non traditional capital
makes its way to Insurance
in new forms such as
'Insurance derivatives'
Expertise in product
development
Technology

Change at pace of slowest

Client focused & needs

Opportunities primarily in
Non-traditional Market.
Business development

Global operations

Traditional organizational
structure
Technology

Figure 43: RLC Brokers’ strengths and weaknesses

Technology (Brokers)
While nobody from the broker groups sought to deny
that new technology can dismantle legacy, several did
elucidate the extent of the problem of legacy – a strategic
threat encompassing much of the insurance industry.
Legacy is attributable to culture and technology, says
one, who continues: technology is not the driver itself, a
business driver/ imperative is. Legacy cannot be
dismantled easily – it has to be integrated so you have to
pick and choose which things you are going apply tech
to. He then points to a lot of people are trying to change
tech at the front end – the desktop, but this has to be
integrated downstream (and downstream legacy).

An interesting angle taken from one commentator
concerning people is the structure within which they
operate: People from production (market, underwriting)
forget what is already on the book, resulting not only in
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15 Reinsurance & Large Commercial
Technology (Brokers) (Continued)
Unsurprisingly this can be difficult organizationally and
it is here that traditional markets appear to concede a
strategic weakness versus start-up destinations.
Bermuda, Qatar don’t have these issues to deal with,
says the commentator. The logical threat arising from
legacy is that dealing with it ineffectively may stifle
future innovation – itself arising from technological
advances. One group, however, noted that while markets
compete on service expertise... Technology is a low
barrier to entry and competitors can catch up quickly –
markets should not compete on price alone.
As the role of new technology continues to deepen
beyond that of price reduction into such areas as
marketing and e-trading, it would follow that while
technology may indeed be a low barrier to entry, the
successful use or otherwise of technology may make it
the only barrier for some organizations.
When questioned about one group’s assertion that
electronic trading deliverables tend to be boring – find
ways to make them more sexy (e.g. underwriting floors in
Second Life), the response from the roundtable was that
there will always exist a first mover advantage –
competitive advantage in terms of cost and ease of doing
business. This tends to suggest that the benefits of
technological adoption and use are seen by many senior
people in these organizations. Indeed it is acknowledged
that technology could be a great benefit in improving the
quality of what we offer. The key questions however,
remain: who will attempt this jump first, to what extent,
and when?

Organization (Brokers)
For many the question of what to attempt technologically
and when, is dependent on others: In London
subscription means London can be slow to move, and
can be overtaken. You move at the pace of the slowest.
Indeed this seems to reinforce the view, stated in the
previous paragraph, that legacy is a cultural
(organizational) issue as much as it is a technological
one. However the organizational issues at the heart of
the broker model are arguably more important than the
questions around technology.

It has been suggested that individual brokers should
segment the services they offer internally so that they
can clearly identify and focus on those that give
competitive advantage, and so that they can
appropriately price each element of their services. Other
possibilities include brokers collectively reviewing
processes and addressing outsourcing areas of brokerprovided services that do not give competitive
advantage. In addition brokers could collectively review
their strategic requirements on a more regular basis in
order to influence markets such as London, rather than
reacting to the markets’ views of their own strategic
interests.
When asked to comment about BPO, one group
responded that when one looks at variable costs versus
fixed costs – given that business floods in and floods out,
by outsourcing flexible costs (i.e. outsourced BPO)
makes sense. They also noted however that training of
people, and raising of awareness among staff is key.
Allowing for this, concerns still abound as retail agents
have no leverage over BPO (supplier), which brings up a
legal issue surrounding use of information as well as
cultural issues surrounding data protection/privacy. The
last issue mentioned is that BPO can lead to a loss of
pipeline.
Such tactical measures, however successfully
implemented, do not amount to a panacea: Many
responses given here (outsourcing etc) are more of a
tactical nature – outsourcing etc offers short-term relief
but by 2020, brokers need more clarity in their operating
model, focus and a clear position in the market. There is
a role for brokers (value orientated) and an end game is
approaching, sooner than we might think, thanks to the
internet, and we must be ready to clarify the broker’s
position.
The solution may be to take a larger stake in capital
investment, away from traditional financial services.
This would require work to understand the dynamics of
insurance derivatives and look at ways to support
development
of
these.
One
possibility
is
Disintermediation – focusing on wholesaler role and
retailer role. Product design for mass markets
(wholesaler) – maybe focus on non traditional products
– i.e. Shariah. Indeed large underwriters do not cover
non traditional products – i.e. Shariah. Global coverage
may enable this, providing an opportunity to export into
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15 Reinsurance & Large Commercial
Organization (Brokers)
BRIC countries existing markets. But such a move isn’t
universally welcomed. One broker asks: Do brokers
want to participate in risk securitization process? Will
probably stick with traditional role of risk management
consulting – leave the rest to financial markets. Another
briefly mentioned but equally important issue raised was
that of succession planning, which was deemed key.
The future direction for the broker model will probably
be at least partially decided by answering what do the
customers’ value in what we do? The question is
complicated by multi-generational buying styles –
different approaches needed for different customers –
five generations.
Concurrently, brokers (and indeed the industry) must
carefully assess the eastward financial shift and the
opportunities, and threats, it provides. A good starting
point would be to review market and individual
organizations’ structures and provenance of insurance
products to ensure they can take advantage of new
markets. Beyond structures, the need to meet the human
factors is as important as ever, as in order to grow we
need to tab education and training and recruit the right
people, who have local expertise on the ground.

economies, may well prove more difficult to manage
than the opportunities.

Regulation (Brokers)
Although little was explicitly said concerning regulation,
there can be no doubt that it is a key issue for the
industry: There are two dimensions, the tradition of
history and the customization and appetite for risk. Both
must be blended for the market to remain a market of
choice for global business. This is a critical issue,
commented one group.

London Market Summary
The level of interplay between the four main themes
analyzed, those of people, technology, organization and
regulations provide a complex interaction of cause and
effect. Legacy, a combination of cultural and
technological histories, is an issue each sector readily
acknowledges, and it is even said to constitute a drag on
the ability to move forward. The industry self-identifies
legacy as a major constriction on talent throughflow, due
to the perceived lack of dynamism in the sector.

There is a clear need to adapt to the language and culture
of the new markets, which successful local recruiting
would enable: We have to be open-minded with regards
to legal systems for example. Beyond secondary
operations there is also the need to consider that foreign
markets are often at different stages of development,
meaning a lot of folks are first time buyers – a lot of
knowledge transfer needs to happen. It’s a bigger
network and with bigger geographical spread.

This inability to use cutting edge technology to recruit
also directly impacts the lack of innovation within
corporate organization as well as decisions relating to the
adoption and use of new technology. The disjuncture
between the acknowledged benefits of standardized data
for example and the implementation of such technology
can be accounted partially by economic factors, but also
highlights the conservatism of the sector. In essence,
several barriers are purely cultural, although several
commentators hope that as technology improves in its
usability that the migration from old proprietary systems
to standardized ones will become smoother, and enable
them to extract the valuable data stored within.

These issues also compound technology issues when
expanding abroad as technology infrastructures are not
always established or similar. Who pays for this
technology? From carrier or distribution- it differs.
Whether or not these challenges can be met is important,
as the rise of the east and its emergence as a consumer
market raises both an opportunity and a threat...a
changing of the balance of power. To allow
technology or human resource issues to cloud the
opportunities present would in effect leave only the
threat, which given the rapidity of the rise of eastern

Conservatism also features with regards to the
impression of regulations, which will only be grudgingly
taken on board as they would constitute a cost in the
mind of the industry. Their implementation across the
industry would eliminate any comparative advantage
stemming from them, therefore the goal must be to
exceed the minimum and make it public, thus achieving
full transparency. It is in essence a cultural and goalsetting shift, albeit one that faces significant mental
hurdles. It is essential however that these goals be met,
not because the industry hasn’t done well
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15 Reinsurance & Large Commercial
London Market Summary (Continued)
without them thus far, but because change will be
enforced upon the industry if it does not act.
As several commentators pointed out, there is an
economic and strategic advantage afforded to the first
mover. That advantage is being ceded to newly
developing financial centers in the middle and Far East,
who immediately accrue the benefits of standards and
other technology owing to their lack of legacy systems.
The deepening of telecommunications combined with
the emergence of rival power centers present an acute
threat, in that knowledge is seen as increasingly
footloose. And yet these very same threats also present a
golden opportunity for the insurance industry, not only
through competition-induced performance improvements
but through the opening up of whole new markets and
customer bases.
Another potential benefit of strategically implementing
technology and standardizing data is that of increased
dialogue with customers, both present and future. The
sense of urgency conveyed by many commentators
concerning organizations’ purpose, their talent flow, and
ultimately their business model is justified and needs to
be acted upon soon.
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16 London Roundtable Topics
As part of the pre-reads, GF&F circulated topics
identified by members in various interviews.
1. Insurance Industry is not good at Change
Many insurance CEOs (89%) indicate that their
organizations will need to implement substantial change
over the next several years to deal with a broad range of
external forces. The challenge across the industry is that
only 65% say that they have successful track records of
implementing change, leaving a 24 percentage point gap
between the need and the ability to execute change.
2. Insurance companies want to partner
CEOs recognize that change is not simply about
changing “things” such as technology, but is also about
breaking down cultural and political barriers. 46% of
insurance CEOs say that they plan to partner extensively
and change their businesses’ mix of capabilities,
knowledge and assets.
3. Regulation

6. M&A disruptive to long term goal achievement
The pace of mergers and acquisitions (M&A) has
accelerated. This acceleration creates challenges for IT
departments that are tasked with integrating disparate
business applications, inflexible core systems, and vast
yet still valuable repositories of legacy data. On the
business side, managers are also faced with bringing
together different business models, cultures, and workstyles.
7. Globalization brings cross-border competition
Globalization is creating opportunities for carriers to
expand into new markets, where they must find ways to
operate effectively in unfamiliar business and regulatory
conditions. Meanwhile, the ease of operating across
geographic and industry boundaries has lowered the
barriers to entry for new competitors.
8. New ways of doing business
New entrants to the industry and increasing customer
demands are creating a need for new product
development capabilities like never before.

The current turmoil has inflicted serious damage on the
institutional framework governing financial services
regulation in Europe. Confidence in financial markets
has been lost. Trust between national regulators has been
seriously eroded. There is a risk of further fragmentation
of supervision along national lines. All of these have the
potential to set the Single Market back decades.

9. More frequent catastrophic weather

4. Regulatory compliance

10. Advancement and outsourcing

IFRS 4 Phase II, Solvency II, and market consistent
embedded value have planned implementation dates of
2012. Between now and then, all insurers need to build
the infrastructure to implement the upcoming changes.
This would be a large operational undertaking even in
the best of times, but the credit crisis and recession have
increased the challenge. The financial crisis will
undoubtedly drive greater regulatory scrutiny, with
regulators requiring greater disclosure and compliance.

Continued advancements in technology and bandwidth,
in addition to increasingly skilled workforces in
emerging markets, can support continued outsourcing.
But many insurers are now asking whether the
outsourcing value proposition is still as compelling as it
was in years past.

Evidence of 10-year events, such as catastrophic
weather, occurring every two years or so. These events
prompt the need for better models, processes, and
strategies for managing risk and interacting with
customers.

5. Internet brings disintermediation
The Internet has made online quoting and online sale of
property and casualty (P&C) lines mainstream. These
options raise some challenging questions about the
continued role of agents.
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16 London Roundtable Topics
11. Risk management, monitoring, mitigation
Mobile devices, global positioning systems (GPS), radiofrequency identification (RFID), genomics, implanted
medical monitoring devices, and telematics provide a
flood of new data with enormous implications for risk
and claims. But insurers are struggling with the new
technologies – are they disruptors, opportunities, or
both?
12. Aging insurance industry
The graying of the workforce in insurance continues.
Consider a recent wire service story that has Lloyd's of
London CEO Richard Ward lamenting the London
insurance market could face a crisis because fewer
graduates want careers in the industry.
13. Falling market in shipping
As the driver for shipping is international trade, demand
for shipping depends on what’s happening in the world
economy, what’s happening to commodity prices and
seaborne commercial trade. Marine insurance rates have
been hit by the downturn. In the hull and machinery
insurance market, we’ve seen a 25% to 30% fall in
income due to value adjustments going downwards as
ships are worth a lot less. The freight market effectively
collapsed last year after six years of the strongest market
in a hundred years.

The survey found Bermuda ranked highly for the
insurance placing process primarily, closely followed by
innovative insurance products, access to capital markets
and the appropriate degree of regulation. London scored
highest for the availability of skilled, qualified staff,
closely followed by access to business and operational
costs excluding regulation.
“Bermuda is gaining a competitive foothold in the world
markets through its innovation and efficiency of the
placing process – and it's presenting a very real
challenge,” Leggett said. “Consolidation within the
global reinsurance industry is causing dramatic structural
change within the industry – and it is emphasising
Bermuda's competitive foothold,” he added.
16. Singapore
Singapore has been successful in attracting global
insurance industry players as shown by the exponential
growth of Lloyd's syndicates setting up in Singapore.
Lloyd's has created a specialist underwriting center in
Singapore by adopting the One Lime Street subscription
style market for writing risks. This has proven to be very
successful. In 2005 there were three syndicates. There
are 15 today. The preferential rate of tax for offshore
income into Singapore as a reinsurer or broker
equivalent to 10% tax as compared to the standard
corporation tax of 18%, which is not particularly high
anyway. There are other wide ranging concessions
including on Takaful reinsurance, which is closer to 5%
tax.
17. Hong Kong

14. Transformational downturn
As one chief investment officer at an insurance company
indicated, “this is a transformational downturn . . . but I
can't get my arms around what things will look like on
the other end.”

Corporate rates of tax in HK are competitive but not as
competitive as Singapore, equivalent to 15% in Hong
Kong, with no special rates for offshore reinsurance. It is
also considered to be more expensive as a rental location
by quite some distance, and infrastructure is also more
expensive.

15. Bermuda
18. Middle East, Bahrain, Doha and Dubai
Bermuda is challenging the London insurance market on
its ability to innovate and utilise new technology,
according to Ernst & Young's first annual survey of
insurance market chief operating officers. The results
suggest London has retained its crown as the most
important insurance center but needs to be watchful and
able to react swiftly to market developments if it is to
remain a competitive place to do business.

Looking to the future, there is potential for further
growth in regional capacity in the Middle East, and
Bahrain, Doha or Dubai could eventually emulate the
success of Singapore but a lot of energy, vision and
commitment is needed to even begin to catch up.
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16 London Roundtable Topics
19. UAE – Dubai market and competitor
The growth of the UAE's insurance market soared by
27% in 2006, dwarfing all other Middle East economies,
according to latest figures from Moody's Investors
Service. The rating agency said total premiums volumes
had reached $2.7bn (Dh10bn) in the UAE, while its
nearest competitor, Saudi Arabia, achieved $1.6bn. The
regulatory standards achieved by new financial hubs,
such as the Dubai International Financial Center (DIFC),
were also keeping pace with more mature insurance
markets worldwide.
20. Accounting and Settlement
In the London insurance market, the accounting and
settlement (A&S) process covers the establishment and
payment of all monetary amounts against insurance
policies related to premium and claims. The future of the
A&S process is a topic of current and particular interest
to market participants whose concerns include the high
operating costs, a lack of transparency, and a “London
only” view of a key insurance process for a market with
an increasingly global focus.
Responsibility for the accounting and settlement of a risk
transaction has, over the years, passed amongst key
market participants, from insurer to broker to a specialist
service provider accept responsibility for and the cost of
A&S activities at various stages of the market’s
evolution. The current state, with broker involvement in
premium accounting, cash management, and claims
processing looks set to change again.

Lack of visibility across the lifecycle of the A&S process
has led to frustrations about how customer service levels
and process cycle times are adversely affected when
specific process steps are serviced by other market
participants.
Levels of investment and progress to move towards a
standardized A&S process, with quicker cycle times and
lower error rates have been inconsistent across the
market. The resulting variation leads to participants
involved in the process only moving at the pace of the
slowest. For many brokers and insurers this pace is too
slow.
Confusion exists as to who owns A&S within broker and
insurer organizations. This has always been considered a
middle- or back-office activity. Market initiatives are not
fully understood and owned by the key business
stakeholders (i.e. underwriters) and have historically
been driven in isolation by operations or IT.
There is a lack of competition to challenge the bureau
service, and more recently the IMR infrastructure, and
offer the choice of an alternative market utility for A&S.
Maintaining multiple gateways, relationships, and
operating procedures for the many one-to-one market
interactions required when not using market
infrastructure is both expensive and inefficient. There is
also a need for the current or future solution to service
increasing levels of business outside of London.

A&S is serviced in the market by two distinct providers:
infrastructure and processing service providers.
Infrastructure providers have built and currently
maintain market repositories and messaging hubs to
facilitate the storage and exchange of transactional
information between brokers and insurers, while
processing providers offer a service to conduct
processing activities within the A&S process on behalf
of the broker or insurer.
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17
7 Vendors
s & Service
e Providers
s
Gloobal Driverrs
Venndors feel theey are, or willl increasinglly be, impacted
eithher directly orr indirectly, by
b megatrendss impacting thhe
worrld. These aree shown in Figure 29.

Energy
W
Water
Food
Talent
G
Global
Warmingg
Financial Crisis

mewhat surpriisingly, the Government Burden andd
Som
Trannsparency wass viewed as an overall oppportunity foor
the sector by fivve to three. Strengths thhat would bee
utilizzed included Risk transfeer, Growing wealth as ann
industry, Financiaal Stability annd Emergingg Standards as
well as mitigattion of thee weakness of business
fragm
mentation. Tw
wo of three threats
t
were also listed aas
oppoortunities – an unwelcom
me increase of business
fragm
mentation as well as a neegative impacct on growingg
weallth as an industry.
The similarities between
b
this vendor
v
groupping and thosee
in London shouldd not be oveerlooked as both
b
sets notee
issuees surroundinng regulationns and goverrnment to bee
both threats and opportunities. This findiing highlightts
the importance of correcct policy choice andd
implementation by
b those in poower, as welll perhaps as a
feelinng of uncertaainty on behallf of the vendoors.

O
Other

Industry Drivers
D
1.
F
Figure
29: Globa
al issues

In addition
a
to theese global driivers, many of
o whose effeccts
are important but
b slow-burrning, a num
mber of othher
drivvers were nom
minated by veendors.

Im
mpacts of Drivers
Thee vendors notted the most important drivver to be that of
Youung Talent annd its expecttations. Desppite, or perhaaps
beccause of, issuees of legacy and
a culture, itt was viewed as
muuch more of a threat than an
n opportunityy, by six to tw
wo.
How
wever when the threats are unpacked to reveal ‘lack
of innovation,’ ‘not a tren
ndy career,’ and ‘not an
o see how theese weaknessses
attrractive careerr,’ it is hard to
will intensify wiith the additio
on of new taleent.
Perrhaps the veendors vieweed these weeaknesses as a
funndamental bloock to the attrraction of new
w talent, which
seems to be suppported by th
heir belief thhat ‘a declininng
num
mber of oldder workers,’’ although classified
c
as a
weaakness, wouuld in this case be ann opportunitty.
Altternatively thhis could bee interpretedd as the veery
resiistance to change cited ellsewhere as a block for thhe
sector.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Attractingg Young Taleent (New Expectations
of Technoology & Workking Environnments)
Disruptivve Business Model
M
(Unimaaginable
Change Becomes
B
Posssible) Green/V
Virtual
Workforcces
Product Differentiation
D
n – Simplificaation, Less
Personalizzation, One too One
Governm
ment Burden, Regulatory,
R
Transpareency
What Bussiness is this Industry
I
Reallly in?
(Data Maanagement, Seelling Insurannce, etc.)
Distributiion Channels
Economiccs Issues
Emergingg Markets, Gllobalization
Federal Charter
C
(New Entrants)
Shrinkingg Industry
Mass Cusstomization, Going
G
Green
Global Riisk Understannding (ERM)
Virtualizaation (Outsouurce, Choppinng up the
Value Chhain), Private Labeling
Growth inn Self Insurannce

Figure
e 30: Vendors & Service Provide
ers industry drive
ers
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17
7 Vendors
s & Service
e Providers
s
Im
mpacts of Drivers (Continnued)
d Weaknessees of the Secctor
Strrengths and
Strengtths
Rissk Transfer (D
DNA of
Cappitalism)
Rellationships
Stroong Vendor
Com
mmunity (Preeserve
Inertia?)
Nott Trendy Induustry
Groowing Industrry as
Weealth Increasess
Staability (Strongg Balance
Sheeets), Risk Avverse
Braand Reputatioon
Em
merging Standards

Weak
knesses
Product Com
mplexity
Relationshipss
Innovation (L
Lack of
Receptivenesss)
Not Trendy Industry
I
Cost of Convversion
Declining Nuumber of
Distribution Workers
W
Not Attractivve Career
Lack of Undeerstanding off
Technology (clients)
(
Lack of Entreepreneurial
Skill
Inertia
Business Fragmentation

as sttrengths that could lead to
t opportunitiies, while thee
form
mer also appeeared under What Businness? and thee
latterr under the Government Burden//Transparencyy
driveer.
h
innclude Producct Complexityy
Key weaknesses highlighted
(Connsumer Underrstanding) andd a Lack of Innnovation, thee
first of which was
w listed aggainst every key driver –
sugggesting that product com
mplexity, or at least thee
consumer understtanding of it,, could be seet to increasee.
Anotther weakneess featuring prominentlyy is that oof
fragm
mented businness. It appeears twice ass a mitigatedd
weakkness and twice
t
as a threat, unlikke the otheer
weakknesses that only constituute threats. The
T Economyy
and Governmentt Burden were thought to represennt
threaats but both the
t Government burden annd Disruptivee
Business Models drivers hadd the potentiaal to mitigatee
this weakness.
w

Peop
ple
Althoough Talent ranked
r
as thee most importtant driver foor
the vendor
v
groupp at the rounddtable, as an issue it rankks
seconnd behind Inccreasing Salees. Whereas thhe industry as
a whhole places Reducing
R
Costts as a higherr priority, it is
muchh less so amoong the vendoors (Figure 32)

Figu
ure 31: Vendors & Service Provid
ders strengths an
nd weaknesses

Dissruptive busiiness modelss were also viewed as an
oveerriding oppoortunity by a margin off five to tw
wo.
Traaditional strenngths such as a strong venddor communiity
werre thought too benefit as was
w a hithertto weakness of
fraggmented bussiness. Conveersely, existinng weaknessses
succh as product complexity
y and a lack of innovatioon
werre thought to be weak
knesses undeer this driveer,
althhough ostensiibly a disrup
ptive businesss model wouuld
by its very naturre introduce in
nnovative conncepts.
Rissk transfer (ddubbed the DNA
D
of cappitalism by thhe
grooup) was thouught to be thee most comm
mon strength as
meaasured against the driivers. Againnst Disruptivve
Bussiness Modell, Governmen
nt Burden/Traansparency, thhe
Ecoonomy and Globalization
G
n it was thought to be an
oppportunity. None of the driivers was thoought to lessen
the importance of this. Stron
ng vendor coommunities annd
Em
merging Standdards were alsso consideredd strengths – in
factt both were considered as opportuniity-enabling as
Rissk Transfer. Both
B
appear under
u
Distribuution Channels,
Prooduct Differenntiation and Disruptive
D
Buusiness Modeels
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Figure 32: Issues im
mpacting the ind
dustry
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7 Vendors
s & Service
e Providers
s
Peoople (Continnued)
Thaat talent seem
ms to be of more
m
importannce to Vendoors
duee to the compparative unim
mportance of reducing cossts
shoould not obbscure the value attachhed to it by
b
com
mmentators. One
O vendor said
s
that prodduct complexiity
cauuses vendors issues, as do
oes declining workforce annd
lackk of talent through-flow
w. The issuee of an aginng
worrkforce and laack of talent throughflow is one repeated
amoongst all sectors of the insu
urance industtry
andd would seem
m to be centrral to the rolee played by all
a
sectors in the fuuture, especiaally given the opportunitiies
surrrounding P2P
P and other disruptive
d
buusiness models.
Thee issue of taleent throughfllow is inextricably linked to
chaanges in apprroaches to wo
ork. Life andd work balance
andd family creaate an uncerttain future foor the industrry.
Nott only will thhe industry cu
ulture be challenged by such
devvelopments, but
b technolog
gy provisions will also havve
to be
b made as will
w ensuing organizational change. Thhe
dem
mand for more flexible working
w
may require virtuual
metthods of work
w
despite fears overr the loss of
inteerpersonal reelationships, for which the
t
sector annd
inddustry currentlly has a self- identified streength.
Thaat there is a sttructural prob
blem in the seector (as well as
inddustry) is obviious to some: Yes, I think so.
s People haave
lostt the “hard work” ethiic. Too muchh fluff in our
o
proocedures and operations. Need to get the motivatioon
bacck into peoplle. People wa
ant everythingg now. Cost of
colllege educatioon gone off the charts. Neeed to get it baack
to getting moree kids throug
gh college. Increasingly it
wouuld seem the issue is not of fewer colllege graduatees,
butt of a diminnished talentt flow into the insurannce
inddustry

Tecchnology
Venndor results do
d not diverg
ge significantlly from overaall
resuults with regaards to the typ
pe of technoloogy they expeect
to see
s in the nexxt five years – with the rannkings the sam
me
as the Overaall segment. However with Virtuual
Woorlds/Avatars drawing less support thhan the overaall
inddustry averagee, the primaccy of the topp three votes is
exteended.
Thaat there is a reasonably
r
laarge disconneect between thhe
thoughts of veendors and the industryy as a whoole
ning Virtual Worlds/Avata
W
ars
(excluding venddors) concern
andd their potenntial is someewhat concerrning. It is of

course very possiible that venddors realize thhe potential oof
Virtuual Worlds/Avvatars but do not think it likely
l
that thee
risk-averse insuraance industry will adopt thhis technologyy,
yet the disparityy neverthelesss suggests the need foor
increeased dialoguue between thee industry andd its vendors.
As iss confirmed by
b mobile tecchnologies; onnes that allow
w
24/7 accessibilityy, one vendorr commentedd that ‘Instannt
gratif
ification for everything.
e
Drrives need forr technology’.
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Figure
e 33: Technologyy to be implemen
nted

For one vendor,, the major issue is noot necessarilyy
strateegically plannning the neext technologgy, but ratheer
keeping up with teechnology. Microsoft
M
is theeir provider. IIt
is also their goall to maintain focus amid financial
f
andd
econnomic crisis. Going forw
ward, the venndor predictedd
futurre issues as changing
c
techhnology. Stayiing abreast of
certif
ification – HIPA,
H
Sarbanees Oxley Neew regulationn.
New business moddels.
Anotther vendor suummarized thhe technological dimensionn
for their industrry sector ass: Be compeetitive. Adoppt
standdards. Long way to go. Emphasise
E
thhe benefits of
standdards. To brinng products to
t market quiicker. IT can’t
delivver quick enoough to meet the business needs. Largee
group
up of small companies that
t
provide coverage too
agennts. Highly mechanized but haven’t introducedd
standdards. Manaagement don’t understandd benefits of
standdards. Peoplee want to do it the way thhey’ve alwayss
donee it. Need too reach new
w people com
ming into thee
comppany with greeater
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7 Vendors
s & Service
e Providers
s
Tecchnology (C
Continued)
undderstanding of
o potential of
o IT. Youngeer – under 400’s
get IT– brought up on computers.
As to what beneefits standard
ds could confeer, vendors ciite
Inteeroperability and Real Time Straaight Througgh
Proocessing, in line with the overall
o
industrry average. Thhe
onee significant divergencce is that of Reduced
Exppenditure ass an advan
ntage. Whereas Reduced
Exppenditure ranks third overaall, the vendoors deem it leess
of a benefit thaan either im
mproved Accuuracy or bettter
Acccess to Inform
mation as can be seen in Fiigure 34.
Theere is more significant
s
diivergence from the industtry
aveerage, especiaally if vendorrs’ results are excluded froom
thatt average, with
w
regard to the barriiers preventinng
stanndards. Venddors cite Cost as the most sizeabble
obsstacle againstt an overall industry
i
averrage ranking of
thirrd. Lack of Vision
V
and Other
O
I.T Prioorities fill booth
seriies’ top threee, indicating that
t
the indusstry as a whoole
hass a reasonablyy good grasp on
o what barriers it is facingg.

One area of seem
ming disagreement betweenn the vendors
and the
t rest of thee industry revvolves aroundd the issues oof
venddors being an obstacle to business.
b
Althhough rankingg
sixthh overall and only
o
seventh by the vendoors’ reckoningg,
the disparity
d
in pooints weightinng is considerrable. Despitee
thesee differences, an employeee’s summary of
o the benefitts
does not differ radically
r
from
m those offe
fered in otheer
sectoors: Collaborration, ease of doing businness. Anotheer
sugggests that venddors need to develop greater awarenesss
of coompanies to get
g to do bussiness in real-time. Handlee
transsactions elecctronically. Making
M
proggress need too
makee more progreess. Standards
ds enable efficciencies.
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Fig
gure 35: Barriers of standardized data
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Figure 34: Bene
efits of standardiz
zed data

Anotther potentiall obstacle echhoed in other sectors is thee
potenntial for diffeerent interpretations of thee standards too
causee problems.
Perhhaps the mostt comprehenssive analysis offered by a
comm
mentator on the
t issue for vendors was: People havee
in mind that it wiill cost too much. It will cost less in thee
long run. People don’t understand what staandards meann
to them. They donn’t know how to get startedd.
Needd to educate people
p
in the industry so thhey know how
w
to geet started. The
T commentaator continuees, noting thee
diffeering impact based
b
on organizational weight:
w
Larger
comppanies have dedicated
d
peoople but smalller companiess
can’tt afford to puut people intoo engaging with
w standards
ds
full time.
t
Need too help them faacilitate how they can easee
into it without neggatively impacting their buusiness.
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e Providers
s
Tecchnology (C
Continued)

40
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He concludes by
b saying thaat we need to educate the
t
bussiness people and senior management
m
o the values of
on
stanndards. Helpp IT peoplee explain thhe benefits of
stanndards to thee business. Heelp to help peeople prioritiize
stanndardization.
Neeed to get the people
p
on top
p to engage with
w the beneffits
of standards.
s
Allso, businessees are used to
t doing things
the way they’vve always done
d
things – if they are
a
succcessful they see
s no reason to change it.

Bu
usiness Models
Unllike the overaall industry av
verage, and inndeed all of thhe
majjor sectors coovered, vendo
ors rank Pay Per
P Use as theeir
preferred optionn for new bu
usiness modells as shown in
Figgure 33. Elsew
where Netwo
orked Businesss ranks higheer.
Reggardless of thhe type of bu
usiness modeel suggested, it
wouuld seem the vendors grou
up is very aw
ware of the need
for business moddel change.
Ideas include: Building
B
moree collaborativve relationship
ips
withh other partiees in deliverin
ng total solutions by beingg a
systtems integraator. New models coulld emerge in
Insuurance
s
selling
wo
orld.
Cusstomer
c
cocreaating/collaboorating to create
c
new products annd
servvices. More middle men coming. Moore retail sittes
usinng web sites to
t generate bu
usiness.
Thee drivers behhind the need
d to change are
a numerous –
inclluding engagging emergin
ng markets, delivering on
o
cusstomer expectations and saving
s
moneey, but perhaaps
onee of the biggeest drivers is demographiccs of customeers
[in]]changing buusiness modells. New meddia for reachinng
youunger marketss are needed, without aliennating the sooon
retiiring baby boomers
b
who
o constitute much of thhe
perrsonal insurannce lines in the western woorld.

10
0
0

Figure 36: The ne
ext business mod
del

As to
t what migght constitutte concrete steps in thee
estabblishment off a new model,
m
one commentatoor
sugggests that vendors start with
w
‘Learniing from our
businness partnerss, carriers and
a
agents.’ He continues
Moree of the insurred going intoo the systems, via the agennt
into the carries systems
sy
to get the quote and
a be able too
keep the agent in the loop. Ageents need to get
g rid of somee
of the paper in thheir systems. Imaging
I
systeems need thiss.
Mobile computingg, video, voicce, instant coommunicationn
24x77. The day at the desk at thhe office has gone.
g
Workingg
from home, mobille.
As noted
n
elsewheere, this persppective reinfoorces the view
w
held throughout that organizzational and technologicaal
channge and progrression are, inn many instannces, the samee
issuee.
It is suggested byy some in other insurance sectors that aat
leastt partnering with
w foreign entities
e
will be
b vital if thee
industry is to become
b
succcessful abroaad. A similaar
situaation is likelly within thhe vendor grrouping. Onee
comm
mentator sayss they do business in Chinna. Some saless
capaability, mostlyy in Japan, annd goes on too say China iss
goingg to have a big
b impact onn how we do business withh
them
m and within the USA. Thiis commentattor also states
they do a lot of business within
w
India for softwaree
development.
One comment teends to sugggest that operrating severaal
diffeerent businesss models to fit
f the situatiion is alreadyy
practticed by som
me vendors: We behave differently inn
differrent states off our economiies, says one, although this
approoach risks diisconnect witth regards to best practicee
and lessons
l
learneed.
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7 Vendors
s & Service
e Providers
s
Regulatory
Venndors seem far
f more concerned aboutt the impact of
new
w regulationss than do oth
her sectors of
o the industrry.
Oveerall new reggulations are the issue off least concerrn,
eveen polling below N/A and
d Other. How
wever as Figuure
37 shows, vendoors rate the isssue far higherr.
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ure 37: Issues im
mpacting the indu
ustry
Figu
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Appendix: Engaging Your Future
ACORD 2020 inside: A Call to Action
Over the past year ACORD has gathered insights into the
drivers of change set to increasingly impact the
insurance industry, focussing attention particularly on the
changes coming in the next decade - out to 2020.
The drivers of change identified covered a wide range of
issues and presented as opportunities or threats to the
industry depending on the industry sectors perceived
relative strengths and weaknesses. Some issues the
industry will be called to face are urgent and important
whilst others are perceived as important but are
competing with many other urgent items on today's
insurers agenda and are not getting the attention they will
deserve in due course.
This ACORD 2020 research report succinctly
summarises the many drivers of change impacting the
industry that were identified by the study so far. The
report throws light on the potential impact of these
drivers of change on the industry as a whole and by
sector.
The sectors covered are Property and Casualty, Life,
Health and Annuity, Reinsurance and Large Commercial
and the Broker and Agent channels. Input was also
sought from key vendors and service providers to the
industry along with a general round-up of the many
trends changing the geo-political and economic map of
the world, our economies, markets, consumers,
regulation and the technologies and business models we
will likely be deploying by the end of the decade.
Our first goal of alerting the insurance industry to the
colossal degree of change it will undoubtedly face in the
coming years is well underway and furthered in this
paper. ACORD will stand tall in the industry as a voice
of wise counsel to the many firms it engages with as it
helps them to become aware of their need for
preparedness at this time. Being aware of the need to
change is the first step for any insurer in reducing the
risk of change overcoming them without warning and to
enabling them to prepare their organizations in advance
and to take advantage of it for commercial benefit.
In many Insurance sectors, in established markets, the
products and services offered are markedly
undifferentiated and are all too often oversupplied in

saturated markets. This frequently leads to price being
the most important factor in the buying decision. The
goal of sustainable differentiation is hard to achieve in
markets where products are hard to protect and copycat
strategies are the norm.
Becoming aware of the trends shaping our world, our
markets, our communities, our channels and our
customers will make us more able to align ourselves with
their needs, frequently ahead of our competitors. Being
fast-cycle isn't one of the most obvious characteristics
visited on the risk managed insurance industry but this
may well be a time when a new attitude to change
prevails. An acceptance and embracing of constant
change could deliver real advantage to a player or groups
of players on the global stage if they respond
consistently quickly to change. Speed of change could
well be the sustainable differentiator many are looking
for.

Change
To reprise the 'Voice of ACORD Members' report we can
expect change in many areas of our business life
including these major topics raised here but certainly not
limited to them:
Geopolitical change is forecast to have China competing
with the United States as the world's largest economy by
2017, according to Goldman Sachs. Indeed, today they
are already the equal of the US on a purchasing power
parity basis. This is returning the world economic order
to one last seen in 1820 when China was the largest
economy on Earth. During the reign of Queen Victoria of
England the UK rose to economic and political
ascendancy and dominated world trade and set the
religious, moral, legal, business and community
standards everywhere its empire touched. Following the
second world war, as the UK started to lose its empire
and dealt with the tremendous debt burden the war had
left them with, the USA rose to global economic
ascendency and in its turn, set these standards and has
dominated the global political agenda ever since. We are
now seeing another mighty shift in global influence.
China's marketization programme has been running for
28 years and whilst many have predicted their 'wheels
would fall off ' economically and politically this hasn't
happened. Whilst they are able to preserve hope amongst
their massive workforce that they would one day enjoy
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Change (Continued)
their turn in the economic miracle, most are prepared to
suffer the pain of the state growing at an average of 10%
per annum. This change is exacerbated by the other fast
growth economies of India, Russia and Brazil as they
flex their muscles on the world stage and increasingly
have their say on how trade is undertaken around the
world. China is not a democracy and India's version of
democracy would be hardly recognisable to many in the
'West'.
The consequence of these mighty changes on the global
trade and political agendas will be manifest and will be
further exacerbated by the 'Next 11' high growth
economies including Mexico and Egypt, Indonesia, Iran,
Pakistan and other Islamic nations. Even if you don't
plan to visit their economies, their economies plan to
visit you directly or indirectly.
Population change always unleashes new opportunity
for prepared providers. The global population of the
Earth has risen 3bn in the past 40 years and is set to rise
a similar number in the next 40 years. Of these new born
people 1.75bn of the next 2.5bn people will be born in
Muslim countries, changing the faith and cultural
balance of the world. Most of these new high growth
populations are outside of the traditional democratic
western world and as they acquire new wealth they
demand our attention. Either we go to their markets or
in the fullness of time, however long or short that might
be, they will surely visit our markets.
The HALAL, Islamic, Sharia Compliant marketplace for
goods and services around the world is set to rise from
$2.7tn today to over $30tn in the next 4 decades. The
industry is well aware of Takaful insurance, Sharia
compliant insurance, but the HALAL movement is
bigger than this. As the market develops this fast growth,
increasingly wealthy group, demands products and
services that are adapted to their values and beliefs.
How we set up our businesses, to be fully HALAL
compliant, to convey Takaful insurance to them will be
as important as having a Takaful insurance product in the
future. The aging population in many large markets and
across the western democracies, will increasingly shape
how we work, where we work from and who we work
for. Older consumers, agents and employees will need to

be handled differently to the other 3 or 4 generations in
the marketplace and in our organizations. The key
political question of our generation will be how we
handle the expectations and needs for caring for our
older citizens in their later years. The insurance industry
will play a key role in this along with governments.
Immigration, training and re-training, care, employee
acquisition, development, retention and some would say
exploitation, are all going to be key issues for economies
and companies alike to address in order to meet their
economic needs.
Insurance industry drivers of change identified by the
ACORD 2020 project are numerous and only the key
topics are discussed below. These 9 drivers of change
will have a significant impact, in the coming decade, on
the insurance industry across all its sectors and across the
world and are set to change where it operates from, what
the industry offers, its distribution methods and how it
services its channels and customers.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Climate Change
Demographic Change
New patterns of Migration
Cyber-risk
Piracy and Terrorism
Regulation
New markets and Channels to Market
New business Models
New Technologies

1. Climate Change is on everyone's agenda. We are
agreed that we need to conserve scarce resources and be
less wasteful, recycle what we do use, reduce our energy
and water consumption per capita and move away from
our reliance on fossil fuels to energize our economies.
This agenda has been forecast to cost the world between
2% and 5% of global gross domestic product (GDP) per
annum.
For insurers, climate change also means changing risk
models, adapting products and reducing coverage to
certain groups who are considered to be increasingly
vulnerable to the expected more severe weather patterns
and rising sea levels. Most major firms are commenting
that their corporate social responsibility programmes are
more focussed on attracting and retaining talent and
customers and to improve their reputations rather than
contributing to reducing the impact of climate change.
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Climate Change (Continued)
ACTION
• How are you identifying new market opportunities
as a result of scarcity and shortages?
• Do you know how the climate change agenda
might transform over the next 10 years?
• How are you positioning yourselves to increase
consumers’ trust in you through this issue?
• What is the opportunity for increasingly forecast
scarce resource derivatives?
• What health and life insurance opportunities or
threats open up against this agenda?

2. Demographic change is well rehearsed and the
ACORD 2020 contributors were well versed in its
potential impact, yet few firms differentiated in their
company literature between Gen-Y and Baby-Boomer
readers, those in their 30's and those entering retirement
in their 60's. The aging workforce contains knowledge
that most firms need to retain in one way or another and
they need to recruit bright young minds to the industry,
yet few solutions were offered.
Participants commented that the use of more modern
technology to communicate with new and established
markets may be attractive to younger workers and
knowledge systems may be able to contain much of the
retiring workforce's know-how. If technology can help
here it is important that it not be 'bolted on' to existing
systems but the longer view of the potential development
of new technologies be considered and a strategic
position be found that lays a path out towards the use of
artificial intelligence and animated avatars to replace call
agents.

3. Migration of talent across the world changed from a
generally south to north, low skill migration to one that
now extends to highly skilled talent moving from
developed economy to developed and developing
economy. Some regions of the world are unused to large
scale population migrations and are ill prepared to cope.
This impacts the talent pool, customers and product
design, distribution and description.

In the USA the Hispanic American workforce will make
up nearly 25% of the workforce by 2050, and 80% of the
potential to increase the labour force in the UK will
come from women. Handling the language and cultural
aspects of these massively shifting populations will be a
core competence of successful insurance companies in
the coming years.
ACTION
• In your markets do you know the forecast population
and talent mix in the next 10 years?
• What impact will the forecast age and education mix
in your talent acquisition area have on your staffing
plans in the coming decade?
• Who will you be competing for talent with this
decade – local, regional, global competition?
• In what way are your products and services targeted
at specific age cohorts?
• How are you mapping your markets future cultural
base with your own talent and products?
• What opportunities or threats exist from these
demographic changes?
• What will be your stance on Takaful and HALA
products and services?

4. Cyber-Risk is still a relatively new phenomenon, yet
it is already attracting considerable attention from the
world's police and military and from the insurance
industry. Over the next decade we are forecast to become
increasingly aware of our vulnerability to cyber-crime at
a time when we are relying more on the security of our
technology to manage our lives for work, health, buying
and leisure activities.
ACTION
• What products and services are impacted by the
forecast increase in cyber-crime?
• What sized market will this be for you within the
decade?
• How are your distribution channels going to be
impacted?
• Will your network in 2020 be risk-free from attack,
what will it look like?
• How adaptable are our infrastructure systems &
networks – what would it take to change?
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5. Piracy and Terrorism are not new in our societies.
They do however change how they go about their
activities and change the balance of risk that insurance
needs to cover. The Large Commercial and Lloyds
markets are traditionally adept at covering this risk. As
the general level of global economic activity rises and
new sea routes open across the Northpole how will we
cope with assessing risks out to 2020.
ACTION
• What will be the likely most changeable scenarios
for us to focus on?
• In what way will we, our competitors, customers and
products change to meet these threats?
• What new forms of terrorism might emerge in the
next 5 to 10 years?

• How are you redesigning your infrastructure to
be able to adapt to regulation faster and at a
lower cost?
• In what way are you consolidating,
standardizing and connecting your data and
processes to facilitate regulatory compliance?
• What other areas of insurance are liable to have
increased regulatory attention in this coming
decade?

7. New Markets and Channels to Market are
constantly being identified. As the global economic
balance shifts eastwards and technology gives us new
connectivity with our markets how will we respond?
Technology is enabling us to reconfigure access to
distant markets and direct connection with our end
customers. Regulation and accepted or contractual
practices may be an impediment today but how might
this evolve over the coming decade, a decade of
enormous change?

6. Regulation is becoming increasingly stringent and
multi-layered. Well intentioned governments, at every
level of government, are convinced that they have a role
to protect consumers from being mis-sold insurance.
This can be understood when we realise that
governments need people to take more responsibility for
their welfare provision, from health to retirement, as they
respond to the received wisdom that they cannot afford
to be the major source of provision in these important
areas of our lives.
IFRS 4 Phase II, Solvency II etc. all have
implementation dates of 2012 and we can be fairly
certain that these aren't the last legislative initiatives the
insurance industry will be required to conform to in this
coming decade. The ACORD commentators were sure
that the burden of regulatory compliance would only
increase this decade.
ACTION
•
•

•

What’s your best guess estimate of future
regulation?
How will your information, technology, data and
process systems cope with new regulatory
requirements?
In what way are you planning to extract
competitive advantage from compliance?

ACTION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How will you reach out to attract and service
customers at home and abroad?
How might non-traditional players enter your
local markets in this decade?
What are the forecast preferred access methods
of consumers by 2020?
What potential channel conflict might you
encounter?
How can you give advice/sell using technology
to replace people, is this even desirable?
Who will you be partnering with to distribute
insurance by 2015 – Apple, Google, Facebook?
What is the potential for implanting your brand
abroad in fast growth economies?
How are you planning to engage with new or
fast growth global finance centres such as
Shenzen, Shanghai, Singapore, Seoul or Dubai?
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8. New Business Models have formed over the past
several hundred years of business. The end of the
hierarchically structured corporate have been heralded by
Management Gurus for the past 20 - 30 years. Today we
know we no longer need to be co-located to be as
efficient as one that is. The industrial model of
production is passed and technology now enables us to
run distributed, partnered, outsourced models of business
in any combination, more efficiently than if we were all
in the same building.

Insurers were some of the first users of early information
technology and very quickly grasped the operational
potential it presented. Insurance products and technology
itself have been inseparable ever since. The advantage of
early adoption of IT can be easily lost as each new
generation of technology is layered onto older
technology and soon the complexity and enormity of
regularizing the technological infrastructure looks
daunting and hard to justify from a commercial
standpoint.

Research is telling us that once we realise we no longer
need to be located near our employer we will likely
move away to a place we consider more pleasing. The
networked business model, where organizations
collaborate for so long as it is mutually beneficial could
be extremely flexible and allow upgrading and
downsizing of an organization’s departments as required.
As people become increasingly used to changing
employer more frequently, as is forecast, then they
become micro components of this network and move
towards portfolio working - working for more than one
employer at any one time.

Early contributors to the ACORD 2020 process
identified that this issue regularly holds back the ability
of the business to create the normalized and standardized
business technology infrastructure it needs to deliver the
speed and wholeness of service it would like to be able
to offer. It will need to find ways to have a flexible and
interoperable business and information communications
infrastructure in place in the coming years to cope with
the process, product and channel changes forecast by the
study. Technology is itself continuing to define ways to
measure risk through remote telemetrics, new channels
to market and distribution methods, new levels of service
and responsiveness and through its use, new consumer
expectations and opportunities.

ACTION

ACTION

• What might your organizational structure look like
in 10 years time?
• How will your ICT systems and processes enable
this reorganization of work?
• In what way do your HR processes and contracts
facilitate remote and portfolio working?
• What core competencies do you believe you will
need to own and operate locally by the end of the
decade?
• How will your information and data structures
support this potential changed business model?

• What does your 10 year technology roadmap
look like?
• How might technology enable new products and
services?
• What skills and resources will you need to
require to operate the 2020 technology?
• What decisioning technology will be in place in
your company by 2020 – who does it replace?
• What telemetrics will you employ in your
processes by 2015?
• To what extent will you be standardized and
interoperable with other players by 2020?
• How do you measure your technological, data
and process interconnectivity with others?

9. Information technology has been driving change
in the products and services the insurance industry has
offered and in its business models and channels to
market for the last 60 years - since the very first
computers were available, this is set to continue.
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For greater insights to the many drivers of change
identified in the ACORD 2020 Vision study to-date let
me direct you back to the report and its findings. It can
form a firm foundation in understanding the magnitude
of change the industry faces in the coming decade as the
world literally expands in population and economic
terms.
Understanding that there is significant change upon you
and seeing the need to respond to it, are the first steps in
creating an adaptable organization, one that can factor in,
or out of your attention, the drivers of change that appear
before you. To know that the issues the drivers of change
throw up have been well considered and that any change
required of the organization have been examined reduces
your exposure to risk and potentially gives you an
advantage against your competitors.
At this stage of enlightenment it would be reasonable to
say that any organization behaving as described above
would be adept at turning insights into thoughtfully
considered foresight with actionable outcomes.
The remainder of this paper addresses some of the
principle barriers and enablers of an organization
becoming adaptable, risk reduced and fit for the future.

Enabling the Organization
The ACORD 2020 project has surfaced impactful drivers
of change set to increasingly impact the insurance
industry through this next decade. The following section
will help you consider what shape you are in to evaluate
these changes and to assess your willingness and ability
to embrace them for the good of your organization.
There are 8 primary factors affecting your ability and
desire to interact with these drivers of change:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Vision
Cycles
Resources
Behaviours
Culture
Values
Communications
Capabilities

These factors interact with one another to create an
environment in your organization that is either conducive
to you being responsive to the drivers of change or not.
They can be expressed as a series of questions to ask of
your organization:
1. How is your organizations vision informing your
search for drivers of change that reinforce its
attainment and how is your vision informed by
the drivers of change you encounter?
2. In looking ahead, are you aware of where you
are in your product, market and economic cycles
in the locations you operate in and as a result, in
what way do you set greater or lesser priority to
investigating the future?
3. Do you apply money, time and senior
management attention to looking ahead at the
drivers of change potentially impacting you and
is this proportionate to your need for change and
innovation?
4. Do you have sufficient Entrepreneurial
personnel at sufficiently senior positions to
engage with the drivers of change set to impact
you and do you know who they are across your
organization?
5. In what way does your culture encourage or
discourage forward thinking?
6. What are your organizations values and in what
way do they support a forward looking culture
and encourage personnel to look ahead, beyond
next year?
7. In what way do your most senior executives
encourage
entrepreneurial
thinking
and
behaviors through their communications?
8. What capabilities do you have, in-house, to
examine the future, extract insights and develop
actionable foresight for the organization?
Unpacking these a little may enable you to leverage the
considerable insights presented to you by the ACORD
2020 Vision project. Each in turn offers the potential to
increase your engagement with the future, see more
opportunity to change and adapt to that future and
thereby help justify the development of a more
streamlined and standardized organization.
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Enabling the Organization
These are set out in brief below.

1. Vision
As you consider the multitude of drivers of change set to
impact your organization the first place to look for a
filter through which to engage them is through your
stated vision for your organization. Everyone has a
vision and it always describes a place in the future that
the leadership of the organization want it to move to, it is
seldom a statement of keeping the organization where it
is today. So inherently, the vision of the firm is a
statement of change. If you apply the description of that
new vision for the organization to the drivers of change
coming towards you, hopefully it will soon become
apparent which ones directly impact the vision and
which do not. At the same time as assessing the drivers
of change for relevance, you should be prepared to see
that the vision may no longer be appropriate in the new
future you are becoming increasingly aware of. Either
way, mapping the drivers of change, identified through
the ACORD 2020 Vision project, collected from its
members over this past year, against you company's
vision should be the first and most urgent action to take.

2. Cycles
Your marketers will be adept at being able to tell you
where your products and services are in their life cycle from rising stars to cash cows and how you are
positioned against your competitors. They will equally
be able to tell you the state of every market you play in,
by sector or by geography. Your economic advisors will
be well placed to advise you how the economies you
operate in are set to change and by what degree.
Each of these cycles, and others, have an impact on your
propensity to need or want to change and your ability to
look for reasons to change or not. Consider the
organization with mainly cash cow products - products
that need little promotion, selling or investment but bring
in healthy profits from well honed distribution and
service processes.
To develop a great career in this firm you would
invariably need to be a great manager of resources with a

good operational mindset. How attractive in this
organization would a far sighted, entrepreneurial spirited
leader, always looking to embrace change, be. Of course,
enlightened organizations of this kind would actively
seek such individuals and be on the lookout for change
so it can develop new propositions to refresh its product
portfolio.
Understanding where you are as organizations or
division in these various cycles is important as they
highlight the need to change and thereby hopefully the
desire to change and embrace new opportunities. Many
of the drivers of change identified in the ACORD 2020
Vision study are grist-to-the-mill of firms needing to
refresh their products and service propositions.
Understanding where you are in your economic, business
and product cycles also influences what resources you
are prepared to make available to studying the drivers of
change impacting on you.

3. Resources
Amongst the many pressing issues clamouring for the
attention of the leadership of your business, Strategic
Planning and forecasting often appears the least urgent.
It frequently gets set aside amidst the imperatives of
conforming to the latest regulation, keeping up with
increasingly demanding customers, implementing the
latest technology or partnering with specialists and third
parties to improve performance and drive down costs.
If you trace the history of many of the largest
organisations back to their origin you frequently find an
individual who persevered against the odds and
identified a change that could be converted into a
business opportunity, often far from being the established
norm of the time, and took a chance and exploited the
opportunity. It is by being able to assess changes in the
market and the change around you that you are alerted to
major opportunities for your organization.
You need to refresh your organizations products and
service offerings and by so doing give yourselves the
greatest opportunity to prosper in the future. The
alternative of course is to buy up those that do take these
chances and absorb them.
If you are in an economic lean time or prospering by
living off past innovation you will need to keep a sharp
lookout ahead for when the markets change. Applying
the right amount of resource to examining the drivers of
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3. Resources (Continued)
change which you will likely encounter is a key
competence in operating a risk mitigated, agile business
which is well prepared to meet its future. As much as the
idea of an agile organization sounds like yesterday's
consulting speak, the requirement to be agile today has
never been greater. Filtering in and out of scope the
enormous changes taking place across the world and in
your markets, requires the application of resources money, time and executive attention. These are all
required to make forecasting and planning your future
more reliable and deliverable and need to be applied in a
measure commensurate with your position in your
various cycles and markets.

4. Behaviours
Let's consider three types of leaders in your organization;
the Entrepreneur, the Leader and the Manager. There are
those that seek-out and are energized by engaging with
new ideas, new opportunities and change.
Change is the life blood of these types of
'Entrepreneurial' thinkers. Their behaviours reflect these
desires and can frequently be seen to be out-of-place, in
highly structured, process and risk oriented
organizations. They also rarely make it to the highest
levels of these types of organizations without special
care in the HR and management function to protect and
retain them in the business. These are the people who
identify new opportunities and help cast new visions for
the organization.

Knowing who is who in your organization is vital.
Without knowing who the entrepreneurial behavioural
types are you could fail to engage with the drivers of
change however relevant and interesting they might
appear. Entrepreneurs exist at every level of your
organization. Help them connect and communicate and
use them at every opportunity to engage with the driver
changing your business. Let them review the content of
the ACORD 2020 Vision results and apply sufficient
resources and attention to them to allow them to identify
how best your organization can exploit the impending
change.
Of course, it's imperative that the leader and manager
types also make a contribution to the Imagineering
process of reconfiguring your business for the future, as
they are the more practically minded and action oriented
leaders of your firm. However, these are not the people
who will be most energized or excited about engaging
with more abstract ideas of impending change and can be
negative to the envisaging process for your organization
before the time is right to apply tests on the emergent
ideas.

5. Culture

The 'Leaders' in the organization are the eloquent
communicators who are able to lead the organization into
the new territories the entrepreneurial types have
envisioned. Without the skills of these compelling
communicators little change will take place.

A good definition of culture might be 'what we do round
here whilst the boss is away', i.e.: what we do naturally
in this organization. If you can describe your own
organizations culture, using this definition, without
reference to the posters on the walls around your office,
and say how they impact your propensity to engage with
the future then you are in good shape. If you can't it's a
really worthwhile thing to do. Why you might ask?
Because if you know what your organizations culture is
you will know how natural or not it is to spend time and
money on looking into the future of your business. You
will know if the people who do this are honoured,
promoted and rewarded for thinking these things through
or bypassed, leave in frustration or ejected from the
organization in time.

The final group in this simple behavioural analysis are
the 'Managers'. These are the people who lead the
various operational components of the organization and
drive out value for the enterprise. Without them there is
no point in being in business. They fine tune and operate
the engine of the organization defined to meet the vision
set by the entrepreneurs and led towards by the leaders.

If your culture is entirely operational, process oriented,
risk averse and is all about being more efficient and
effective then imaginative, entrepreneurial minded
individuals might find it hard to survive and you might
well be losing opportunities to de-risk your firm and
exploit opportunities and find yourself playing catch-up
with your closest competitors.
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5. Culture (Continued)
Creating this culture is a compelling component of being
a more nimble, agile, future-aware organization. In time
the analysts are bound to increase the importance of this
component in their rating of the potential future value of
your stock. After all, analysts care about your firms
future and who's leading you into it more than they care
about your past performance.
Having a culture that enables you to engage with the
future of your business at all levels makes you a much
more likely survivor than an organization that doesn't.
There are many components of a firm’s culture, or the
culture of your division, one key component are the
values you espouse, communicate and operate by.

6. Values
The values we hold corporately drive much of the
behaviour of the organization. One of the reasons for the
recent failure in the banking industry is, according to a
very senior banking figure, because the banks had lost
their purpose, and some parts of the bank had abandoned
the values that went along with that purpose and set out
on the path to make money their purpose, goal and
outcome.
If the organizations values are unknown, confused or
randomly adhered to across the enterprise it is not
surprising that some parts of the firm do not conform to
them. Having at least one forward looking value will
help orient the enterprise towards its future and help it to
build the culture necessary to engage and be ready to
change as the drivers of change indicate, in other words be agile. Without one or two values espousing this
behaviour it would be hard to build a culture of renewal
and exploitation of the future and hard for
Entrepreneurial leaders to thrive and be the watchkeepers for the organization.
It is always worthwhile knowing what the values of the
organization are but at times of change it is vital. Your
values and your culture act as protection against
inappropriate behaviour when a great deal is changing at
the same time, as indeed it should be for you right now.
They help keep the new propositions, structures,
engagements with partners and channels and with
regulators and government in line with the intent of the

firm. The way we know what our culture and values are
in part, is by what we communicate and who
communicates them.

7. Communication
Frequently our internal and our external communication
is all about how successful an organization we have been
in the past. Past sales performance attracts investors,
customers and talent and is required by regulators. What
attracts analysts and forward oriented, entrepreneurial
talent, is what you communicate about your future. Your
chief executive and chairmen will be frequently
repeating a story about the future direction of your
organization. If part of your communication can contain
how you are examining the future and that you are
honouring and rewarding those that consider how the
firm can prosper and take advantage of the change
coming, then the enterprise will soon learn that this
behaviour is seen as acceptable and valuable to the
business.
Whilst consultants can bring new skills and processes to
bare on the enterprise, only its participants really
understand its culture, internal influences and politics.
It’s key for the future prosperity of the organization that
you encourage outside in thinking. You consider what's
coming at you and therefore those that undertake this
need to be given airtime across the enterprise and
freedom and permission to act. It's what's talked about,
and measured, by the leadership of the organization that
gets done by the organization. Make building a forward
looking culture part of your enterprise by communicating
its importance to you at every opportunity.

8. Capabilities
The context to consider the matter of capability here is,
the capabilities of your organization to examine the
future and extract meaning and understanding sufficient
to allow you to act upon it.
Many people understand processes such as SWOT
(Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats),
EOMA, Porters 5 forces. These are all useful tools in
preparing a marketing plan. All too frequently the drivers
of change informing the SWOT and 5 forces process are
not acquired with sufficient rigour and thoroughness for
the process to be of much use in setting the organisations
course towards the future.
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Appendix: Engaging Your Future
8. Capabilities (Continued)
The SWOT process within the ACORD 2020 vision
research phase has had a rigorous set of global and local
drivers of change set out for the industry participants to
engage with and map the industry's sectors perceived
strengths and weaknesses against to drive out the
opportunities and threats contained in the report.
Forward looking research requires the use of a number of
'Futures Research' tools and methods that have been
derived from over 50 years of academic and commercial
development of tools to examine the future. Best known
are probably Scenario Plans, but they are also some of
the most time consuming and costly to prepare. They
create a rich view of the potential futures the
organization is likely to encounter but require skill to
operate and interpret them. Having the skills inside the
organization to execute all these methods is not
necessary but understanding that there are a variety of
tools and methods available with different attributes is
important for some senior executives to be aware of.
Spending a little time being alerted to these options may
prove useful as you turn into the winds of change
coming towards you.

interoperable, standards based processes and ICT
systems.
This paper is a clarion call to the industry to engage with
the contribution of over 400 participants of the insurance
industry across two continents who shared their views of
the future in the ACORD 2020 Vision study to-date and
take action to respond to it.
As General Eric Shinseki, previous Chief of Staff, U.S.
Army said "If you don't like change, you're going to like
irrelevance even less".

David A. Smith
Chief Executive

Summary
The ACORD 2020 project provides insights into the
future for participants in the insurance industry to engage
with and assistance in being able to engage with them.
This paper is part of that intent. ACORD is a major force
in the world of standardization of data, forms and
processes in the insurance industry. By highlighting the
considerable body of evidence that large scale change is
befalling the insurance industry, by forewarning the
industry it is contributing to reducing the risk to the
industry of being ill-prepared to meet this change and
hopefully enabling its members and others to thrive
through the change.
The greater the degree of change that you believe you
will be confronted by, be it people - talent, consumers,
agents, brokers, underwriters and investors - technology,
economic, political, social, organizational, regulation and
legislative, commercial, environmental or other, the more
you will need to prepare in advance to meet it. In
preparing to meet this change a key component of
successful organizations will be having flexible,
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